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Network Access Control Solution Networking Switches Zero Tolerance Solution

COVID-19 suffocating your
business performance?

For more information, reach out to iValue  | Marketing@iValue.co.in Info@iValue.co.in

Make uninterrupted business operations possible even as employees work from home.

Leverage iValue's range of solutions to achieve seamless and safe connectivity and access to the 
organization's applications and resources in the cloud or datacenter.

Why trust iValue?

We are a leading provider of secure access, with a single client for access, centralized management for all access and 
visibility across your network. Plus, our solutions are built for hybrid cloud.  We are the trusted partner for over 80% of 
the Fortune 500 to protect their networks with secure access solutions.  Also, providing a dual-mode solution which lets 
you have the choice to deploy VPN-based secure remote access and move to SDP when you're ready. 

iValue can deploy a smooth remote work environment for your organization through.

A single, unified client for 
access that operates exactly 
the same way whether you 
are accessing an app in the 
cloud, establishing a VPN 
connection or trying to 
access internal resources 
through any other medium.

A Zero Trust policy that 
secures the access 
regardless of the 
location of the user, 
device and application.

Centralized visibility, 
configuration and policy 
management.  Also, 
with analytics to help 
tune the deployment.

Assured scalability. 
Having a solution that is 
secure but slow to 
respond or doesn’t scale, 
is not effective in a 
modern business network.
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Xerox steps back from $35 
billion hostile bid for HP

Xerox Holdings Corp has stopped its 
$35 billion hostile cash-and-stock bid for HP 
Inc. Xerox’s decision came after it said earlier 
this month it would postpone meetings 
with HP shareholders to focus on coping 

with the coronavirus 
pandemic. 

It represents a 
victory for HP CEO 
Enrique Lores, who 

faced a takeover battle as soon as he took 
over the reins of  the Palo Alto and a defeat 
for Xerox CEO John Visentin. 

Both Xerox and HP have seen 
their business suffer in the wake of  the 
coronavirus crisis, though HP’s stock 
has proved more resilient, as employees 
working from home to protect themselves 
from the virus boosted revenue for its PCs 
and other office equipment. Xerox shares 
have lost more than half  their value in the 
last five weeks, while HP shares are down 
about a quarter. 

Reserve Bank of India re-
draws its financial year  

To clear the air on the financial year 
closing, RBI has outlined a clear statement 
on the Fiscal 2019-20 will end on June 30, 
2020 while fiscal year 2020-21 will begin on 
July 1, 2020 but ends on March 31, 2021.

The Reserve Bank of  India (RBI) has 
decided to align its financial year with the 
Government. Finance Minister Nirmala 
Sitharaman and RBI Governor Shaktikanta 
Das at a meeting on Saturday. Das refused 
to comment on the AGR ruling and its 
implications .The decision was taken at a 
meeting of  the RBI’s central board held in 
the national capital on Saturday.

“The board recommended aligning 
the financial year of  the RBI, currently 
July-June, with the government’s fiscal 
year (April-March) from the year 2020-21 
and approved forwarding a proposal to 
the government for its consideration,” a 
statement from the RBI said.
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ENTERPRISE-LEVEL STORAGE 
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR MID AND 
SMALL-SIZED ENVIRONMENTS.

For more information:  Write to us at:  | Visit us at:  marketing@iValue.co.in www.iValue.co.in

iValue operates in 12+ locations across India, Kenya, Singapore, Dubai and Srilanka.

Follow us on:

A simplified and efficient storage tool custom-
built to complement the SMB environment 
which is easy-to-install and has minimum 
operational complexities, combined with the 
security, stability and reliability of enterprise-
level storage solutions. From the technology 
hub of Hitachi Vantara, a brand with a 
formidable reputation in building reliable, 
stable and simplified solutions.

Hitachi Vantara's New VSP G130

Why VSP G130?

Tool-less setup Simplified GUI Reduced TCO Supports data tiering Affordable pricing

Tailor-made for faster deployment, 
improved performance and 
cost-effectiveness.

Get connected with us at iValue Infosolutions, the official
distribution partners of Hitachi Vantara to know more.
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PANDEMIC IS 
HERE TO STAY

HELLO INDIA

With global conditions evolving day by day, strong alliances among 
the technology OEMs has to be in place and are critical to ensure your 
employees and customers have the resources they need to respond.

Businesses across the board are rethinking their strategies as global 
economy is shaping towards COVID-19 and anticipating on a huge market 
shift. The current COVID-19 situation has not only increased moments of  
anxiety and stress for a large workforce, but has also triggered conditions 
of  mental wellness that need to be addressed.

COVID 19 has made us witness disruption in the business model  
with a huge impact on the Global as well as on the Indian economy. 
China discovered evidence of  this pneumonia-like illness in December 
and ordered its scientists to destroy samples. China dragged its feet when 
it came to informing the public. It kept the information on human-to-
human transmission behind the carpet.

The US suffered the world's highest death toll. The Corona virus has 
breached more than three million confirmed cases in 185 countries. More 
than 250,000 people have lost their lives, though the true figure is thought 
to be much higher as many of  those with milder symptoms have not been 
tested and counted.

With this the global economy is confronting turbulence on account 
of  disruptions in trade flows and attenuated growth. The situation has 
now been aggravated by the demand, supply and liquidity shocks that 
COVID-19 has inflicted.  Only after it is controlled, the speed of  recovery 
in the US and China will be the key factors determining the nature and 
traction of  global economic recovery.

The Corona virus has forced us to rethink the way we work. Technology 
plays a huge role in that transformation. With many employees working on 
laptops and using their own devices, it would seem that from a technical 
standpoint, working from home is easy to support. Yet, it’s not as simple 
for some industries. For instance, companies in the insurance and financial 
sectors work with sensitive data that can’t be left on their own internal 
servers, with some companies use proprietary apps that can only be 
offered from their office networks.

Though remote workers may have access to corporate virtual private 
networks (VPNs) that allow them access to office networks, but everyone 
working remotely requires more network bandwidth and expanded 
hardware to encrypt the connections.

 
Earlier projection on the Global market for Digital Solutions is pegged 

at around $ 1 Trillion in next couple of  years. Countries like India have 
immense Solution providers, many of  them are Small, Mid-Size and Start-
up companies. The damage caused by COVID-19 is not confined to only 
select pockets of  businesses but it is a widespread malady that is expected 
to keep the economy sick for a longer time.

Market experts are of  the view that aviation, retail, financials, realty, 
automobiles and media/entertainment and tourism industries are the 
seven sectors that are at the front among the sectors that are smarting 
under severe pain now.

With the lockdown getting extended, many sectors will have a serious 
liquidity crisis which will raise questions on their survival. Even after 
normalcy returns, it is expected that there will be a longer period of  
slowdown in some sectors due to travel restrictions and even after the 
lifting of  lockdown travel activities will be very slow as people would still 
avoid travelling for some time. The extent of  the impact is difficult to 
quantify, as the sales are expected to hit further.

Globally India is above the Corona-Politics and the government has 
imposed several restrictions on the investments of  countries such as China 
so that they do not capture Indian companies. India will definitely benefit 
from the blow to China in world trade. Overall, during the Corona crisis, 
India's image has risen in the world.

According to reports it is very encouraging that many multinationals 
with manufacturing plants in China are looking to shift operations out. 
The Centre has set up a committee of  joint secretaries from different 
ministries and departments to see how to attract foreign investment in 
these trying times. A couple of  States too have got into the act. According 
to Sources, the US Government will support companies contemplating 
India as an alternative to China.

I hope you are staying safe and getting accustomed to the new normal 
due to the COVID-19 outbreak. In these times it is imperative to keep 
ourselves motivated and ensure business continuity.

Let’s see how these PSU’s will help India to go digital.
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OPENS DOORS FOR FUTURE 
OF WORK FROM HOME
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ROUND ABOUT

COVID-19: WE SHALL OVERCOME
There are many people who think the world 

will not be the same again after COVID-19. One 
thing I can tell without any reservation that the 
pandemic has had its impact on how people 
think, work, react, etc.

I cannot recall the days of  the Second World 
War, perhaps the last historical event of  similar 
menacing proportions. I am told during that 
time also, though India was not directly involved 
in the war, things were gloomy, uncertain and 
catastrophic. That part of  India – West Bengal,  
was particularly hit because of  the complex 
rivalries that surfaced between the British 
and the Indian National Army led by Subash 
Chandra Bose.

This time also around people are fighting 
hard though in a different way. They are fighting 
against a virus, whose identity is not discerned, 
which can be seen only through a microscope 
which has a very high magnifying power. The 
only thing the mankind knows about it is that 
it has the shape of  a crown and that is why it 
is called corona, the Latin equivalent of  crown. 
This war is special. Unlike the normal wars 
that are fought between groups, countries, 
regions or continents, this war has brought all 
people, regions and for that matter every bit 
of  geographical configuration together to fight 
against an invisible organic body, which cannot 
be seen through naked eyes. 

In hardly a few weeks’ time, the discourse 
has changed completely. Everything is now 
focused on virus, its menacing footprints that 
make millions infected, leaving thousands dead 
and billions living with the fear of  being infected.

Most visible sign is the plight of  the 
television channels, which used to compete 
among themselves to break news on a variety of  
issues, are now using that terminology only for 
updating corona virus cases. Everyone is glued 
to their idiot box to know more about what is 
happening about the COVID-19, how many 
are infected and how many are dead, whether 
enough ventilators have been made available, 
whether quarantine facilities are arranged,  
whether gloves, masks sanitizers, and healthcare 
devices are  in required numbers etc.

Till the last week of  March, the issues that 
figured in the discourse were political standoff  
in Madhya Pradesh , Citizenship Bill, Rajya 
Sabha elections, preparations for the  next 
round of  assembly elections etc. Those have 
become things of  the past. The discourse is now 
centered around  COVID-19, with sprinklings 
of  debate on economic package, how to reach 
the affected persons to give them doles to come 
out of  the miseries that they are facing etc. That 
obviously will be the tenor of  discussions till the 
time the virus is contained. This is not a national 
but a worldwide phenomenon.

In the ubiquitous lockdown millions of  
my countrymen and fellow human beings are 
working from home (WFH).

This will have many spin offs.  It  will help 
reduce pressure on the roads and the traffic, 
which is assuming menacing proportions these 
days.  It will lead to considerable reduction in 
pollution on account of  reduction in burning 

the fuel. Also  saving on imported oil would 
be considerable helping the country to cut the 
huge import bill. This experiment can be done 
in the government departments, where physical 
presence is not needed all the time. For instance, 
research works, preparation of  reports, drafting 
of  communications, even some of  the meetings 
can be done through digital platforms saving a 
lot of  time and at the same time shore up the 
productivity of  each employee. It is important to 
evolve an enabling ecosystem for implementing 
the scheme.

Employees are talking with each other and 
with customers using virtual Video Conference 
technologies. As people are getting used to WFH 
culture,  some of  them have discovered that 
the productivity remains unchanged, in some 
cases  productivity has increased in the absence 
of  unnecessary and unproductive meetings in 
the office.  I fully expect that even after lock 
down will be over,  partial WFH culture will be 
adopted.

The other thought that had come to my 
mind is about the locations that the virus has 
spread more intensely. I used the term ‘more 
intensely’ purposely. The incidences of  infection 
and deaths were mostly reported from the 
developed world and by and large, so far, the 
developing countries are not affected that much. 
Countries like US, Italy, Spain, and the UK and 
of  course, China and Iran are countries had to 
bear the brunt of  the disease. Barring Iran, the 
rest of  the countries are not only developed 
(China is categorized as an emerging economy) 
but also tech savvy. The medical science and 
healthcare are undoubtedly advanced in these 
countries except Iran. Still they had to throw 
their hands in despair to control the virus. At the 
same time, countries in Africa, Latin America, 
South Asia, and Middle East, the intensity of  the 
pandemic is much lower in comparison, so far. 
One hopes that could be so in future also since 
the healthcare infrastructure in these countries 
is fragile. For instance, of  the 54 countries in 
Africa, hardly handful of  them has resemblance 
of  a healthcare system. The WHO statistics 
reveal that although all countries in Africa have a 
huge healthcare deficit, it is somewhat primitive 
in the Sub-Saharan region.

Organizations like WHO should have a 
proactive plan to address the pandemic if  the 
incidences pick up later. The latest official 
figures indicate that 46 of  the 54 countries have 
registered infections of  lower range.

There is a lead time for WHO and African 
Union to take some precautionary measures 
in the event of  a spread in the coming days. I 
think that technology should find a solution of  
this problem. Tele-medicine can be an effective 
method to reach out to the places in Africa, 
where health infrastructure is not adequate 
or virtually nil. These digital platforms can be 
operated from distant places to treat the people 
and importantly for disseminating valuable 
preventive methods in local languages. In 
inaccessible places, drones should be used to 
supply medicines and preventive care articles 
like sanitizers, gloves, masks etc. There is a lead 

time for these countries to make arrangements 
for procuring ventilators required for treating 
people who have developed complications. Let 
us hope that such priorities may not remain as 
wish lists for other countries and multilateral 
organizations. The world has to service Africa 
and Africans.  Most of  the developed countries 
today have been using the natural resources of  
Africa for building their strong ‘brick and mortar’ 
industry. That way they have a responsibility 
towards the Africans, who have been always at 
the receiving end.

That takes me to the issue that has intrigued 
me and many of  my friends in the media and 
corporate world, : why the COVID-19 has 
done more damage to the developed world: 
why technology so far has become a helpless 
spectator while the virus has been making its 
deadly inroads into human civilization; how 
the virus has spread like  wildfire exponentially; 
where does the virus originate from; has it been 
passed from animal to man or through other 
intermediaries; why did humanity fail to come 
out with a vaccine or medicine for the virus even 
though it had been taking the toll of  mankind 
at different time periods; does it have an 
anthropological context in the sense that some 
races are more prone to it than others; can the 
virus be made in labs (at least to scotch some of  
the rumors that are being  floated around) and 
most importantly, can this virus be stamped out 
for ever; if  so, when?

I am sure these questions are suffocating the 
minds of  people all around the world. I hope 
sooner or later we will find answers to them. 
Meanwhile let us keep fighting together and use 
technology and human intelligence to get over 
the difficult times.

I will close this article with a song “We Shall 
Overcome” by Joan Baez.   It is so appropriate  
in today’s context. n
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GITHUB INDIA EMPOWERING 
DEVELOPERS WITH 
ITS PLATFORM

ORIGINATING GROWTH 
FROM THE START-UP

Organizations across segments and industries 
in India are going through a fundamental shift 
which will reshape the business landscape. 
Digital native companies are disrupting industries 
and dominating customer demands. These 
have created a sense of  urgency in traditional 
industries and organizations to transform and 
embrace digital. Organisations of  all sizes, 
across all industries are looking at technology to 
differentiate themselves, stay relevant and keep 
pace with customer demand. 

Maneesh feels, “The first phase for 
organizations was mostly around moving existing 
workloads from on-premise systems to the cloud, 
followed by the second phase of  accelerated 
adoption of  SaaS platforms for use across 
departments like HR, Finance, Sales, Marketing 
and many others. Now, to deliver differentiated 
customer experiences organizations are creating 
born-digital and born-in-the-cloud applications. 
This necessitates true code-to-cloud requirements 
for developer communities not only in startups 
but also enterprises as well. The very fact that we 
GitHub showed significant growth in usage over 
the last year in India demonstrates the shift to 
cloud based developer platforms.”

FOR CHANNEL 
EMPOWERMENT

Partners have always been core to GitHub’s 
growth in India. Sharing about the partners 
Maneesh says, “We’ve had many of  our partners 

MANEESH SHARMA
COUNTRY MANAGER, GITHUB INDIA

GitHub with a mission to build a global platform for developer 
collaboration, the company is focusing on making GitHubaccessible to as 
many people as possible. It is fully aware that the developers rely on the 
company to do their jobs, to work on personal projects, and as a way to give 
back to the broader global community on projects and issues they care about. 
It believes that every developer should have access to GitHub, the company 
has announced its features free for everyone. In a chat with VARINDIA, 
Maneesh Sharma, Country Manager, GitHub India shares his speculations 
for start-ups in India.

Commenting on the free features for everyone, Maneesh Sharma says, 
“With our announcement of  making GitHub completely free for developers 
and teams, we hope to get developers in India to accelerate great innovation. 
This will also foster stronger collaboration and an ever growing open source 
contribution back to the community, driving innovation and growth for all. 
We have technology led startups across the country with developers not only 
collaborating amongst themselves, but also leveraging code from a lot of  open 
source projects.  The vibrant startup and research community in India will 
now get access to great technology that they can use to advance their work.”

"WE’VE ONBOARD 
RESELLER 

PARTNERS AS 
WELL AS SERVICE 

PARTNERS 
ACROSS INDIA TO 
HELP US DELIVER 
QUICKER VALUE 
TO CUSTOMERS. 
OUR PARTNERS 
WORK CLOSELY 

WITH CUSTOMERS 
IN CONSULTING 

ON DEVOPS 
STRATEGIES, 

HELPING SETUP 
SECURE CODING 
BEST PRACTICES 

AS WELL 
AS HELPING 
AUTOMATE 

THE ENTIRE CI/
CD SETUP."

help our customers to be successful with GitHub over the 
last few years. Our partners DevTools, Amrut Software and 
Canarys Automation are some of  the partners that have been 
very active in the India market for GitHub.

As we accelerate our go-to-market in India, we are doubling 
down on our partner strategy. We’ve onboard reseller partners 
as well as service partners across India to help us deliver 
quicker value to customers. Our partners work closely with 
customers in consulting on DevOps strategies, helping setup 
secure coding best practices as well as helping automate the 
entire CI/CD setup.”

FOR THE DEVELOPERS
GitHub fosters an open ecosystem for developers in all 

industries and for all platforms. “We’re continuing to build 
great products and are committed to supporting developers 
in their choice of  any language, license, tool, platform, or 
cloud. This freedom of  choice for developers to plug-in their 
preferred tools/frameworks helps them achieve more at every 
stage of  their development lifecycle. We also have an open and 
vibrant marketplace of  integrations to support our developers 
with partners across categories like IDEs, APIs, Project 
Management, Security, Testing, Dependencies as well as 
Deployments to hybrid cloud environments.”, states Maneesh. 

AT LAST
According to Maneesh, India is a key market for GitHub 

and, by establishing their presence in the country, they are 
taking some exciting steps forward to enable and accelerate 
this community to thrive even further.

“Our goal is to support developers, students, and open 
source maintainers, as well as to listen, learn, and address the 
needs of  our users and customers.We are working to support 
our Community and Commerce priorities, and build a stronger 
presence of  GitHub in the country,” concludes Maneesh.
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CHANNEL CHIEF

“OUR SERVICES REDUCE LATENCIES AND IMPROVE 
THE OVERALL QUALITY OF INTERNET”

In a chat with VARINDIA, SUDHIR KUNDER, SR. VP- NATIONAL HEAD 
SALES, DE-CIX INDIA discusses about the company, India as an 
opportunity and it’s positioning in it, importance of partners and 
many more 

Established in 1995, DE-CIX, a provider of  interconnection 
ecosystem, serves 1800+ carriers, ISPs and content networks from 100+ 
countries, including all leading international players in various metro 
markets in Europe, the Middle East, India, Southeast Asia and North 
America. With 8.3 Terabits per second of  peak traffic, DE-CIX Frankfurt 
is the world’s leading Internet Exchange.

DE-CIX has also stepped into its 25 years jubilee and the company 
is celebrating its years of  excellence in interconnection together with its 
partners like Angola Cables, Interxion, Nokia and Axians.

“DE-CIX is a provider of  a premium interconnection ecosystem, 
where ISPs, DCs, CDNs, OTTs, Telcos, etc. can connect and exchange 
their data. Some of  the connected networks can exchange 85% of  their 
IP data over our exchanges.

We are improving network quality for networks on the Indian 
sub-continent. DE-CIX is the largest Internet Exchange in the most 
important internet gateway for the Indian sub-continent with more 
than 150 connected networks. In 2019, we opened three more Internet 
Exchanges in Delhi, Kolkata, and Chennai. The exchanges are operated 
by DE-CIX Interwire Internet Services Private Limited, which owns a 
nationwide license for India.

We have a long history of  working across verticals and various 
industries. Our services reduce latencies and improve the overall quality 
of  Internet. We make interconnection easy for them,” elaborates 
SudhirKunder. 

SERVICES
Presently, DE-CIX offers Peering Ports but very soon it is going to 

launch Cloud Exchange. With this the company is aiming to set up an 
extensive cloud ecosystem which will include major global and smaller 
regional and local CSPs.  

“Today we offer Peering Ports with 1G, 10G and 100G capacities. 
We are also very proud to introduce India’s first Cloud Exchange in 
the coming months. This will bring our customers together with Cloud 
Service Providers Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud, with many more 
to come. Our objective is to build an extensive cloud ecosystem, including 
not only the major global players, but also many smaller regional and local 
CSPs. In the ecosystem, everyone has an important role to play. DE-
CIXs cloud service DirectCLOUD is a dedicated connection between 
enterprise infrastructure – via ISP or DC – and CSP,” reveals Kunder. 

CHALLENGES
Digitalization is not a new phenomenon as it started taking shape before 

Covid-19 by transferring applications and workloads into cloud. With the 
increase in internet traffic, the importance of  a stable interconnectivity 
came to forefront. DE-CIX offerings open opportunities for ISPs and end 
customers.  

“Digitalization was already happening before Covid-19, with bringing 
applications and workloads into the cloud. The current unfortunate situation 
has shown us the importance of  functioning and stable interconnectivity. 
ISPs can offload the digital traffic of  the customers and exchange that over 
DE-CIX with other networks. One port at DE-CIX is enough for countless 
connections with numerous networks, opening interesting possibilities for 
ISPs and end customers. Upgrades from 1G /10G /100G are quick and 
easy. And last but not least, our team is there to assist our customers and 
consult them with whatever their needs are,” highlights Kunder.

INDIA - A GROWTH REGION
For DE-CIX, India is a crucial market for growth.Presently, the OTT 

traffic and the gaming traffic  growthis bringing it forth that India market 
has potential. 

“At DE-CIX, we see India as a key growth market and a catalyst to the 
SAARC region as well. Current growth figures and trends are supporting 
the potential in the region, led by a traffic growth of  198% in OTT traffic 
and 110% in gaming traffic. We believe that we are not only equipped 
for todays’ requirements, but also prepared more than well for the future 
interconnection needs too. 

We work with all major Internet companies in India, including 
Facebook, Google, Apple, Verizon, Microsoft, Zenlayer and Tencent 
among others,” reveals Kunder.

CHANNEL
DE-CIX believes that a robust channel ecosystem is very critical for 

an organization in expansion. It also helps SIs to increase their revenue. 
DirectCLOUD is one such offerings which helps partners to generate 
revenue. 

“DE-CIX has always been a partner friendly organisation globally. 
System Integrators (SI) have deep roots within every organisation. I 
sincerely believe that a good channel ecosystem helps an organisation 
to acquire the width and depth of  coverage and helps the SIs also to 
increase their Share of  Wallet within their existing set of  accounts. 
They are always excited about technology changes and improvements. 
Working with them helps us to reach our objective faster and their local 
know how improves the collaboration. The new DirectCLOUD service 
provides connections to cloud service providers, such as Microsoft and 
Google with just a single port, which is a great selling point for our 
partners. Helping their customers to optimise their raw bandwidth 
consumption, will bring double value on the table in these challenging 
times,” explains Kunder. n

"I SINCERELY BELIEVE THAT A 
GOOD CHANNEL ECOSYSTEM 
HELPS AN ORGANISATION TO 
ACQUIRE THE WIDTH AND DEPTH 
OF COVERAGE AND HELPS THE 
SIS ALSO TO INCREASE THEIR 
SHARE OF WALLET WITHIN THEIR 
EXISTING SET OF ACCOUNTS. 
THEY ARE ALWAYS EXCITED 
ABOUT TECHNOLOGY CHANGES 
AND IMPROVEMENTS. WORKING 
WITH THEM HELPS US TO 
REACH OUR OBJECTIVE FASTER 
AND THEIR LOCAL KNOW HOW 
IMPROVES THE COLLABORATION"
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Apple plans to take over VR firm 
NextVR for $100 million

As per news report, Apple is planning to take over California-based 
virtual reality company NextVR. The deal will be worth $100 million.    

NextVR involves VR with sports, music, 
and entertainment, offering VR experiences 
for watching live events on VR headsets from 
PlayStation, HTC, Oculus, Google, Microsoft, 
and other manufacturers, reports MacRumors.

According to the NextVR website, the 
company has established partnerships with the 
NBA, Wimbledon, Fox Sports, the WWE and 
more.

In recent years, the company was struggling 
and reduced 40% of  its staff.

The NextVR employees have been told that 
they will need to relocate from Southern California to Cupertino. Apple's 
rumoured augmented reality (AR) glasses are also under development and 
may launch by 2022.

The company is developing two head-worn products, including a 
combination AR/VR headset for release in 2022 and "full-fledged" AR 
glasses for release by 2023.

Big Data Exchange (BDx) completes 
acquisition of Data Center in Singapore

Big Data Exchange announced the completion of  sale on a data 
center located in Paya Lebar, Singapore formerly owned by Telstra.

“Expanding into Singapore was our first choice outside of  the 
greater China area and a strategic one on account of  its proximity to 
other countries in Asia,” says Braham Singh, CEO. “Its location and 
connectivity advantages help BDx form a network hub designed to 
meet the rising internet and cloud exchange needs of  our customers.”

The new BDx Singapore data center (SIN1) houses 1,800 racks 
with a 7.3MW power capacity. It has been awarded an UpTime Tier 
3+ Design Certificate, as well is SS564 GreenMark Gold Plus, TVRA, 
ISO27001 and PCI-DSS certified. BDx plans to upgrade the facility 
as part of  their business model to increase PUE and drive higher 
efficiency. Singapore also boasts the highest megawatt per capita, 
globally. 

Koch industries completes acquisition of Infor
Koch Industries, Inc. announced that it has completed the acquisition 

of  the remaining portion of  Infor from Golden Gate Capital. Infor, a 
global leader in business cloud software specialized by industry, has been a 
key component of  Koch’s technological transformation. Koch companies 
have made more than $26 billion in technology-related investments in 
the past six years, transforming a global portfolio of  businesses spanning 
multiple industries. In addition to being an investor since 2017, Koch has 
been a key customer, implementing Infor solutions across its businesses 
in areas like enterprise resource planning, human resources, supply chain, 
asset management and finance.

The acquisition brings new key capabilities to Koch to accelerate 
digital transformation, while providing Infor with resources and industry 
knowledge to continue growing its expertise in mission critical software 
for industries like manufacturing, retail and distribution, among others. 
Additionally, Infor’s industry-leading Healthcare Operations Platform and 
Interoperability Solutions extend Koch’s involvement in healthcare, where 
Koch companies are already engaged in connected device manufacturing, 
medical product purification, and hospital supplies.

Apple partners with Foxconn to 
make Ventilators in U.S. 

Apple partner Foxconn will aid the fight against the coronavirus 
pandemic by developing and making ventilators in the U.S. Foxconn, also 
known as Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., will be used to manufacture 
ventilators, Medtronic Plc Chief  Executive Officer Omar Ishrak told the 
channel.

Foxconn confirmed the partnership in a statement but has not yet 
confirmed when it will start making the medical equipment. Foxconn has 
been making face masks, used to curb the spread of  the virus, in China 
since February and its subsidiary Sharp Corp. also began churning them 
out in Japan in late March.

Foxconn’s contract for its Wisconsin plant was signed with great 
fanfare in late 2017. President Donald Trump, who had helped bring the 
deal together with the state’s then-governor, Republican Scott Walker, said 
Foxconn would revitalize U.S. manufacturing and that its massive factory 
hub would become “the Eighth Wonder of  the World.” Since then, the 
plant-- which was originally intended for making display panels -- has been 
criticized for delays and changes of  direction. The company missed its 
first-year hiring target by a wide margin, ending 2018 with 178 full-time 
employees.

Cisco announces its intent to take 
over Fluidmesh Networks

Cisco announced the intent to acquire privately-held Fluidmesh 
Networks, a leader in wireless backhaul systems. Fluidmesh’s leading 
technology delivers reliable and resilient wireless solutions for mission 
critical applications, whether it’s high-speed rail and mass transit or 

large-scale distributed sites such 
as ports and urban settings where 
signal strength can be challenging. 
Fluidmesh’s solutions are quick 
to deploy and configure, offering 
customers a cost-efficient, low-
maintenance solution.

Fluidmesh will extend Cisco’s 
industrial wireless offerings 

to industries with on-the-move assets and applications in situations 
where reliable backhaul is mission critical. Cisco’s scale, combined with 
Fluidmesh’s solution-based offerings and relationships with systems 
integrators, will accelerate Cisco’s industrial IoT business to enable 
successful industrial wireless deployments, broaden reach to key customer 
segments, partners, and end users.

“Cisco provides one of  the most secure and reliable networking 
technologies on the market today,” said Liz Centoni, Senior Vice President 
and General Manager for Cloud, Compute, and IoT businesses. 

GoDaddy buys Neustar’s Registry Business
GoDaddy Inc. announced it is acquiring Neustar Inc’s Registry 

business. Financial details of  the transaction were not disclosed. The 
deal is expected to close in Q2 2020. 

The Neustar Registry business features a high-performance backend 
registry technology platform and enhanced 
domain security systems that enable people 
and brands to seamlessly connect and transact 
online with speed, security and reliability. 

Nikhil Arora Vice President and Managing 
Director, GoDaddy India., said, “GoDaddy’s 
acquisition of  Neustar’s Registry business 
furthers our commitment to investing in 
the infrastructure of  the internet to foster 
innovation and deliver great end-user 
experiences punctuated by speed, security and 
availability. GoDaddy has a strong history of  
collaboration with NIXI to support the growth 
of  the .IN domain name and we’re committed to helping it grow in the 
years to come. Now more than ever small businesses and entrepreneurs 
in India need a strong online presence and GoDaddy is focused on 
helping them with the best possible choices for domain names.”

The new service will be called GoDaddy Registry and will be led 
by Nicolai Bezsonoff, currently Senior Vice President and General 
Manager of  Neustar’s Registry business. As part of  the transaction, 
GoDaddy will strictly adhere to a governance model that maintains 
independence between the GoDaddy registry and registrar businesses. 
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Cyient to Partner with Hitachi Rail to 
Accelerate Signaling Technology Deployment

Cyient has announced that of  signing an agreement with Hitachi 
Rail to deliver a series of  project engineering services to support Hitachi 
Rail accelerate the evolution of  its signaling technology and expand and 
enhance its project execution capacity.

As part of  the 
agreement, Cyient will 
develop and operate a 
Central Delivery Center for 
Hitachi Rail in India, and 
a Regional Center in the 
US. These centers will be 
responsible for delivering 
engineering services (such as application logic design, hardware design, 
software configuration, and verification and validation) for Hitachi’s global 
signaling projects that use proprietary interlocking platforms. They will 
also provide software development and configuration support for Hitachi’s 
ATS product.

Cyient will combine its global footprint, scale, and deep domain 
experience of  over 16 years with Hitachi Rail’s vision and extensive 
technical expertise. The partnership will enable safer design and operations 
as well as ensure critical benefits to rail operators across the globe. 

Tech Data partners with Diamanti to deploy 
containerized applications on Kubernetes

Tech Data announced it has signed a distribution agreement for India 
with Diamanti, creators of  the first bare-metal hyperconverged platform 
for Kubernetes and containers. Under the agreement, Tech Data now 
offers Diamanti’s platform for deploying containerized workloads on 
Kubernetes for its customers in India.

"The distribution agreement with Diamanti not only expands our data 
center portfolio but will also 
help our customers capitalize 
on the growing demand for 
next-generation datacenter 
solutions," said Sundaresan 
Kanappan, Vice President 

and Country General Manager, India, Tech Data. “We are excited to partner 
with Diamanti to take its enterprise Kubernetes platform to support on-
premises and cloud environments through our channel partners in the 
Indian marketplace.”

Diamanti delivers purpose-built infrastructure for modern applications. 
The Diamanti platform is the first and only Kubernetes solution integrated 
with a patented I/O-optimized architecture. By eliminating unnecessary 
layers of  abstraction, Diamanti empowers modern IT to scale quickly 
while delivering transformational application performance, reducing data 
center footprint and total cost of  ownership.

Palo Alto Networks enters into definitive 
agreement to acquire CloudGenix 

Palo Alto Networks announced that it has entered into a definitive 
agreement to acquire CloudGenix, Inc., a cloud-delivered SD-WAN 
provider. Under the terms of  the agreement, Palo Alto Networks will 
pay approximately $420 million in 
cash to acquire CloudGenix, subject 
to adjustments. The acquisition is 
expected to close during Palo Alto 
Networks’ fiscal fourth quarter, 
subject to the satisfaction of  
regulatory and customary closing 
conditions. 

As applications continue to move 
from corporate data centers to the cloud and SaaS, and users require secure 
access to applications from anywhere in the world, organizations are 
struggling to manage access for the distributed workforce. Current remote 
access solutions for the branch and retail offices are complex, costly and 
often insecure. To support the modern workforce, organizations need 
access to all applications from all locations, delivered via a global network 
as a service for accelerated access, and with integrated world-class security 
from the cloud. This is what the industry calls “secure access service 
edge,” or SASE.

Verizon Business boosting its efforts 
to keep global enterprises running

Verizon Business is stepping up its efforts around the globe to 
help keep its enterprise customers and critical infrastructure providers 
operational during the COVID-19 pandemic. As companies are looking to 
transform their operations and, in many cases, their focus, to better serve 
their customers and their communities, the Verizon team is stepping in to 
assist.

“We are talking every day with companies all around the globe that are 
feeling the full force of  this immense disruption,” said Tami Erwin, CEO, 
Verizon Business. “They're worried about how to keep their business 
going during this crisis, and how to set themselves up for the future once 
the pandemic is over. We have been able to help many organizations take 
simple steps to update their digital infrastructure and get better use of  the 
technology they have today.”

Business transformation is something many global organizations are 
urgently undertaking, refocusing their operations to better support their 
communities in these unprecedented times.

India Server Market Revenue Declines 
by 2.8% YOY in 4Q19: IDC

The overall server market in India witnessed a year-over-year (YoY) 
decline of  2.8% in terms of  revenue to reach $299.6 million in 4Q19 
versus $308.1 million in 4Q18, according to the latest IDC Worldwide 
Quarterly Server Tracker, 4Q19 (October – December 2019). The 
x86 server market accounts for 88.1% of  the overall server market in 
terms of  revenue. The contribution to the x86 server market primarily 
came from professional services, education, telecommunications, 
manufacturing, and banking verticals. Large deals were witnessed from 
telecommunication vendors, nationalized and payment banks, high-
tech semiconductor manufacturing companies, and education in India, 
during 4Q19.

The x86 server market in terms of  revenue declined YoY by 1.2% 
to reach $264.0 million in 4Q19 from $267.1 million in 4Q18. “The 
professional services vertical which includes public cloud providers, 
traditional IT/ITES companies, witnessed a drop in revenues of  
24.1% to account for 36.1% of  the overall market. It is important to 
note that this segment accounted for nearly 47.1% of  all revenues in 
4Q18," said Harshal Udatewar, Market Analyst, Server, IDC India.

Free Senegal partners with Comviva 
over mobiquity Money

Free, Senegal’s second largest mobile network operator, has deployed 
mobiquity Money to enhance its mobile money service ‘Free Money’ 
and deliver a world class digital payments experience to its customers. 
Comviva’s mobiquity Money has over 60 deployments in more than 45 
countries and will bring global mobile money best practices to Free Money 
users in Senegal.

mobiquity Money is a highly scalable platform that will help Free 
Money to rapidly add new customers, accelerate transaction growth and 
launch innovative features, while maintaining a high service uptime and 
availability. The technical architecture of  mobiquity Money platform has 
enabled Free Money to rapidly develop new features as well as quickly 
integrations with billers, merchants, banks, remittance providers and other 
third party systems, reducing time to launch new digital financial services. 
The platform brings many enhanced capabilities such as improved 
reporting, flexible pricing and better bulk payments functionality, which 
allows Free Money to deliver digital financial services and experience in 
alignment with its customer needs.
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Google Hangout Meet comes 
with amazing features 

Google Hangout to Google Meet is not the only thing taking place in 
Google video conferencing room. It is noted that the giant conglomerate 

is offering all the premium 
features of  Meet for free, 
till the end of  September.

This will not only 
allow to host larger 
meetings for up to 250 
participants per call,  but 
also increase the ability to 

Live streaming for up to 100,000 viewers within a domain and the option 
to record meetings which are then saved to Google Drive.

This will be easy for almost anyone who needs a reliable video 
conferencing solution as millions around the world work from home to 
stay protected from the Coronavirus, or COVID-19.

There seems to be considerable interest in Google Meet, in an 
ecosystem that also has Zoom which is facing criticisms over privacy, 
Microsoft’s revamped Skype Meet Now, Microsoft Teams and Signal to 
name a few.

Lenovo Legion to bring NVIDIA 
and Intel’s latest technologies 

Lenovo Legion is set to deliver gaming enthusiasts with more 
immersive experiences. Its upcoming PC line-up will feature the latest 
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 SUPER GPU with Max-Q Design and up 
to new 10th Gen Intel Core H-Series mobile processors.

Powered by the 
new GeForce RTX 
SUPER GPUs with 
Max-Q Design on the 
new range of  Lenovo 
laptops, gamers will 
now enjoy higher 
clock speeds and new 
levels of  realism in today’s AAA games. To meet the evolving needs of  
the gaming community, Lenovo is also introducing NVIDIA G-SYNC 
technology for smoother, tear-free gameplay. And what’s more, Lenovo 
will also offer up to the latest 10th Gen Intel Core H-Series mobile 
processors and NVIDIA Advanced Optimus technology for improved 
battery efficiency which makes the new range of  Lenovo Legion PCs to 
be the first to adopt these features.

Pega boosts Digital Transformation 
with new Pega Kickstart Services

Pegasystems Inc. announced the launch of  Pega Kickstart – a new 
family of  fixed-price services that help businesses quickly deploy Pega 
software to help address critical customer and employee experience 
problems. Through a combination of  Pega tools, best practices, and a 
dedicated services team, Pega Kickstart provides a faster path to digital 
transformation with high-impact returns delivered in just weeks.

All Pega Kickstart services include professional services and training 
in one fixed fee. During the project, Pega Email Bot Kickstart and Pega 
Workforce Intelligence Kickstart also include software licensing, which 
can be extended for an additional fee after project delivery is completed. 
Pega Microjourney Kickstart clients can add software licensing to the 
project service based on the mutually agreed project outcomes. For more 
detailed information on Pega Kickstart, which are available today, please 
see the links in the Supporting Resources section below.

Lark offers its digital collaboration 
platform for free in India

Singapore-based technology company Lark Technologies Pte. Ltd. 
announced that it has made its digital collaboration suite, Lark, available 
for free in India. Lark is an all-in-one platform for collaboration 
that brings together a multitude of  essential work tools, including 
Messenger, Online Docs and Sheets, Cloud Storage, Calendar, and 
Video Conferencing.

As businesses around the world are rapidly responding to the 
COVID-19 outbreak with initiatives ranging from travel restrictions, 
mandatory work from home and remote learning policies, Lark bridges 
the gap as a robust, easy-to-use collaborative tool that helps people 
stay connected.

The service is also extended for free to Educational Institutes 
including, Schools, Colleges and Coaching Classes across India,  
enabling remote working between teachers and students that will 
effectively and rapidly manage workflow.

Beyond supporting remote work, UNESCO has also recognized 
Lark as a platform that can help students, parents, and teachers 
facilitate learning and provide social interactions during periods of  
school closures.

HPE supports growing demand for remote 
workforce rollouts due to COVID-19 impact

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) has announced a series of  
initiatives to help customers and support business continuity in the wake 
of  COVID-19.  Recognizing the growing need to deploy or scale remote 
workforce infrastructure to meet 
stay-at-home and social distancing 
policies, HPE is releasing a 
more powerful virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI) solution, 
and offering flexible financing 
terms and new pre-configured 
solutions to increase flexibility and 
accelerate delivery for customers. HPE’s range of  VDI solutions, advisory 
services and financing enable customers to rapidly design and tailor their 
VDI rollouts to meet users’ needs, keep their network secure and conserve 
capital.

Available now, HPE Financial Services is offering new, innovative 
financial and asset lifecycle options including short-term rentals and 90-
day payment deferrals on VDI solutions.1 HPE VDI solutions are also 
available as-a-Service through HPE Greenlake to support customers who 
require financial flexibility in their remote workforce roll out.

SonicWall strengthens MSSPs with enhanced 
Managed Security Services Program

SonicWall unveiled an enhanced version of  its SecureFirst Managed 
Security Service Provider (MSSPs) Program to provide the licensing 
models, resources and tools needed to help MSSPs profitably scale and 
accelerate their managed security services business, leveraging SonicWall’s 
technology.

Built on the SonicWall SecureFirst Partner Program, the enhanced 
three-tiered MSSP program offers benefits such as flexible pricing options, 
tailored premier technical support access, access to MSSP field sales and 
technical specialists, increased access to co-marketing funds as well as 
specialization training and assessments for sales and technical staff.

“The explosion 
of  exposure points 
has not only increased 
the attack surface area 
of  organizations, it 

has also taxed IT departments that increasingly call upon MSSPs to help 
mitigate the rapidly growing threat volume,” said SonicWall Vice President, 
Global MSSP & Carrier Sales, Luca Taglioretti.

Taglioretti added, “Due to the unprecedented need to quickly and 
efficiently deploy security to rapidly expanding remote workforces, 
SonicWall will include its Secure Mobile Access (SMA) solution for 
MSSPs, allowing managed security service providers to swiftly deploy and 
scale on-demand security and connectivity at costs based on the number 
of  concurrent users.”
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Cisco focusing on small businesses 
with its new product line

Small businesses are the backbone of  society, representing millions of  
individual companies, and accounting for two-thirds of  the global GDP. 
Today, they are facing the dual challenges of  keeping pace with a dynamic 
ecosystem, while continuing to provide enhanced customer experience 

and services. With this in mind, Cisco is 
doubling down its focus on serving small 
businesses by offering customers and 
partners a simple, secure, and flexible 
portfolio with new solutions tailored to 
small businesses. The newly launched 
portfolio comprises new offerings that 
have been curated for small businesses, 

and address their networking, security, collaboration, cloud, and internet 
connectivity needs.

“Small businesses are the bedrock of  India’s economy. In this dynamic 
macroeconomic environment, Cisco is committed to helping these 
businesses stay safe while ensuring business continuity by giving them 
access to top-notch, easy-to-use technology solutions. Our goal is to 
enable MSMEs in India to navigate these uncharted waters effectively by 
leveraging the power of  technology,” said Panish PK, Managing Director, 
SMB, Cisco India and SAARC.

Intel brings 10th Gen Intel 
Core H-series at 5.3 GHz

Intel has launched the 10th Gen Intel Core H-series mobile processors. 
Headlined by the 10th Gen Intel Core i9-10980HK processor, the H-series 
delivers desktop-caliber performance that gamers and creators can take 
anywhere.

Fredrik Hamberger, general manager 
of  the premium and gaming laptop 
segments at Intel, comments, “Today’s 
introduction of  the 10th Gen Intel Core 
H-series mobile platform extends Intel’s 
gaming leadership, delivering desktop-
caliber performance in a mobile form 
factor and breadth of  choice with more 
than 100 laptop designs launching this 
year, including more than 30 thin-and-light systems. The new platform is 
optimized for enthusiasts and creators by delivering the fastest frequency 
in the industry with 5 GHz across the majority of  the volume which will 
deliver amazing game play and rich creation for users.” 

At the top of  the stack is the 10th Gen Intel Core i9-10980HK, 
featuring unparalleled performance across the board with up to 5.3 GHz 
Turbo, eight cores, 16 threads and 16MB of  Intel Smart Cache.

Lenovo DCG brings smarter edge to 
cloud infrastructure solutions 

Lenovo Data Center Group (DCG) expands its portfolio of  IT 
infrastructure solutions. As companies implement Internet of  Things 
(IoT) solutions and 5G technologies, an increase in connected devices 

drives an explosion of  data created, 
analyzed, stored and managed from 
the edge to the core. For enterprises 
building end-to-end applications 
that leverage Azure, the new 
Lenovo ThinkAgile MX1021 and 
ThinkSystem DM7100 provide 

validated solutions for cloud tiering. 
Kamran Amini, Vice President and General Manager of  Server, 

Storage and Software Defined Infrastructure at Lenovo DCG, comments, 
“At a time when the speed and agility of  processes critically impacts your 
daily business operations, our customers demand more powerful, secure 
and flexible solutions. Lenovo’s technology architecture is purpose-built to 
deliver real-time, valuable insights from edge to core to cloud, enabling a 
new era of  intelligence where customers can fully realize the potential of  
the data at their disposal.”

IBM brings “Watson Assistant for Citizens” 
to boost responses to COVID-19 questions

IBM is helping government agencies, healthcare organizations 
and academic institutions throughout the world use AI to put trusted 
data and information into the hands of  their citizens. With a flood of  
information requests from citizens, wait times in many areas to receive 
answers can exceed two hours. Available for 
no charge for at least 90 days and available 
to our client’s citizens online, IBM Watson 
Assistant for Citizens on the IBM public 
cloud brings together Watson Assistant, 
Natural Language Processing capabilities 
from IBM Research, and state-of-art 
enterprise AI search capabilities with Watson 
Discovery, to understand and respond to 
common questions about COVID-19.

Rob Thomas, General Manager, IBM 
Data & AI, comments, “While helping 
government agencies and healthcare institutions use AI to get critical 
information out to their citizens remains a high priority right now, the 
current environment has made it clear that every business in every 
industry should find ways to digitally engage with their clients and 
employees. With today’s news, IBM is taking years of  experience in 
helping thousands of  global businesses and institutions use Natural 
Language Processing and other advanced AI technologies to better 
meet the demands of  their constituents, and now applying it to the 
COVID-19 crisis. AI has the power to be your assistant during this 
uncertain time.”

DIGISOL brings in DG WM6305SIE2, 1200 
Mbps Ceiling Mount Access Point 

DIGISOL Systems has unveiled DG-WM6305SIE2 a high 
performance 802.11ac 1200Mbps Ceiling Mount Access Point. The newly 
unveiled Access Point’s high output power design, PoE support, multiple 
operation modes, and easy deployment features makes it an ideal wireless 
solution for, small to medium business and enterprise environments.

Superior performance:
The DG-WM6305SIE2 delivers reliable wireless performance with 

maximum wireless signal rates of  up to 1200Mbps. The embedded 
antennas can provide optimal wireless coverage in 2.4GHz (300Mbps) 
and 5GHz (900Mbps) bands. It complies with IEEE 802.11ac standard 
and is backward compatible with IEEE 802.11b/g/n standard. The DG-
WM6305SIE2 wireless AP support MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output) and 4 Spatial Steams, greatly to improve the communication 
efficiency with Gigabit WAN & LAN port which enhances the sharing 
of  files, photo, audio, video and gaming experience over wireless network. 
DG-WM6305SIE2 supports PoE, which helps in easy installation by 
eliminating the need of  a dedicated power source.

Stellar brings ‘Remote Data Recovery’ in India
Stellar has announced its ‘Remote Data Recovery’ service in India with 

a purpose to resolve data loss crisis in the present global exigency caused 
by COVID-19. This new service is a continuation of  the company's 
commitment to most efficient data care services, Remote data recovery; 
a superior technology in which lost files and other data can be retrieved 
through Internet ensuring the availability of  lost data at customer’s 
doorstep in current lock-down situation.

Stellar’s ‘remote data recovery’ service enables its customers to 
avail data recovery service at a real- time basis. This will only require a 
working computer/ laptop along-with an internet connection at users’ end 
to recover lost data. Company’s data care experts will ensure necessary 
precautions while working remotely by using secured internet connection, 
Stellar’s proprietary recovery software to ensure data confidentiality, data 
security and data safety.
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Vodafone reduces costs to 50% 
with VMware telco cloud 

Vodafone rolled out VMware’s network virtualization infrastructure 
across all of  its 21 European business markets in a move that the company 
has reduced the cost of  its core network functions by 50%.

With the completion of  its work in Albania, Vodafone deployed 
VMware’s telco cloud infrastructure across more than 57 sites in Europe 
and 25 in its Africa, Asia, and Oceania markets. It supports voice core, data 

core, and service 
platforms on 
more than 900 
virtual network 
f u n c t i o n s 
( V N F s ) . 

According to the operators, VMware’s infrastructure allows it to build, 
test, and deploy functions more securely and 40% faster. Almost 50% of  
Vodafone’s core network nodes provide voice and data services running 
on VMware’s NVI platform, vCloud NFV.

Vodafone started using VMware’s NFV platform in 2017. At the time, 
VMware CEO Pat Gelsinger called it “our largest-ever telco deal.”

OPPO, Ericsson, and MediaTek conduct 
VoNR voice and video calls on 5G

OPPO has announced that they have successfully conducted voice and 
video calls solely based on the next-generation 5G network, bringing high-
quality 5G experience closer to reality.  

Partnering with Ericsson and MediaTek, the VoNR (Voice/Video on 
New Radio) calls were made on a modified commercial smartphone from 
OPPO featuring MediaTek’s Dimensity 1000 series SoC using an end-
to-end 5G Standalone (SA) network powered by Ericsson Radio System 
products and solutions. VoNR is a basic call service that completely relies 
on the 5G network (SA architecture). Compared with earlier call services, 
VoNR provides significantly lower latency, greatly improved sound quality 
and picture quality, resulting in an elevated overall experience for users. 

SA architecture is one of  the mainstream architectures of  future 5G 
networks. Global operators are actively laying the foundation for 5G SA 
networks. As one of  the first mobile phone brands to support VoNR 
calls under the SA architecture, OPPO aims to ensure that even the early 
adopters can have a more complete 5G experience.

Apple Siri now comes with 
COVID-19 updates 

Apple Siri has now come up with a new feature of  updating COVID-19 
information to Indian users. Apple last month updated its Siri voice 
assistant with information and assets designed to help users in the US who 
have flu symptoms and believe they are suffering from coronavirus. The 
feature is now live in several countries, including India, according to the 
company.

The feature is triggered by queries like “Hey Siri, do I have the 
coronavirus?” and “Hey Siri, I think I have COVID-19.”

Siri will ask users if  they are exhibiting symptoms of  the disease, such 
as fever, dry cough or shortness of  breath.

It will advise people who say they have extreme or life-threatening 
symptoms to consider calling the local health services.

The users who answer “yes” to certain questions, specifically those 
referencing COVID-19 symptoms, are urged to isolate and closely monitor 
the situation, or contact a medical provider. Just say “Play COVID-19 
news” or “Play the Coronavirus news” and Siri will update you with the 
latest news.

Indian telcos chalks out plan for contactless 
SIM sales to acquire 
new customers

In order to tackle the sharp 
fall in mobile connection sales 
over the lockdown, the three 
telcos of  India, Reliance Jio, 
Airtel and Vodafone Idea 
is working on a secure and 
contactless digital customer 
acquisition process.    

After coming to a consensus 
regarding how to ensure that 
all e-KYC parameters are met 
digitally, the telcos will seek for 
approval from Department of  
Telecommunication (DoT). The 
companies have to ensure that it 
can be done without the customer having to physically go to a mobile 
store to buy a connection or show ID papers.

“Operators are aware people need mobile connections but are 
facing hardship in getting them amid the nationwide lockdown, which 
is why, they are collectively working on a secure technology solution 
that can make SIMs available when people need it the most, and also 
boost customer adds,” said Rajan Mathews, Director General of  
Cellular Operators Association of  India (COAI) that represents the 
three telcos. 

Airtel customers can now 
recharge their mobiles at ATMs, 
pharmacies and grocery stores

In this time of  crisis, Bharti Airtel has activated new channels like 
bank ATMs, pharmacies and grocery stores for its users to recharge 
their connections.  

"We also recognize that there is a large population which isn't 
online and 
is unable to 
recharge at 
their regular 
r e t a i l e r s . 
To address 
that, we have 
a c t i v a t e d 
several new 

channels - bank ATMs, pharmacies as well as grocery stores. We also 
want to thank our partners – HDFC, ICICI, Apollo and Big Bazaar - 
who have helped us enable this in a span of  days," Gopal Vittal, Airtel 
India CEO said in a letter to customers.

The telco has also urged its subscribers to use its digital medium 
to recharge. "You can also help, do your bit, and recharge for those 
around you, who do not have access to a digital channel. You can 
recharge at www.airtel.in or through the Airtel Thanks app," he added.

Data consumption in rural area jumped 
nearly 100% within a month: CSC CEO 

A top official of  the entity said that data consumption in rural 
India on the network of  CSC SPV jumped nearly 100% within a 
month - especially during the lockdown period.

"Based on the growth trend, data consumption on the CSC SPV 
network is estimated to have increased by close to 100% till date," 
CSC SPV CEO Dinesh Tyagi told a news source. He said that a major 
spike in data consumption has been recorded since the time lockdown 
started.

"Beside the surge of  data consumption in rural areas, there has 
been a high demand of  FTTH (Fiber to Home). In the month of  
March 20, more than 3 lakh subscribers registered across 50,000 Gram 
Panchayats for FTTH," Tyagi said.

CSC also provides wifi hotspot in around 25,000 gram panchayats 
in the name of  CSC Wi-fi Choupal services.
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Poly brings a robust new Partner Program
Plantronics, Inc. ("Poly" -- formerly Plantronics and Polycom) 

unveils a new Poly partner program that combines the Polycom and 
Plantronics programs under a comprehensive and convenient model 
that is accessible for partners at all levels. The global program features 
a new unified portal with easy, real-time access to all assets, training, 
tools and content that partners need to successfully go to market.                                         

"We've reimagined our program to encourage participation from a 
broad range 
of  partners 
and made 
it more 
b e n e f i c i a l 
to partner 
with Poly," 
said Nick 
Tidd, Vice 
P r e s i d e n t 
of  Global 
Channel Sales for Poly. "Our partners consistently tell us that their 
success depends on their ability to differentiate based on reputation, 
service delivery capability, and complementary skills. Our goal is to 
help all partners successfully stand out in the market."

The Poly partner program shifts the evaluation of  partner levels 
from a focus on revenue to an emphasis on involvement with Poly to 
support innovation and mutual growth.

Schneider Electric and Elite Data 
Centre Partners inaugurate Centre of 
Excellence – Edge Infrastructure

Schneider Electric has announced the launch of  a Centre of  
Excellence – Edge Infrastructure in collaboration with its Elite Data 
Centre Partners in India. This unique initiative allows the end customers 
to visit the partners’ premises and experience the Edge Solutions of  
Schneider Electric, first hand. The second such Center of  Excellence 
was inaugurated recently at Schneider Electric’s Elite Partner, Central 
Data Systems, Bangalore by Mr. Pankaj Sharma, Executive Vice 
President – Secure Power Division, Schneider Electric. The first such 
customer experience zone was launched at the premises of  our Elite 
Partner – Mahavir Sys Power Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai last year.

Elite Data Center partners are part of  Schneider Electric’s channel 
partner programme, who are offered clear and differentiated paths 
allowing partners to leverage pricing and benefits, gain full access 
to Schneider Electric’s network of  qualified and dedicated solution 
engineers, and ongoing support and visibility to where the market is 
going and where partners can take their business.

The setting up of  a Center of  Excellence (CoE) is beneficial for 
both the end customers and the partners. For the cutomers, it is an 
effective demonstration where they can see the product live and in 
action. This further enables them to understand and chose the relevant 
solutions to enhance their business efficiency. For the partners, this 
initiative helps in witnessing the potential and value that the Edge 
Solutions can deliver and how it can help in increase in overall business, 
in-turn the profitability. This allows both partners and customers build 
a deeper engagement over a period of  time.ATEN hosts Customer Excellence 

Summit for Channel partners 
ATEN has hosted the 1st Customer Excellence Summit (CES) in 

Bengaluru for their valued channel partners in the southern zone. CES is 
a networking conference focused on enabling and empowering ATEN's 
technology and business partners. The agenda of  the event was to 
recognize top SI partners, introduce new products as well as to induct new 
SI partners to the ATEN family.

The event kick-started with ATEN’s presentations on, how the 
southern zone was faring.  Vijay Joshi, Director Cubix Micro System, 
and Ravi Khemani, Branch Head RP Tech, ATEN's India National 
Distributors, also had an experience sharing session with the 110 attendees 
present at the event.

In the course of  the event, the Top 9 SI partners namely Progility 
Technologies,  Actis Technologies, BT Convergence Technologies, AV 
Designers, AV Integration Distribution Vinayaka Network Solutions 
(VINS), Aditech ICT, Dataforce Technologies, Wystek Systems 
Technologists, and Top 2 emerging Regional Distributors from the 
southern zone namely EIS TechInfra Solutions and Team5 Technologies, 
were accorded with ATEN's Passion for Excellence 2019 awards for AV 
as well as IT business in various segments.

ATEN also conducted a live product demo of  their latest products 
for their valued partners. The products included in the demo were ATEN 
Unizon video matrix switches for centralized connectivity, Product 
UC9020 for live streaming, and VP series seamless presentation switches. 
ATEN also conducted Static demo session for products namely ES0152P 
Network Switches, PE8108G Intelligent PDUs, USB C Docking Stations, 
USB Extenders, Video Splitters, Quad View KVM Switches, and Video 
Wall Controllers.

SAP Launches Free App to Cut 
Through Fake News on COVID-19

SAP SE (NYSE: SAP) announced ,with the launch of  “Bridge-
IT”, an app created using SAP and Qualtrics technology aimed to 
provide employees and customers with accurate real-time facts on 
COVID-19 and personalised guidance on how to cope with the 
virus.

Created to support employees and combat fake news, the app will 
collate information from trustworthy sources including The World 
Health Organisation (WHO), and combine it with specific country 
data, local government guidance, travel information and relevant 
company policies, to provide localised information for users. It will 
be available free of  charge to all SAP employees and any customers 
globally who have an SAP Cloud Platform Enterprise Agreement.

The app, which is accessible as a webpage or as an Apple iOS 
application, was launched by the SAP APJ Innovation Office. It was 
developed in association with SAP Global Conversational Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Digital Labs, Global Health Management, HR and 
Qualtrics teams.

The Bridge-IT app will offer the following features:
DATA PLATFORM –powered by SAP Cloud Platform, the 

data platform bridges information from trustworthy global and local 
sources, as well as specific country, government and company data 
to provide as accurate information as possible, in real time

CHATBOT – powered by SAP Conversational AI technology, 
the chatbot provides a user-friendly tool for questions and access to 
company specific FAQs or healthcare guidance

AUTOMATED GUIDANCE TOOLS – powered by Qualtrics, 
these personalised surveys span a range of  topics for respondents to 
input their situation and be routed to appropriate resources based 
on their needs. This includes a COVID-19 symptoms survey, which 
provides tailored healthcare guidance and resources based on users 
answers about symptoms displayed

DASHBOARD – provides visualisations of  real time data, 
such as impacts of  COVID-19 on supply and customer-based data, 
including public sentiment on SAP Analytics Cloud.
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Jio strike the deal with 
Facebook for USD 5.7 billion

The ongoing discussion ( JIO and Facebook) before COVID, 
now it becomes the reality 
of  Reliance Industries 
(RIL) revealed that 
Facebook will pick up 9.99 
percent equity stake in Jio 
Platforms for USD 5.7 
billion or Rs 43,574 crore. 
It is the initial multibillion-
dollar deal from Facebook 
in the Jio Platforms .

In a statement, 
Facebook co-founder 
Mark Zuckerberg said, 
"Today, we are announcing 
a USD 5.7 billion, or Rs 
43,574 crore, investment 
in Jio Platforms Limited, 
part of  Reliance Industries 
Limited, making Facebook 
its largest minority 
shareholder."

Experts says, it would 
focus on collaborating 
its messaging platform 
WhatsApp with Reliance's 

e-commerce venture JioMart to enable people to connect with small 
businesses.

He further said, there's a lot going on in the world right now, 
but I wanted to share an update on our work in India. Facebook is 
teaming up with Jio Platforms -- we're making a financial investment, 
and more than that, we're committing to work together on some 
major projects that will open up commerce opportunities for people 
across India."

"India is home to the largest communities on Facebook and 
WhatsApp, and a lot of  talented entrepreneurs. The country is in 
the middle of  a major digital transformation and organizations like 
Jio have played a big part in getting hundreds of  millions of  Indian 
people and small businesses online," Mark Zuckerberg added.

India has more than 60 million small businesses and millions of  
people rely on them for jobs. With communities around the world 
in lockdown, many of  these entrepreneurs need digital tools they 
can rely on to find and communicate with customers and grow their 
businesses. This is something we can help with -- and that's why 
we're partnering with Jio to help people and businesses in India 
create new opportunities. The deal was important at this time as the 
small businesses need the support. Mark Zuckerberg said.

The proposed investment by Facebook values Jio Platforms 
at Rs 4.62 lakh crore or ($65.95 billion) pre-money enterprise 
value. Jio is a technology company building a digital society for 
India by bringing together Jio’s digital apps, digital ecosystems and 
connectivity platform under one umbrella.

This is the largest investment for a minority stake by a 
technology company anywhere in the world and the largest FDI in 
the technology sector in India. The investment values Jio Platforms 
amongst the top 5 listed companies in India by market capitalization, 
within just three and a half  years of  launch of  commercial services.

Tech Mahindra with IBM to 
aid businesses transform

Tech Mahindra is collaborating with IBM to help businesses transform 
their operations and accelerate their hybrid cloud strategies. Tech Mahindra 
will help clients migrate core business applications to the IBM public cloud 
using IBM Cloud Paks.

As part of  this relationship, IBM and Tech Mahindra will establish 
innovation centers designed to help address complex business problems 
across industries, including telecommunication, manufacturing, financial 
services, insurance, retail and healthcare. The first center is planned to 
open in Bengaluru, India, later this year and specialize in transformation 
solutions built with IBM Cloud Paks, enterprise-ready containerized 
software solutions running on Red Hat OpenShift. Tech Mahindra 
currently plans to open additional centers throughout North America and 
the United Kingdom in 2020.

Pawan Sharma, President & Global Head of  Strategic Initiatives at 
Tech Mahindra, says, “The collaboration with IBM will help us accelerate 
the development of  cloud-based applications for our customers and build 
multicloud data management solutions on the industry-leading hybrid 
platform. The commitment to building Innovation Centers aligns with 
our TechMNxt charter, an initiative that leverages emerging technology to 
solve real-world business problems for customers.”

Tech Mahindra is the latest company to join the IBM public cloud 
ecosystem, a new initiative to support global system integrators and 
independent software vendors to help clients modernize and transform 
mission-critical workloads on the IBM public cloud. The IBM public cloud 
is the industry’s most open and secure public cloud for business. With 
its security leadership, enterprise-grade capabilities and support for open 
source technologies, the IBM public cloud is designed to differentiate and 
extend on hybrid cloud capabilities for enterprise workloads. Bob Lord, 
SVP, Cognitive Applications, Blockchain and Ecosystems, IBM, comments, 
“This collaboration with Tech Mahindra is designed to help speed how 
businesses migrate critical enterprise workloads to the IBM public cloud 
and transform their operations using cloud-native technologies. IBM 
Cloud Paks are designed to help businesses speed their journeys to the 
cloud by giving them the flexibility and choice they need to modernize 
their applications. Because they are pre-integrated to deliver specific 
customer use cases, they can help quickly address pressing challenges for 
businesses across multiple industries.”

Tech Mahindra aims to help clients build scalable, cloud-native 
applications that can help address the most critical data and workload. Tech 
Mahindra’s technologists can also assist Communication Service Providers 
(CSPs) to develop network automation solutions, IT infrastructure and 
application modernization, further helping clients shift complex and 
mission-critical enterprise workloads to the IBM public cloud. The 
collaboration is in line with Tech Mahindra’s TechMNxt charter, which 
focuses on providing solutions that enable digital transformation and meet 
the customer’s evolving and dynamic needs. The innovation centers will 
be driven by Tech Mahindra’s spirit to deliver tangible business value and 
experiences to solve real business problems.
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FAIITA RAISES CONCERN ON THE E-TAILERS TANTRUM

CHANGING BUSINESS LANDSCAPE OF VC - ZOOM OUT !!!

The Information Technology Federation, consitutes of  several 
IT Associations from across the country,wrote a request to the Prime 
Minister Modi, to look into the future of  the Brick and Mortar shops 
spreed across the country, where the future of  Millions of  employees 
and entrepreneurs are at stake.

Namaskar from FAIITA. We, as FAIITA, must congratulate on the 
proactive and much-required actions to control COVID-19 pandemic in 
India. We are an umbrella body of  IT associations across India highly 
appreciate the actions taken by the Government of  India. India is the 
world leader to show the way forward in handling COVID-19 situation 
in coming days. Full credit for the same goes to our visionary prime 
minister Shri Narendra Modi and his entire team at GOI, including you 
sir.

We would like to draw your attention to a very important point in the 
concern with the MHA guidelines issued on the 15th of  April 2020. The 
guidelines have allowed e-commerce companies by clause no 13(i) to 
operate with the online delivery model only for essential items. However, 
it is observed by the trade and industry that etailers have started gearing 
up themselves from 21st April onwards to staring delivery of  all types 
of  goods including specifically IT and Communication equipment like 
Laptops, Desktops, Mobiles and other accessories.

If  this is allowed, the IT fraternity across India will face a grave 
situation with a further imbalance in the level playing field and also 
will raise many unnecessary conflicts and issues. The Brick and Mortar 
showrooms of  IT and Telecommunication, the Tear2 and Tear3 partners 
of  IT community, who are carrying stocks with them will not be able to 

deliver the goods to the much-needed customers due to the lockdown. 
On the other hand, the etailers or Online shops will be in a position 
to deliver the non-essential goods under the shadow of  an opening 
provided to them by the government only for essential items for the 
needy citizens of  India under lockdown. As you are very well aware 
that the B & M shops and channel community is the backbone of  IT 
hardware fraternity, and, if  kind of  disadvantage taken by etailers or 
online shops would be a deadly blow on the spine of  the IT trade.

Small IT traders, Brick & Mortar showrooms and T2 & T3 partners 
have otherwise also not done any sort of  business during March as well 
as in April. Now, if  these etailers and Online Shops are given a window 
to operate from 21st April onwards, they will drain the entire business 
for May from B&M showrooms and IT channel. This will create an 
unimaginable situation for B & M and IT channel with no business on 
hand and yet to meet the challenge of  paying salary and all the fixed 
expenses.

The talk of  the world in the pandemic era is on how to connect and 
re-connect through video conferencing app Zoom. The whole world 
seems to have taken to it in this time of  lockdowns and social isolation.

COVID-19 pandemic has changed internet use in the United States 
and across the globe. The data provides 
an interesting insight into the ways the 
pandemic, and the resulting lockdowns 
around the country, have altered our 
relationships with technology.

Video chat services like Google Duo, 
Nextdoor, and Houseparty have all seen 
large increases in traffic since January 
21st. Similarly, popular remote work apps, 
including Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and 
Google Classroom, have gotten more 
popular.

Zoom is targeting a market expected 
to hit $43.1 billion by 2022, according to 
IDC -- is planning to raise nearly $350 
million when it goes public. This will value 
the company at around 8.7 times its last 
private market value of  $1 billion. Zoom's 
revenues doubled to $331 million in the 
year ending January 2019 during which it earned net income of  $7.6 
million, according to its S1.

Eric Yuan is the founder and CEO of  Zoom is a U.S.-based 
company but the software used in the online platform is said to be 
made in China, and some calls were also being routed through servers 

in China. Following a public debate recently over surveillance and 
private data being stolen during these calls, the Cyber Coordination 
Centre of  the MHA issued a set of  guidelines for safe usage by private 
individuals.

Several security vulnerabilities have 
been reported. One problem could 
compromise Windows passwords, while 
a problem with Zoom’s “Company 
Directory” setting could cause the 
platform to share personal email addresses 
inadvertently with other users—potentially 
hundreds or thousands of  them. Another 
researcher pointed out a bug that could 
allow an attacker to take over the camera 
and mic on a Mac. A similar flaw was fixed 
last year.

In addition, it has pointed out that the 
Zoom website says the service supports 
end-to-end encryption, a high level of  
protection for personal communications, 
but that the service actually encrypts 
data only in transit, a less robust form of  
protection.

While none of  these security glitches individually posts a huge 
threat to users, experts say that together they form a disturbing pattern.

Now many organisations are shifting their required facilities to 
Team ( Microsoft), Webex ( CISCO),Skype or TeamViewer etc. as the 
available options.

VAR BUZZ
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“MAZE RANSOMWARE OPERATORS ARE KNOWN 
TO CONDUCT THEIR ATTACK BELOW THE SURFACE 
AND HAVE A REPUTATION OF STEALING THE DATA 
FIRST BEFORE LOCKING THEIR TARGET SYSTEMS. 

THEY FULLY UNDERSTAND THEIR VICTIM'S 
REPUTATIONAL RISKS, AND HENCE THEIR 

APPROACH IS "STEAL, LOCK AND INFORM",” 
SAID BEENU ARORA, CEO AND CO-FOUNDER OF 
US-BASED CYBER SECURITY COMPANY, CYBLE.

“

”

INDIA CHANGES FDI POLICY TO BLOCK THREAT 
OF TAKEOVERS: CHINESE MONEY

COGNIZANT FACED MAZE RANSOMWARE ATTACKS

The government has announced stringent 
restrictions on foreign direct investments 
(FDIs) from countries sharing land borders with 
India, especially the recent episode by Chinese 
companies functioning in India. The sources 
said, within China, the Chinese private sector, 
and particularly tech firms, work closely with 
the government and the Communist Party in 
pursuing many of  its goals at home.

It is quite obvious true that more Chinese 
companies investing in India ,as India attempts 
to gain market access in China for its information 
technology, agricultural and pharmaceutical 
industries have hit a wall for over a decade.

As per the sources, actual Chinese investment 
in India is at least three to four times higher 
than the official Indian figure. With this China 
has emerged as one of  the fastest-growing 
sources of  Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
into India. Indian statistics could record, those 
are the direct investments came from mainland 
China, but a majority of  Chinese overseas direct 
investment flows through tax havens such as 
Hong Kong. China to be one of  India’s top 10 
foreign investors.

IT services provider Cognizant said that it had faced a ransomware attack that has 
caused disruptions to its clients.

“Cognizant can confirm that a security incident involving our internal systems, 
and causing service disruptions for some of  our clients, is the result of  a Maze 
ransomware attack,” confirms the official website statement.

The Maze ransomware was discovered in 2019 and has since gained notoriety.

Cognizant added that it is taking stock of  the incident and said it is communicating 
with clients on the measures to be taken by them.

Typically the goal of  any ransomware attack is to infect computers in a network 
and encrypt files on these computers and then demand a ransom to recover the files.

“Maze ransomware operators are known to conduct their attack below the surface 
and have a reputation of  stealing the data first before locking their target systems. 
They fully understand their victim's reputational risks, and hence their approach is 
"steal, lock and inform",” said Beenu Arora, CEO and co-founder of  US-based cyber 
security company, Cyble.

Cognizant has not yet been named on a website that is associated with Maze 
attackers. The website has named other companies in the past for failing to comply 
with Maze related ransomware demand.

Arora further said that the ransomware group in this case understands the brand 
value of  the organization. It has turned into a well-funded network in recent months 
he said, “This is mainly due to successful ransomware attacks due to growth of  
their affiliates, organizations increasingly paying ransomware extortions and certain 
cyber insurance companies negotiating with the ransomware operators and to make 
payments.”

When contacted, Cognizant spokesperson said that the company did not have 
further comments on the matter beyond the statement.

Another report says, official figures 
underestimate the amount of  investment as 
they neither account for all Chinese companies’ 
acquisitions of  stakes in the technology sector 
nor investments from China routed through 
third-party countries, such as Singapore. For 
instance, a $ 504-million investment from the 
Singapore arm of  the mobile firm Xiaomi would 
not figure in official statistics because of  how 

investments are measured, the report said.

The total amount of  current and planned 
Chinese investment in India has crossed 
$26 billion (around Rs 1,98,000 crore), with 
the private sector in China and provincial 
governments emerging as important interest 
groups in shaping China’s diplomacy with India, 
a study released by Brookings India has said.

To see this type of  aggressive move, on 
Saturday, the government said its approval is 
mandatory for FDI by neighbouring countries, 
in a move that is seen as curbing “opportunistic” 
takeovers.

China is also the biggest trading partner of  
India, and India the largest project-contracting 
market for Chinese companies in South Asia. 
Another fact is, China's economy is five times 
bigger than India's. In the past few years, with 
growth slowing at home, China is producing 
more steel, cement and machinery than the 
country needs. And as it looks to developing 
countries in Asia to keep its economic engine 
going, Chinese companies have been courted by 
India to bridge its infrastructure deficit.
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VEEAM AVAILABILITY SUITE V10:  A REVOLUTIONARY SOLUTION  

VEEAM AVAILABILITY 
SUITE V10

As per Sandeep, V10 is a much awaited 
offering from Veeam. Essentially, there are 
major enhancements when it comes tofile 
share and file server backup. They are looking 
at complete bulletproof  protection against 
ransomwareand then helping customers to 
move into large scale cloud migrations and 
protection of  workloads on the cloud. 

He points out, “Invariably every 
conversation today that I am having with 
my customer base around data protection 
availability, and making applications and data 
highly available, has an element of  cloud in 
it. It means the requirement of  the customers 
have changed over a period of  timeand 
because data is no longer confined to the data 
center, it is moving between the clouds, the 
requirement on availability is changed. It has 
a lot of  cloud element to it and this is exactly 
where customers can reap benefits out of  
V10.”

Anthony Spiteri, Senior Global 
Technologist, Product Strategy, Veeam 
Software while explaining about the latest 
product said that,as their vision is to be 
the leader in Cloud Data Managementthey 
have introduced the concept of  being able 
to manage that data. Stressing on the data 
protection.

Anthony further says, “We want our 
customers to understand that they shouldnot 
feel like their data and their workloads are 
locked into a certain platform. The v10 
certainly enables that. When we talk about 
ransomware and more malicious intent, the 
features that specifically talk to this in the v10 
is NAS, which is effectively a file share that 

holds data of  some sort, typically files but 
more unstructured and mining data. That has 
been a massive target recently for ransomware. 
Usually, theransomware sits there dormant.
We will back up anything that is presented as 
a file share, and then bring it into our backup 
format. The positives is that basically if  you 
have an incident, you can restore very easy. 
We have built in some very smart mechanisms 
to be able to restore to a point in time very 
quickly, but not only restore that to a point in 
time that was saved before ransomware attack 
or before a malicious software was placed 
onto a system that could sit there dormant for 
years or months. Alsowe have the ability to 
recover it to any other locations.”

COMPATIBILITY 
OF V10 SUITE 

Sandeep Bhambure finds v10 as one of  
the key differentiators. The credit assessor 
as well as the competitive offerings out there 
in the marketplace is the extensibility of  the 
platform. 

He comments, He says, “We support 
different flavors of  VMs like Vmware and 
Acropolis and Hyper V etc. We have support 
databases, we have further enhancements into 
backing up Oracle databases and SAP HANA, 
the different cloud offerings, including cloud 
offerings from our cloud service providers, 
the Indian born cloud service providers. We 
offer integration with them and the different 
flavors of  databases on Linux. So, the platform 
extended to offer availability on cloud, on 
SaaS, on virtual, on physical, it's much broad 
based than it was before.”

PARTNERS AND V10
With more than 700 partners across the 

country,Sandeep Bhambure feels this is a 

very big upside for the partners as they can 
have a more relevant and contemporary 
conversation with the customer when it 
comes to driving availability for workloads 
that are on prem as well as in the hybrid 
cloud. 

“The partners are going through their 
own set of  transformation because as the 
IT landscape is changing and moving to the 
hybrid cloud, partners also are transforming 
themselves to be able to help their customers 
meet the challenges that hybrid cloud world 
is throwing at them.With the v10 capabilities 
or NAS backup, it allows the partners to get 
into a fresh conversation with customers in 
protecting this unstructured information and 
helping the customers reduce the exposure 
there. And it would also allow the partners 
to get into conversations around compliance, 
orchestration and automation of  the hybrid 
cloud environment,”perceives Sandeep.

In context with v10,Veeam plans a great 
opportunity to grow. Veeam’s performance 
in Q4 last year was like triple digits growth 
over the same quarter they had the previous 
year. Geoexpansion is going to be one of  the 
top priorities for Veeam this year. Healthcare 
is going to see a lot of  uptake of  Veeam 
software. The government and PSUs are 
going to continue spendingin upgrading 
their infrastructures and moving to cloud 
and cloud based offerings. “At the same time, 
we are looking at financial services;whether 
into private banks, public sector banks, 
cooperative banks, non-banking financial 
companies. All thesesub segments of  the 
FSI, which are scattered across the country 
in tier two and tier three cities, we see that 
these are the businesses that could adopt 
cloud and hence we see a need to protect 
in all their workloads on cloud, or even on 
prem and Veeam sees a potential to grow in 
these markets.”, concludes Sandeep. n

Veeam’s new offering 
Availability Suite v10 has 

enhanced features with complete 
protection against cyber threat. 

It delivers next generation of 
data protection capabilities 

that increase data availability, 
portability, and extensibility. In 
a chat with VARINDIA, Sandeep 
Bhambure, Vice President and 

Managing Director, Veeam 
Software India & SAARC 

and Anthony Spiteri, Senior 
Global Technologist, Product 

Strategy, Veeam Software have 
discussed about the latest 

offerings,its compatibility and 
how partners can leverage it

SANDEEP BHAMBURE
VP and MD

Veeam Software INDIA & SAARC 

ANTHONY SPITERI
Senior Global Technologist, 

Product Strategy, Veeam Software
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Your Home Wi-Fi:  
The Lifeline of the Lockdown

Lockdown Catalysing the 
OTT growth Story

Video is the obvious ruler in data consumption and the 
margin has further increased as traffic surged due to heavy 
office applications along with larger dispersed teams now 
working from home due to COVID-19. Video streaming 
subscriptions have also crossed the number of  traditional 
cable subscriptions in India. Some of  the largest OTT 
players like Netflix, Amazon, MX Player, HotStar, others 
have been seeding the market for the last 2 to 3 years and 
the same has now paid-off.  

The lockdown has led to OTT services penetrating 
right into the middle class from the early adopters, i.e. the 
country’s digital sophisticates, the ones with high disposable 
income & high digital savviness. However, there was no 
commercial model existing with Amazon wherein they 
were bundling their services free with such target audience 
through various Telecom Service Providers catering to SEC 
A to SEC B+ Post Paid customers. 

Therefore, the lockdown has given the proof-of-the-
pudding for a robust-stable-wired-HSI-connectivity for 
homes bundled with OTT subscriptions of  INR 999 a year 
from Amazon as something which now looks affordable for 
every Home due to the lockdown phenomenon. The Future 
of  ENTERTAINMENT powered on internet connectivity 
as coined three years back by OIL as iNTERTAINMENT is 
now fast forwarded due to the lockdown as OTT can reach 
SEC B+ to SEC C+ Homes in a short period of  time and, 
let us not forget that this is a global phenomenon.  

This short period has already resulted in a spurt in OTT subscriptions and some 
of  them have already reported a 20% increase in viewership, majorly coming in from 
Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore, the drivers of  the Indian economy. These cities also have 
a robust-wired-internet availability due to presence of  large players like OIL and a few 
others aiding to growth in OTT subscriptions. People who were averse to consuming 
content via OTT networks are now opened to trying these because of  three generations 
forced into 24/7 time share with each other during these 3 to 4 weeks of  lockdown which 
people are predicting to be extended for whole of  April.

There will be a surge in demand for more regional language content as newer audiences 
are now on-boarding to these platforms. 

We had envisioned people’s homes solely being powered by internet and entertainment 
being consumed on multiple devices and applications through ONE WIRE powered by 
ONE CPE for ONE FAMILY - iNTERTAINMENT. This pandemic has taken us by 
surprise and the consumption of  internet and adoption of  newer technologies and forms 
of  entertainment is unprecedented.

Adapting to a New Way of Life & Work
ISPs have transformed their way of  working to keep you connected and online. 

Our customer support services are also operational, albeit with limited resources and 
the resolution time and rate are coming back to our benchmark. We have adopted the 
Mantra of  helping people StayHome, StayOnline and thereby StaySafe. We understand 
that staying connected is the need of  the hour for our customers as we enable them with 
their daily needs on personal & official fronts. 

At the same time, Employees are first to us and their safety and well-being is our prime 
concern. While our Heroes, our key staff  in our Network Operations Center (NOC), 
Field Customer Operations & Care departments remain available to support customer 
complaints, thereby, serving the society as our brand ambassadors. They operate by taking 
all the necessary health precautions and keep our customers stay connected as internet 
connectivity falls under the essential services. The rest of  the employees have been asked 
to work from home and be true #COVID warriors. 

Daily meetings have been replaced with audio & video conference calls. Even in crisis, 
our productivity remains the same and we have kept up with the surge in demand and are 
meeting them with various collaborative tools.

Helping you Stay Online & Stay Safe
It was foreseen by us the moment this crisis was knocking at our doors since January 

and we had an efficient bandwidth optimization planning initiated. We had appropriately 
planned to immediately upgrade our Upstream Internet bandwidth to meet this sudden 
increase in demand. On the backhaul side, we have our own in-house city-wide-coverage-
capacity which we planned by upgrading our fiber networks in advance. In the access 
side, we have added capacities. We have upgraded our 10 Gbps redundant alternate route 
capacities to 40 Gbps for ensuring that there is no bottleneck or choking points due to 
disproportionate usage at the access network layer.

We are confident of  ensuring connectivity to our customers, even with scaled down 
operations and are dealing with this crisis with our ability to innovate and redefine 
customer facing processes. To support our subscribers who are working from home, our 
Fiber to the Home customers, can choose to double their speed at a nominal amount via 
online channels to meet their increased bandwidth requirements. n

Today the outcome of the pandemic crisis has made Fixed line Players’ 
robust-always-on-high-speed-internet (HSI) as the ‘Lifeline of the 
Lockdown’ in these unprecedented times. Almost all the ISPs, including we 
at ONEOTT iNTERTAINMENT LTD. (OIL), are willing to serve our Customers 
with essential service and are soon realizing the power of wired-robust-
HSI at Consumers’ home.

YUGAL KISHORE SHARMA

CEO, ONEOTT INTERTAINMENT LTD.
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CADYCE BRINGS CA-WCHP WIRELESS 
CHARGING DOCK, PRICED AT INR 6999

Cadyce has unveiled CA-WCHP wireless charging dock, which is 
based on Qi technology and adds HDMI and USB ports to computers 
and charges compatible smartphones wirelessly.

The device uses inductive charging technology, and so, all new devices 
with built-in Qi charging properties 
can make use of  it. It supports 
5W/7.5W/10W Max output. The 
wireless charging dock by Cadyce 
supports USB 3.0 super speed (5Gbps) 
transmission and is compatible with 
USB2.0 as well. It has an HDMI 
resolution of  up to 4Kx2K30Hz and 
is compatible with the MacBook or 
Google new Chromebook Pixel or 
any device supporting USB-C. It is 
compatible with both Windows OS as 
well as Mac OS. The wireless charger 
is easy to use and carry and supports 
advanced features like plug and play 
and hot-swap.

Cadyce’s CA-WCHP wireless charging dock is that the users can charge 
their phones without even having to remove the phone cases. Being a bus-
powered device, it does not need an external charging mechanism. It is a 
high-speed wireless charging dock and can work with most of  the cases. 
Therefore, users don’t have to remove their phone cases every time they 
need to charge their phones. Moreover, the device has an anti-slip surface, 
which provides maximum protection from the device falling or slipping.

CA-WCHP is small and handy. It is about 8.5 cm x 0.7 cm and weighs 
around 125g. It is lightweight and can be carried anywhere conveniently. 
It is convenient and proves to be a blessing for those who have a hectic 
travelling schedule. With LED indicators, the device quickly notifies 
the users about the status of  the operation. It is a solid white while the 

charging is on, and the white light 
flashes when an incompatible device 
is connected.

Cadyce’s wireless charging 
dock is highly convenient to use, 
reasonably priced, and frees the 
users from the inconvenience of  
carrying USB cables and adapters. 
The wireless charging dock proves 
to be a boon for those who dislike 
messy and cluttered workspaces. 
Breaking away from the traditional 
charging system that uses wires and 
adapters clears the workspace and 

makes it convenient and easy for users. The cable-free functionality saves 
space and is highly efficient at the same time.

Being priced at INR 6999, CA-WCHP by Cadyce is the only product 
in the wireless charging industry that provides so many features at such a 
reasonable price. The multiple slots for cables, excellent HDMI resolution, 
convenient dimensions, LED indicators, and various compatible operating 
systems set it apart from other wireless charging docks in the market. Being 
certified by CE, FCC, and RoHS, it is one of  the best wireless charging 
docks available in the market.

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
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BluVault to Enable Simple and Reliable SaaS Data Backup: Parablu

Cloud-to-Cloud backup solutions to help 
organizations stay regulatorily compliant and 
fight insider threats. The main challenge is on 
how data security and data compliance to be safe 
data.

As the whole world is forcing enterprises 
to work from home, we believe data is facing 
the highest risk and data security is being given 
prominence by enterprises who understand that 
their crown jewels have to be kept safe. Parablu 
ensures SaaS data is backed up and safe in 
motion.

In a move calculated to make a dent in 
the data protection landscape, leading data 
management solutions vendor, Parablu, today 
announced the launch of  their SaaS backup 
solution - BluVault for Microsoft Office 365.

Parablu's BluVault for Office 365 enables 
secure cloud backup and recovery, and lets 
enterprises create a redundant copy of  their SaaS 
data assets. This solution is designed to provide 
additional options in protecting enterprise data 
in Microsoft Office 365 by making secondary 
copies to an Azure cloud target with complete 
security and privacy. This scalable solution 

Amid COVID-19 and due to current 
lockdown upto May 3, Flipkart CEO, Kalyan 
Krishnamurthy has mentioned that the 
company respects the government's decision 
to reverse its previous order that allowed 
e-commerce companies to deliver non-
essential items. 

In a mail to employees, Krishnamurthy 
also encouraged them to explore innovative 
ways to drive value for the ecosystem 
including sellers, brands, kirana stores and 
customers.

"We respect the decision because the 
government has many complex scenarios to 
manage while protecting more than a billion 
people in the country," Krishnamurthy said.

Four days after allowing e-commerce 
firms to also deliver non-essential items such 
as electronic goods and readymade garments, 
the government said sale of  non-essential 
items will continue to be prohibited during 
the lockdown period till May 3.

"With this development, changes our plans 
at the Flipkart group, the entire leadership 

helps organizations stay compliant with data 
regulations like GDPR, SOX, HIPAA, and 
others, while also providing a solid defense 
against ransomware and insider threats.   

"The offering is designed as a SaaS 
service, that will backup Microsoft Office 
365 data and will take advantage of 
Parablu's tight integration with Azure Blob 
Storage and tiering. BluVault leverages 
Parablu's BluKrypt technology, stores all 
data in a secure container that is created 
within securely in Azure Blob Storage, 
and guarantees zero-knowledge privacy 
by using strong encryption with a strict 
segregation of duties," said, Anand 
Prahlad, CEO, Parablu. 

BluVault for Office 365 is designed 
to protect data such as Exchange Online, 
SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business, 
by making a safe copy of  these assets outside the 
Office 365 cloud. The backups are automatic, 
scheduled, incremental in nature, and require no 
on-premise infrastructure. 

"As cloud and mobility have become 
prevalent over the last several years, data 

and the management team is completely 
aligned and committed to supporting the 
government's decision...," Krishnamurthy 
said.

He added that the company will 
continue to deliver groceries and essentials 
to customers across the nation, adding that 

that was traditionally on-premise has now 
moved into SaaS cloud platforms", said 
Mike Ammerlaan, Director, Microsoft 365 
Ecosystem at Microsoft Corp. "ISVs like 
Parablu provide added options and extend 
value to Microsoft Azure and Office 365 with 
their BluVault solution."

Parablu already supplies mission critical 
solutions to industry leading organizations, in the 
form of  BluVault, their secure endpoint backup 
solution. With this newly launched offering, 
Parablu is extending their highly acclaimed 
backup capabilities to Microsoft Office 365.

"WE RESPECT GOVT'S BAN ON SUPPLY OF NON-
ESSENTIAL GOODS" : FLIPKART CEO

it will do so while following the highest 
standards of  hygiene across the supply chain 
and last mile delivery.

Krishnamurthy urged employees to focus 
on "exploring new innovative ways to drive 
value for our ecosystem of  sellers, brands, 
partners, kiranas and customers" and asserted 
that there is nothing online or offline.

"With this development, 
changes our plans at 

the Flipkart group, 
the entire leadership 
and the management 

team is completely 
aligned and committed 

to supporting the 
government's decision...,"

KALYAN KRISHNAMURTHY
CEO, Flipkart 

FACE TO FACE
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The COVID-19 pan-
demic has affected 
the business across 
the world. With this 
business partners 
across are also 
effected much with 
the disruption. The 
COVID-19 outbreak 
has been declared 
a public health 
emergency globally 
by the World Health 
O r g a n i z a t i o n 
(WHO), causing 
huge impact on 
people's lives, fami-
lies and communi-
ties.

Technology is the 
rescue in a remote 
world. During this 
crisis, enterprise 
networks are seeing 
a demand for 
u n p r e c e d e n t e d 
levels of virtual 
collaboration. Band-
width is vital to 
preserving business 
continuity as they 
look to increase or 
shift network capac-
ity to maintain busi-
ness operations and 
ensure their network 
security is not com-
promised.

During the COVID-19 
outbreak, people 
favour brands with 
flexible payments, 
remote work and 
shifting priorities 
affect marketers. 
CIOs discuss that 
diversity will be the 
secret recipe for 
success and more.

It is incredible to see the 
technology companies to 
come forward to aid the 
eco- system. They have 
reacted to this crisis in some 
incredible ways which is 
worth mentioning.

There are certain OEMs such 
as Dell Technologies, Cisco, 
HPE and Microsoft which 
have come-up to ease the 
disruption by making chang-
es in their partner programs. 
Let’s see the partner 
programs and how 
OEMS/Principles are support-
ing their Partner eco-system 
during the COVID-19 crisis.

COVER STORY
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Cisco partners ecosystem is 
more than 60,000 globally, with 
all Cisco solutions spanning 
across - hardware, software and 
services space.

“Cisco's customers and partners 
are under enormous pressure to 
keep their businesses connect-
ed while remaining productive 
and secure," said Chuck Rob-
bins, Chairman and CEO of 
Cisco. "Whether it's technology, 
financing or helping those most 

in need, Cisco is committed to working together to fight this pan-
demic on every front.”

As per Robbins, cash flow ranks high as a leading concern for both 
partners and customers during this current crisis. The program 
includes an upfront 90-day payment holiday and allows a customer 
to defer 95% of the cost of a new product or solution until 2021, with 
the aim of protecting partner assets and increasing existing cash 
flow reserves.

Starting in January 2021, customers can then make a monthly pay-
ment based on the total financed amount and the remaining term of 
the financing. With all Cisco solutions eligible, up to five percent of 

CISCO COMMITS $2.5B FOR “BUSINESS RESILIENCY”
FINANCING FOR PARTNERS
CHUCK ROBBINS
Chairman and CEO, Cisco

partner provided services, such as 
installation, is also included in the plans.

Cisco commits $2.5B in “business resilien-
cy” financing for partners and rolled out 
a new round of support incentives to 
help partners and customers overcome 
rising COVID-19 challenges, with US$2.5 
billion in financing at the centrepiece. It 
will be delivered through Cisco Capital - 
the vendor’s financial division - the new 
Business Resiliency program is designed 
to mitigate cash flow concerns in the 
channel through “payment holiday” 
schemes and customer deferral options.

As per the report, Cisco Refresh has 
been launched to provide partner 
access to the vendor's certified reman-
ufactured product portfolio, which 
houses a wider range of discounted 
products and solutions through a 
pre-owned suite of offerings.  Cisco is 
empowering the partners through free 
Webex and Security offers enabling 
them to stay securely connected and 
productive during this time.

“Microsoft is continuing to 
roll out a host of new tools 
and partner program 
updates as partners navi-
gate their way through the 
tumultuous business climate 
brought on by the ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic, as 
per the report.

The new tools on offer 
include an enhanced Part-
ner Centre, which provides 
a single place for partners 

to connect with other partners, Microsoft and customers.
In addition, there is further on-demand support and
evolved co-selling programs that mean partners can
accept and share referrals from Microsoft (first party solutions) 
and other partners (third party solutions). 

The vendor is also increasing access to training, support
and go-to-market services, along with new competencies
on the line, advanced specialisations and the company's 
Expert Program. 

Additionally, Microsoft has indicated that it will put an 
increased focus on rewarding customer, results and achiev-
ing positive outcomes rather than relying on a model that is 
purely based on financial metrics.

These offerings only scratch the surface as we continue
to prioritise investments that support new opportunities
in order to position our commercial partners for growth
in the future,” Gavriella Schuster, Microsoft One Commercial 
Partner Vice President said.  

MICROSOFT ROLLS OUT TOOLS AS PARTNERS
TACKLING PANDEMIC DISRUPTION
GAVRIELLA SCHUSTER
Microsoft One Commercial Partner Vice President 

Schuster has assure partners that the 
company remains committed to 
safeguard business continuity and 
ensure the ecosystem is set up to 
reach its full potential. 

“We look forward to continuing to 
evolve our relationship with all of our 
commercial partners in the months 
and years to come,” she said. “I’m 
proud of the work Microsoft is doing 
and the investments the company 
has made to support our customers 
and partners during these challeng-
ing times.”

Customers can also acquire new 
technology and pay one per cent of 
the total contract value each month 
for the first eight months, deferring 
over 90% of the cost until 2021. With 
no COVID-19 end in sight, Microsoft 
adjusts partner programs. 

The changes centre around increas-
ing incentives and issuing competen-
cy extensions across specific product 
portfolios such as Teams and Azure, 
alongside postponing Microsoft Part-
ner Agreement implementation 
plans. This is in addition to ramping up 
online training and certifications, 
backed by improved access to digi-
tal marketing resources.

COVER STORY
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“COVID-19 has changed the 
way we work, the way we inter-
act, and the way we approach 
public health. But it hasn’t 
changed our commitment to 
our partners. We have our part-
ners’ backs. We always have, 
and always will.

That’s why we’ve been working 
on ways we can continue to 
support our partners – so they 
can continue to support their 
customers – during this unpre-

dictable time,” says, Joyce Mullen, President, Global Channel, 
OEM & IoT, Dell Technologies.

She further added, “Dell Financial Services (DFS) has been a leader 
in technology payment solutions for the last 22 years. DFS origina-
tions increased 16% year over year to $8.5B in FY20. In addition, we 
have been delivering flexible consumption solutions to our custom-
ers and channel partners for more than 14 years. Our consump-
tion-based offerings are now approaching over $3.5B in assets 
under management.

As many organizations need more flexible repayment terms, and 

DELL TECHNOLOGIES ASSURES CHANNEL PARTNERS, 
ANNOUNCES IMMEDIATE FINANCIAL RELIEF
JOYCE MULLEN
President, Global Channel, OEM & IoT, Dell Technologies

our partners may need help managing 
cash flow or end-user credit risk. 
Beyond the extensive payment solu-
tions DFS offers, below are the addi-
tional options available 
through5/1/20**.  Each solution can be 
fully customized to your customers’ 
needs to include deferred payment 
schedules and zero up-front costs to 
help preserve capital.

Customers and partners are navigating 
through uncertainty and complexity. To 
help the channel partner community 
serve their customers better, Dell Tech-
nologies announced ‘Partner Relief 
Package’, to provide financial relief. 
Through this initiative, Dell has taken 
actions to provide immediate financial 
relief to metaled partners, while help-
ing them build capabilities and pipe-
line for the future. The Dell Technolo-
gies’ Working Capital Solutions (WCS) 
Program and Dell Financial Services 
(DFS) are also working on ways to con-
tinue supporting the partners.”

Ng Tian Beng, Senior VP
and General Manager, APJ 
Channels, Dell Technologies 
said, “Financial support and 
capital are of utmost impor-
tance for our partners to 
adapt to the rapidly chang-
ing environment. With that
in mind, we have taken 
actions to provide immedi-
ate financial relief, while 
helping our partners to 

CHANNEL PLAN DESIGNED TO DRIVE
SIMPLICITY AND PROFITABILITY
NG TIAN BENG
Senior VP and General Manager, APJ Channels, Dell Technologies 

develop competencies for the 
future. At Dell Technologies,
we value our partners and hence 
we have stepped up our efforts
to support through the evolving 
challenges presented by Covid-19. 
The financial relief package will 
enable our partner community
to address their financing and
cash flow difficulties and empower 
our partners to support their
end customers.”

“We understand the importance 
of cash flow and liquidity for our 
valued partners. In order to ensure 
their business continuity, we’ve 
rolled out unique benefits under 
our Marketing Development 
Funds (MDF) program, Working 
Capital Solutions (WCS) program 
and Dell Financial Services (DFS) 
program. The financial relief pack-
age, together with free training 
and certifications, will help our 
partners improve cash position 
and build stronger capabilities for 
the future. Dell Technologies is fully 

committed to supporting the partner community navigate through these 

CHANNEL TO FOLLOW THE FINANCIAL
DISCIPLINE 
ANIL SETHI
Vice President & General Manager, Channels, Dell Technologies, India

unprecedented times,” said Anil Sethi, 
Vice President & General Manager, 
Channels, Dell Technologies, India. 

While the customer’s biggest need right 
now is technology services, there are 
many organizations who need more 
flexible repayment terms, and the part-
ners may need help managing cash flow 
or end-user credit risk. Beyond the exten-
sive payment solutions, Dell Financial 
Services is also offering possibilities for 
each solution to be fully customized to 
the partner’s needs including deferred 
payment schedules and zero up-front 
costs to help preserve capital.
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Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) 
tackles pandemic conditions with 
new partner and customer relief 
initiatives with a package in 
financing about US$2 billion to 
help customers overcome cash 
flow and liquidity crunch related 
to Covid-19, forming part of a 
global stimulus package.

It will get disbursed by HPE Finan-
cial Services - the Payment Relief 
Program is designed to help 
customers acquire new technolo-

gy while alleviating financial strain, through deferred payment plans and 
buy-back initiatives.

Specifically, the multibillion-dollar pledge in financing will be applied to 
ensure the business continuity and operations at the customer level, in 
addition to “converting IT infrastructure into new sources of capital,”  
according to Antonio Neri, President and CEO of HPE.

The move comes amid rising concern within the channel across Asia Pacif-
ic that financially challenged customers continue to severely impact the 
ecosystem. As revealed via a special report - Protecting partners during 
Covid-19 - tier-2 providers are especially at risk as end-users struggle to 
meet payment terms, placing enormous strain on the supply chain.

“We are all seeing the global impact of the Covid-19 pandemic grow 
each day,” said Antonio Neri. “We are doing everything we can to 
address the needs and concerns of our customers and partners.”

According to Neri, the vendor is “actively working” to mitigate such impact 
from an operational perspective, with a particular focus on streamlining 
distribution through the channel.

 “Long before Covid-19, we took steps to diversify our supply chain and
we are working closely with more than 200 suppliers to optimise how we 
build and distribute our products,” Neri added. “Our response framework 
focuses on assessing developments, addressing the needs of our
people and business operations, and adapting our business activities

HPE POURS $2B IN CUSTOMER FINANCING AS 
COVID-19 IMPACTS CASH FLOW
ANTONIO NERI
President and CEO of HPE

to help the world tackle this crisis.”

The financing will be applied to ensure the 
continuity of business operations at customer 
level, in addition to “converting IT infrastruc-
ture into new sources of capital”. 

Customers can also acquire new technology 
and pay one per cent of the total contract 
value each month for the first eight months, 
deferring over 90 per cent of the cost until 
2021. According to HPE, beginning in 2021, 
each monthly payment would equal approx-
imately 3.3 per cent of total contract value.

“This is a challenging time to lead a business,” 
added Irv Rothman, President and CEO of 
HPE Financial Services. “Today more than 
ever, IT leaders and CFOs play a central role 
in ensuring financial health while continuing 
operations.”

HP also offers short-term, market and coun-
try-specific incentives for partners in a bid to 
help businesses in the channel navigate 
rocky market conditions resulting from the 
ongoing coronavirus pandemic. 

The initiatives, which span global commercial 
and retail channel partners across personal 
systems and print, will vary by geography 
and are dependent on partner eligibility.

The actions taken by HP include the provision 
of a variety of financing and leasing options 
for end customers. Specifically, in partnership 
with its finance partners, HP’s Integrated 
Financial Solutions group is now offering a 
variety of financial and asset lifecycle 
options, including deferred or reduced 
payments until 2021.

HPE POURS $2B IN CUSTOMER FINANCING AS 
COVID-19 IMPACTS CASH FLOW
ANTONIO NERI
President and CEO, HPE

“As we adjust to this new way 
of working, our focus on our 
customers and partners 
remains unwavering. We are 
working closely with our partner 
community to provide them 
with mission-critical service, 
support and guidance in these 
challenging times.

Long before COVID-19, we also 
took steps to diversify our 
supply chain, and we are work-
ing closely with more than 200 

suppliers to continue to minimize the impact on partners and
customers.

Our HPE GreenLake as-a-service offering and the new options from 
HPE’s Financial Services are designed to address cash flow issues, 
infrastructure support and delivery delays. To help alleviate some of 
the financial strain felt by businesses, we have recently announced 
that we would defer or reduce expense through payment deferral, 

HPE POURS $2B IN CUSTOMER FINANCING AS 
COVID-19 IMPACTS CASH FLOW
ANTONIO NERI
President and CEO of HPE

enabling customers to delay payments for 
90 days, or through the 2020 Payment 
Relief Program where customers can 
acquire the technology they need today 
and pay only 1% of the total contract 
value each month for the first eight 
months, deferring over 90% of the cost until 
2021. This can help businesses navigate 
the financial impact of COVID-19 in the 
next few months. In order to continue to 
deliver services to our customers, our HPE 
Pointnext Services and technical support 
teams are able to assist our customers and 
partners by leveraging technologies and 
HPE virtual support tools in lieu of attending 
on site wherever possible. We have robust 
business continuity plans and with the 
activation of HPE Crisis Management 
Team in place we are confident to 
mitigate disruptions, meet partner and 
customer demands, and protect HPE 
team members.”

CUSTOMERS CAN DELAY PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS: 
HPE’S FINANCIAL SERVICES
SOM SATSANGI
Managing Director, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, India
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Nutanix has come up with the 
Special Financial Assistance 
Program (NSFAP) to demonstrate its 
commitment to support partners 
worldwide as they work to sustain 
business operations amidst rapidly 
changing macroeconomic condi-
tions. The NSFAP program will 
provide participating partners with 
extended payment terms to give 
them increased financial flexibility 
for their businesses. Additionally, 
Nutanix enables enhanced financ-
ing options for customers through 

Nutanix Financial Solutions (NFS).

“We recognize the immense pressure businesses face today and we are 
happy to be able to offer immediate support to our partners by alleviating 
cash flow concerns and increasing financing flexibility,” said Chris Kadda-
ras, Executive Vice President, Worldwide Sales, Nutanix. “Our commitment 
to our partners has never been stronger. We will continue to evaluate the 
needs of our community to ensure our partners and customers have the 
resources they need to be successful in the current environment.”

Organizations today are highly focused on conserving cash flow and 
deferring expenses, all while keeping their business going, retaining their 
workforce, and supporting their customers. The NSFAP aims to help 

NUTANIX'S NEW  SPECIAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM AIMS TO SUPPORT DURING COVID-19 CRISIS 
CHRIS KADDARAS
Executive Vice President, Worldwide Sales, Nutanix

provide liquidity to partners and provide them 
the financial flexibility needed to support their 
businesses and customers, based on each 
partner’s particular needs. Through this 
program:
• Authorized Nutanix participating reseller 
partners are eligible for extended payment 
terms, with no additional costs, effective imme-
diately.
• Authorized Nutanix participating reseller 
partners will, in turn, extend these extended 
payment terms to their customers to support 
further financial flexibility.
• The program is available for a limited time, 
through May 31, 2020, in order to help our 
customers and partners cope in this time of 
unprecedented economic uncertainty. Reseller 
partners can contact their Nutanix authorized
distribution partners for NSFAP eligibility.
 
Customers can also leverage enhanced financ-
ing solutions through the Nutanix customer 
financing organization, NFS, designed to 
support their business continuity, including 
180-day deferred payment, ustomizable 
payment plans, cash trade-in of existing assets, 
and more

"The world is dealing with the ongo-
ing COVID-19 crisis and number of 
our clients and partners have had 
to re-evaluate their IT strategy in 
the short and medium term. IBM is 
committed to support our clients 
via multiple digital platforms of 
engagement in these times of 
social distancing. We have 
launched a special set of offerings 
to cater to the increased demand 
for Cloud solutions, Cybersecurity, 
Remote Workforce and Business 
Continuity Planning and some 

specifically to assist our channel business partners.

IBM is offering an extended financial stimulus package for our customers 
through IBM Global Financing. IBM Systems globally has added millions 
of dollars into the incentive portfolio which will be available for distribu-
tors and all partners in India. The Q2 performance incentive for Power 
and Storage has been increased. The funding for eligible digital co-mar-
keting activities in Q2 has been increased from 50% to 100%. Clients will 
be given option to pay in quarterly installments at zero percent interest 
for any hardware purchases in Q2 subject to terms & conditions.

We have  suspended CVR Sales / Sales Assist, CVR Solution revalidation 
for 2020 allowing partners additional time to prepare and complete 
necessary testing. The revalidation grace period for IBM Partnerworld 
program has been extended from May 5, 2020 to January 1, 2021 so that 
partners will not decrease in program level or lose a competency during 
this time. IBM provides resources to plan/prospect and progress leads, 
run a digital workshopwith the Digital Technical Engagement team and 
incentives if the workshop is done with a client. We are providing access 
to key virtual selling tools, remote training tools, guidance and resources 
to make sure learning never stops. My Digital Marketingis the new digital 
marketing platform which IBM launched in Feb for our partners to quickly 
access an array of 'ready-to-execute' digital campaigns. With it partners 
will be able to plan, personalize, execute and measure their next digital 
marketing campaign, and identify what does and doesn’t work as our 
lines of communications shift to more virtual channels. We provide 24/7 

IBM STRENGTHENS ITS PARTNER SUPPORT DURING 
THE PANDEMIC 
LATA SINGH
Director – IBM Partner Ecosystem

access  to solution demos, webinars and more 
at IBM Virtual Client Center. IBM has launched 
a special 90-day software offerings and trials at 
no cost for Cloud & Cognitive Softwareand 
defined a distinct set of focus solutions for IBM 
Power, IBM Security, IBM Storage, IBM Z and 
LinuxONEthat will help both partners and 
customers. We will continue to push more 
content to the Seismicplatform - a central 
repository for all sales enablement materials on 
demand - with additional programmatic 
digital enablement sessions. Business Partner 
Connectoffers both IBM and Red Hat partners 
the ability to discover new collaboration 
opportunities, by leveraging Watson's match-
ing technology to help find the right tools for 
shifting business needs.IBM digital badges and 
professional certifications are now available 
on IBM Skills Gateway.

Since we have a strong services team we are 
sharing with our partners  details on our service 
offerings as well as best practices . Partners 
looking to expand their service offerings  can 
seek advise from our experts as well as take the 
IBM service offerings to their Clients.  We are 
also keen  that our partners  leverage  IBM 
Cloud for their client needs from bare metal to 
SaaS offerings. On top of it all, we are hosting 
the IBM Think 2020and PartnerWorld confer-
ence digitally on May 5-6. It will be an exciting 
combination of live streamed content, interac-
tive sessions and certifications, highlighting 
IBM’s technology and industry expertise for 
Business Partners and developers. The focus on 
building skills  on solutions for the post COVID 
time  remains most important,” said  Lata 
Singh, Executive Director IBM Partner Ecosytem 
& CSI, India/South Asia.

IBM STRENGTHENS ITS PARTNER SUPPORT DURING 
THE PANDEMIC 
LATA SINGH
Executive Director IBM Partner Ecosytem & CSI, India/South Asia
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Acer India has announced an extension of standard war-
ranty for entire range of its products by 60 days from the 
date of suspension of the lockdown. This is going to be 
applicable for products whose warranty have been 
expired in this lockdown period. 

With this customers can avail this warranty in case an issue 
arises with their products. Acer has also come up with 
‘Book Now and Pay Later’ option for it’s consumers to 
line-up their desired products so that it will be instantly 
delivered to them as soon as the lockdown releases. This 
includes features like GST ready e-invoices, multiple pay-
ment options for ease-in process and transaction.

Chandrahas Panigrahi, CMO and Consumer Business 
Head,  Acer India said, “In order to reassure that our cus-
tomer is at peace during lockdown period, we have 
decided to provide 60 days extended warranty on
all our products whose warranty is expiring during this
lockdown phase.”

The Covid-19 pandemic has indeed put the world on hold. 
Like many other countries, India has been under lockdown 
since 23rd March. Amongst various other constraints that
it brings, the lockdown has also created an issue for
electronic users who are looking to get their devices 
repaired. It's exceptionally difficult for people whose 
devices are reaching the end of the warranty period. 
Through this initiative, Acer also wishes to strengthen its 
connection with its buyers and build greater affinity to the 
brand by encouraging customers to stay calm and safe 
during ongoing pandemic.

CHANDRAHAS PANIGRAHI
CMO and Consumer Business Head,  Acer India

ACER EXTENDS WARRANTY 
OF ALL PRODUCTS FOR
A PERIOD OF 60 DAYS 
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YOGI ADITYANATH INVITES TO MNCS TO 
SETUP FACILITIES TO UP FROM CHINA

UP government held a video conference 
with nearly 100 plus investors and companies 
from the US. Chief  Minister Yogi Adityanath’s 
government has proposed to provide several 
facilities to giant corporations, Multi National 
Companies (MNC) of  the US, including 
FedEx, UPS, Cisco, Adobe, Lockheed Martin, 
Honeywell, Boston Scientific, and others if  they 
shift factories and bases from China to the state 
of  Uttar Pradesh.

This drive has started,as many multinationals 
with manufacturing plants in China are looking 
to shift operations out. Now a question is on, 
will India be able to attract a bulk of  those 
companies opting to switch their production out 
of  China? The Centre has set up a committee 
of  joint secretaries from different ministries 
and departments to see how to attract foreign 
investment in these trying times. A couple of  
States too have got into the act. As per the various 
media reports indicate that the US Government 
will support companies contemplating India as 
an alternative to China.

Uttar Pradesh Minister for MSME, 
Investment and Exports Siddharth Nath Singh 
said that he received several questions regarding 
the perks that the state could offer if  the 
companies shift their bases from China. They 
were told they could get tailor-made provisions 

per their needs.
FedEx and UPS were told they can use the 

proposed Jewar international airport to start their 
operations. Siddharth Nath Singh also said that 
,medical devices maker Boston Scientific was 
asked about the incentives UP could offer; it was 
told that the state is willing to discuss changes 
according to their requirements. Further, the 
minister also suggested that Lucknow would be 
an excellent location for the company. Similarly, 
defence firms such as Lockheed Martin were 
told that they could use the Uttar Pradesh 
defence corridor.

Another report from , Tamil Nadu Chief  
Minister Edappadi K Palaniswami has set up a 
special investment promotion task force headed 
by the Chief  Secretary to attract investments 
from multinationals looking to move out of  
China. In particular, it is trying to get companies 
from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and the 
US. The task force will have representatives 
from trade bodies of  these countries. The 
Government will provide special incentive 
package and fast-track clearances to industries 
looking to relocate

Coronavirus has made the situation worse 
for China, where the global companies were 
already making up their minds to move their 
bases out due to the US-China trade war. The 

trade war between both countries was leading to 
a continuous increase in the prices of  products, 
which was hitting the profit margins of  the 
companies. The centre and the states seem to 
want to leave no stone unturned this time to 
attract the foreign investors.

At the same time,Siddharth Nath Singh 
said to the US companies that, the state has 
already announced various incentives such as 
capital subsidy, land subsidy and a bouquet of  
incentives and there are 90 lakh MSME units 
which could be used for multiple purposes. On 
top of  that, the state government has recently 
discussed measures including an amendment to 
the state’s industrial policy to attract companies 
that are keen to shift their base from China.

COVER STORY
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COVID-19, a new illness, caused by 
Coronavirus has created a global pandemic. 
The COVID-19 global pandemic has given 
rise to many questions about economy, 
health, leadership and many more.The 
world is reeling under COVID-19 crisis and 
the vulnerable segments of our society are 
at risk the most. Indian Prime Minister has 
taken tough decisions to ensure the fight 
against the virus. The prolonged lockdown 
may give rise to deaths from starvation as 
the lower stratum of the society is at risk. To 
fight against the virus, the industries have 
supported their employees and advised 
them to ‘work from home’.

The COVID 19 pandemic has been a 
major disruption to supply chains. China 
is one of the largest manufacturer of 
technology products and solutions in the 
world and are hit hard as a large number 
of citizens contracted the disease. This led 
to partial and full shutdowns of industries, 
plants, and factories. Many enterprises 
have disruptions in their logistic hubs and 
delivery routes due to closures. These 
impacts have been felt by companies, 
from small third-tier suppliers to billion-
dollar conglomerates. Not only this, the 
concern over the coronavirus, nationwide 
lockdown, and the rapid transition to work-
from-home has created new avenues for 
cybercriminals to attack digital users who 
rely on the internet and digital services to 
work, transact, and communicate. 

COVID-19:
THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC CALLS 
FOR A NEW WORK CULTURE 
FROM DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES

LEAD STORY
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“VMware is committed to providing our customers safe and seamless secure access to their work 
infrastructure and data. As leaders in the space of  digital transformation, we enabled our employees 
with our digital workspace solution Workspace One and now are focussing on helping our customers 
continue business as usual. We have a Business Continuity Plan in place and are constantly working 
towards rapidly transforming the infrastructure of  our customers to allow remote working without 
losing out on productivity, efficiency or security. 

To ensure that businesses continue their normal operations, customers need to enable their employees 
to work remotely and maintain productivity, increase connectivity and provide for continuous, secure 
access to applications across endpoints. VMware continues to support our customers for business 
continuity, which is especially important in today’s fast-evolving situation, which has exacerbated the 
need for a remote workplace. The future of  work has been changing for some time, and as we navigate 
this pandemic, the model for distributing work or work-from-home has accelerated. Our business is 
predicated on building the infrastructure and solutions optimized for the workplace of  the future.

As solution providers, we have the advantage of  supporting our customers virtually. Many of  these 
offerings are providing special offers or extended trials, as we want to be focused on helping others at 
this time. We deliver digital workspaces that can access critical applications to any endpoint. We also 
protect all endpoints that are accessing organization assets remotely. VMware Carbon Black can also 
help protect remote workers against cyberattacks without any additional infrastructure. By deploying 
SD-WAN, VMware is also equipped to accelerate the performance of  organizational assets that are 
now remote. VMware is also well positioned to provide the elastic capacity to scale new virtual desktop 
users instantly and on-demand on the global footprint of  Microsoft Azure/WVD via our Horizon 
Cloud on Azure Solution or the VMware Cloud on AWS, which allows customers to leverage VMware-
based elastic capacity in the cloud in less than 2 hours.”

PRAJIT NAIR

Director Sales- End User Computing
VMware India

SEE HOW THE INDUSTRY LEADERS HAS DISRUPTED 
FAST TO ENABLE TO WORK FROM HOME

“Keeping health and safety of  our employees at the forefront, we have encouraged remote 
working and have asked employees to work from home. Our employees across India have been 
empowered with digital tools to continue to do their jobs, collaborate and support one another, 
and engage with our customers and partners to drive the best business outcomes possible.

Over the years, we have been working towards developing IT networking solutions to 
digitally empower your business and even in this unprecedented time, business continuity of  
our customers and partners is our priority. At present, our services to partners and customers 
are operating as usual, except in areas where official restrictions are in place. Even we plan to 
conduct online training programs for partners and SIs. I believe every challenge throws new 
opportunities, and together we can surely tackle such challenges.”

K R NAIK  
Chairman & Founder 

Digisol Systems

“We are doing all we can to be there for those employees and their families that need our 
support the most, while prioritizing the safety and wellbeing of  our entire global workforce. We 
are monitoring the situation across countries and have prohibited or restricted business travel as 
appropriate. We are inviting medical professionals to inform and educate our workforce globally 
and implementing tightly regulated quarantining and contact tracing policies in compliance with 
local policymaker guidance. A 24-hour help desk supports employees in emergency and unfamiliar 
situations, while active communication channels keep us all – employees, clients, local authorities, 
health advisors, and our own leaders – connected and reliably well-informed. 

A vast majority of  our global workforce is now enabled to work from home leveraging 
collaboration technologies to stay connected with clients and colleagues. From mobilizing laptops 
for our workforce, desktop relocation to home environments, helping reimage personal devices 
for official use, with information security policies and the ability for us to minimize security risks, 
improving our virtual private network bandwidth and even facilitating high speed broadband 
connectivity at employee residences, we are accelerating overall employee readiness to be productive 
as they work remotely. We are also significantly and rapidly amplifying our technology landscape to 
support robust and secure remote collaboration at scale.”U.B. PRAVIN RAO  

Chief Operating Officer
Infosys

LEAD STORY
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“Customers are relying on our solutions now more than ever. Poly’s video conferencing devices 
are being used by world leaders to discuss how they can mitigate the impact of  the COVID-19 
pandemic; leading hospitals and medical institutions are using our conferencing technologies to 
interact with their peers and provide consultation. Therefore, we’re going above and beyond to 
ensure that business continuity is not hampered.

 At Poly, we are-

1.     Supporting employees to work remotely by providing them access to the best collaboration 
technologies– Thanks to advances in communications and collaborations technology over the last 
few years, we have reached a point where remote working can be virtually as impactful as being there 
in person. 

2.     Prioritizing Communication– during tough times like these, communication is paramount 
be it internally amongst our employees or to our customers.  Our managers are having daily check-
ins with their teams to ensure that work continues to progress without any hiccups. 

3.     Our sales team is engaging in the daily prioritization of  shipments – for instance, when 
customers are identified as medical first responders, they are given top priority. Our product and 
operations teams have been driving the logistics of  moving Poly products from our manufacturing 
points to our customers, including securing hard-to-find supply.”

ANKUR GOEL  
Managing Director

Poly India

“Safety, Precaution and Business continuity are the key priorities at RP tech India. We have 
therefore, rolled out various policies to keep our employees and communities safe in response to the 
COVID-19 outbreak. In accordance with the Government’s directives, we have implemented remote 
working pan India. While we comply with the safety norms, we are taking immense care to minimize 
the impact of  the lockdown on inventory supply. However, physical supply is on a standstill as the 
public transport is completely shut down. We are in constant touch with our employees, vendors and 
channel partners through video conferencing. We are constantly monitoring a situation and we hope 
the business will come to normalcy in coming days.

I do not see any measure impact of  Digital Marketing as all organizations are moving on Digital 
platforms for business. Digital is the future direction for businesses.

The E-Commerce business is also on a hault as the logistics industry is on a standstill during the 
lockdown. E Commerce companies are fulfilling the demand of  only essential commodities with 
limited capacity and the supply of  other products including IT is currently blocked. We have seen 
a surge in demand of  Notebooks and other IT products and solutions as Work from Home will 
become a regular practice in India and the Channel will continue to play a significant role in demand 
fulfilment.”

RAJESH GOENKA   
Director  

RP tech India

With the COVID-19 situation constantly evolving, ESET has had to put in place various 
measures aspart of  our business continuity plan to keep ESET services working fully and ensuring 
the safety andhealth of  our employees.

We have empowered our employees from offices around the world to work from home by 
utilisingall available options for online collaboration in order to keep our staff  safe whilst also 
serving ourcustomers online.For our customers, we have been addressing the cybersecurity concerns 
and issues faced bycompanies regarding remote working. We have put in place several initiatives to 
support ourcustomers, resellers and the rest of  the community during this time. 

In light of  the Covid-19 situation, we haveextended the trial period of  our products to enable 
potential and existing customers to work, studyor teach safely from home.We are also regularly 
updating our website with additional measures to ensure that our customersare receiving the best 
protection. 

Additionally, our Customer Care and Technical teams continue tooperate at full power and are 
ready to assist you, as always, through our Support Page.” PARVINDER WALIA 

Director of Sales and 
Marketing, ESET -APJ 
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“We are experiencing unprecedented challenges in the face of  the COVID-19 virus worldwide. 
Milestone is closely monitoring COVID-19 developments and has taken actions to secure the well-
being of  our employees, and the business interest of  our partners, and customers. We are following 
guidelines from local authorities and those of  the World Health Organization and are taking all 
necessary precautions. In India, Milestone is in accordance with the nationwide lockdown to flatten 
the curve of  local transmission of  COVID-19, and as you know, most workplaces with the exception 
of  those which provide essential services are closed starting March 24 until April 14, 2020, which 
may again get further extended.  The vast majority of  our teams and employees are now working 
from home. But as a global software company, we are used to working remotely. Our employees 
can continue their work and we expect minimal impact on the support and services we provide to 
our customers and partners.  At Milestone, the safety and wellbeing of  our employees and partner 
community has always been our priority, and we have taken steps in accordance with the local 
authorities’ safety measures regarding COVID-19 to ensure this. 

To give our partner community a helping hand in this difficult time, we’ve also launched a new 
Care campaign. This includes upgrade offers, extra support, and lucrative offers for Care coverage 
to extend a helping hand. For more information, reach out to your local Milestone care contact. This 
includes upgrade offers, extra support, and lucrative offers for Care coverage to extend a helping 
hand.”

RITESH DEOKAR
Country Manager
Milestone System 

“As a security solution provider, we see the current scenario as a totally unprecedented one. 
COVID-19 pandemic has thrown almost everyone into an unprecedented crisis and most of  
the industries remain shut. Even before the 21-day lockdown began in India, our company had 
already begun allowing people to work from home to maintain a safe and secure remote working 
environment. We have been fully functional working from home, to ensure the full customers 
satisfaction so that they are assured of  full support today and in the days to come. Our entire team 
has been very supportive in addressing the issues coming in from our customers. Most of  the 
software issues are being handled by the technical team.

Marketing is impossible without great content as it helps establish you as a leading voice in 
the industry, and gives audiences useful, actionable content that they need to solve their problems. 
We are moving smoothly in the market as of  now and the design of  a good, secure business 
operating system cannot be done overnight; it requires creating the baseline and the willingness 
of  the management to follow, and invest in security and digital transformation to ensure business 
continuity. We have been reaching out to our customers through digital and social media platforms. 

Our mantra for survival during this period is “Moving Ahead with the Technology” as the 
companies who had ignored the adoption of  technologies like cloud, collaboration, and taken 
security lightly with no strong identity management system are facing a roadblock in their business. 
We hope that enterprises and other SMB will realize and change once this crisis is over.

The industry demand has dropped substantially and has moved on to online channels. I believe 
each industry regulatory body should have a robust cybersecurity framework to continue business in 
such a situation once the companies truly adopt these practices. As their support requirements will 
come down and they can do business whatever may be the situation.” 

PRASHANTH G J 
CEO 

TechnoBind

“When the Coronavirus hit the globe and India, most companies, communities andnations were 
totally unprepared for it. There was virtually no precedence for dealingwith such a healthcare disaster 
on a global scale.At EverestIMS, when word started trickling in about the possible curfew, we had 
amanagement meeting and discussed best-case and worst-case scenarios. We were firmon one aspect – 
the safety of  our employees and business continuity for the customersthat relied on us. It was guerrilla 
mode time, and fast. We had to nimbly rejig ourselvesmuch like an army changing battle formation to 
face a new attack. Since all our work andbusiness run on computers (and servers) we needed to ensure 
that the managers wereable to transfer certain work files to their systems which they would take home. 
Wethen had one-on-one meetings with each employee to understand their livingpreferences for the 
next few weeks and ensured that they were safely and securelyrelocated as per their needs. We also 
provided them with all the necessary means towork remotely.

At the management level we focussed on project and people management to drivebusiness 
continuity for our clients. We cater to Telcos,broadband and data clients along with many other related 
industries that are formingthe Government’s survival backbone against the curfew. They rely on an 
important triadto work in conjunction – networks, servers and applications. We could not fail at 
anylevel.We were poised to take an active stance because many of  the business issues that theshutdown 
permeates are something that we mitigate. We have always aimed at ITtechnology being driven to its 
maximum potential – this ethos resulted in us being akinto a quick first responder to the crisis – solely 
because our software helps manageagainst the main IT issues that plague companies when there is no 
one around to takecare of  their IT Infrastructure, Networks, Datacentres, Helpdesk, etc.”

SATISH KUMAR V  
CEO

EverestIMS Technologies

LEAD STORY
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“The first thing we realised after the outbreak of  COVID19 pandemic was that there is a dire 
need to protect our employees and other people around. So, the first step we took was to provide 
work from home to our employees and shift all operations online, this way we are able to work 
every day without jeopardising the health of  our workforces and without obstructing the business. 
And second step we took was to help the society in any way we can, therefore we are offering 
‘myViewBoard’ premium subscription free of  cost to support distance learning. It is easy to use and 
allows real-time collaboration through video audio conferencing, huddles and digital white boarding. 
The brand is also in the process of  introducing Virtual classrooms with a capacity facilitate multiple 
students by allowing two-way audio communication, video streaming, Google classroom integration 
to help build and uplift the digitization of  education in India.

The current scenario has definitely affected our marketing approach and we have adapted to 
these changes in the best possible way, we can at this time. We make sure that we maintain a clear 
line of  communication between our partners and customers through various available sources. Since 
the education sector has taken a hit, we are supporting distance learning and setting up virtual 
classrooms as school and colleges are shut since over a month now.

We did observe, some drop in demand, mostly in government sectors due to financial year 
closing and pandemic crisis. The government is investing most of  their time and resources to cope 
up with Covid-19 crisis in the country, as it should be. Our operational warehouse is in China, and 
since the country has recovered, the flow of  our products is better than the past couple of  months, 
so we are hopeful to get some good business in the near future. Moreover, at present we have listed 
some of  our B2C products like LED Projectors and monitors at online marketplaces focusing more 
on e-commerce.”

MUNEER AHMAD  
Business Head, 
ViewSonic India

“The COVID-19 pandemic has upended the way every organization does business, including 
ours. We are evaluating and changing our plans in response to COVID-19.We are putting the 
challenges of  our customers and their businesses first in this scenario.To ensure we have a smooth 
customer-facing response, globally we have created a COVIDIncident Management Team. 

While for our employees, their health and safety is our top priority and we have ensured theywork 
from home. We have made all the checks to ensure employees are equipped to supportcustomers 
from home. And we are leveraging best in class tools for calls, video conferencing tostay in touch 
with each other as well as with our customers and partners

The current situation has definitely changed the way our online/ content marketing programs 
wouldotherwise run in a Business as Usual (BAU) situation. With change comes opportunity, and 
we have atremendous opportunity to make a difference, not just through our traditional business 
activities, but aswe put our humanitarian instincts above anything else. We are reaching out to our 
customers withmeaningful solutions that help address their critical business challenges.Over the 
past few weeks, we’ve had the opportunity to explore new ways to help our customersincluding 
Government overcome challenges exacerbated by COVID-19. Cost control and optimizationare 
high priorities for customers right now. We’re taking a targeted approach with customers whoare 
expressing interest in cost reduction.We’ve also created a list of  new SAS use cases, including hospital 
bed optimization, public healthdashboards, airline routing optimization, anti-money laundering 
health checks for banking and apopulation movement index for telco. To encourage SAS learners to 
stay engaged, globally, we have also rolled out Free e-Learning for SASLearners including live web 
classes, certifications and learning subscriptions SAS is focusing on helping customers during this 
crisis. SAS has already created a publiclyavailable report that depicts the status, location, spread and 
trend analysis of  the coronavirusand we are engaged on several projects around the world helping 
customers use data andanalytics in the fight against the virus.”

KUNAL AMAN  
Head Marketing

SAS India and Japan

“Workplace safety is a primary focus at ATEN and we solicited employees, partners, 
and customers to stay at home. ATEN is not new to the concept of  remote working, we have 
teams working from various locations across India, and so the transition was smooth. By using a 
combination of  technology, discipline, and timeliness, we have ensured that all our employees are 
safe and sound, while our customers; business infrastructure remains issue free and online all the 
time. We encourage virtual meetings and video conferencing to connect safely and effectively with 
our customers and partners. We are enabling Product Training, leanings and certifications for our 
associates and business partners to make the best of  the safety lockdown.

ATEN has adopted digitalization much before this pandemic, and we have been impacted 
positively by digitalization. We are currently reaping the benefit of  our investment in online marketing 
programs.

We had foreseen the benefits of  the online channels and their impact on business continuity. 
ATEN is committed to supporting its customers’ business throughout this pandemic and to provide 
the continuity of  service at all times.  We are prepared to support and service our customers in this 
disastrous situation.”

SUNANYA HAZARIKA 
Marketing Manager

ATEN
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“COVID – 19 has been the most sudden and destructive pandemic that has taken enterprises 
across the globe by surprise. Businesses are realizing the importance of  leveraging new-age 
technologies to ensure smooth functioning of  daily operations. We have taken the following 
measures in our organization: We have enabled Work from Home for almost all our employees. Our 
technology team has ensured that our people have the required hardware, software and network 
connectivity to seamlessly function from home and the business continues without any hindrances. 

The marketing team is using this lockdown period to create marketing collaterals and artefacts 
for our solutions, services and new projects. The team is also engaged in creating awareness to 
enable organizations to leverage technology for business continuity and planning during times 
of  COVID-19 through various content-driven marketing channels. The team is preparing a 
comprehensive marketing arsenal and gearing up for a marketing blitzkrieg after normalcy returns. 

We’re witnessing a paradigm shift in the industry; wherein building digital workplace has taken 
precedence. Organizations are increasingly realizing the importance of  digitally transforming their 
business and empowering their people with digital technologies to facilitate their work, even in 
unforeseen circumstances. Since we are the leading IT services and consulting enterprise with a legacy 
in fostering digital transformation and business efficiency through our in-depth knowledge and 
robust experience in Enterprise Application Services, Digital Experience Management, Automation 
solutions and Cloud services, we are prepared to address this new demand and opportunity by 
working closely with our OEM partners. We have supported many of  our customer’s digital 
transformation journeys.I am confident that as a society, we will innovate our way out of  this crisis, 
and the cloud will continue to be a fundamental enabler for decades to come.”

NEELESH KRIPALANI 
Senior Vice President and Head, Center 

of Excellence (CoE), CloverInfotech

“At Forcepoint, our primary concern is the health and safety of  the community. Most of  our 
offices are shut in accordance with the local government guidelines. Our employees are working 
from home. We have enacted our emergency preparedness plan and stand fully engaged to manage 
the current threat. As a subset of  our Business Continuity Plan (BCP), we have end-to-end, remote 
Virtual Private Network (VPN) capabilities for all critical roles across the organization. Our work 
from home capability allows for comprehensive duplication of  office capabilities. This includes 
our sales, professional services, technical support, core operations, and product engineering teams. 
Throughout this unfolding situation, we remain committed to our employees, customers and 
partners for their continued success.

Organizations today are trying to navigate through what is arguably unchartered business territory 
as their global workforces have shifted to a large-scale remote work model seemingly overnight. At 
Forcepoint, we have pivoted to a virtual strategy and already kicked off  various marketing programs 
such as virtual events, online roundtables, and webinars, etc. to support our customers come out on 
the other side stronger and more secure than before.

We have stepped up to support our partners address the current needs of  the customers to help 
them reduce the risks in the current environment. It is imperative to ensure that our customers have 
the tools and resources needed to enable large-scale remote work enablement that keeps employees 
productive without sacrificing security.”

SURENDRA SINGH   
Senior Director & Country Manager

Forcepoint

“As a global enterprise software company, Micro Focus is no different and we are waking up every 
day to new information about how COVID-19 is affecting our communities, our employees, our 
customers and our partners. We stand firm in our company values - putting customers first; working 
jointly for best results; deciding and acting in a way that is impactful; learning and adapting, so that we 
can help our employees and customers adjust to this new way of  functioning. Our primary concern 
is always the health and safety of  employees, customers and partners. That commitment covers 
everything - from ensuring that we follow “stop the spread”, to maintaining business continuity, so 
that nobody faces an adverse effect. Like most companies and institutions, we are closely monitoring 
the latest information provided by World Health Organization (WHO), Centers of  Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) and local governments (central & state).

As the COVID-19 scenario and economic disruption continues to evolve, and the information 
marketplace continues to crowd, one can differentiate their brand by staying focused on deploying 
online content that helps customers more confidently navigate their business through disruption. 
We are extensively focused on online content marketing in order to gain traction. Brands should 
create and deploy online content that helps customers navigate through times of  uncertainty with 
greater confidence. Owing to the novel pandemic, organizations are facing some levels of  business 
disruption. A recent Gartner study revealed that only 12% of  organizations are highly prepared for 
such a pandemic and a majority of  organizations are facing this due to COVID-19.

There are great benefits to adopting social selling and the ongoing situations have bolstered these 
initiatives – lead generation accelerates, networking expands relentlessly, brand-focused content 
becomes imperative and a future-proof  strategy is right there. Our employees are empowered with 
digital tools to continue to do their jobs, collaborate and support each other, and engage with our 
customers and partners to drive the best outcomes possible.”

KAUSTUBH PATKI   
Country Marketing Head - India

Micro Focus

LEAD STORY
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The pandemic have forced some changes which are very likely to be permanent as people live in 
the post-COVID era. Connectivity has emerged as key consideration. The pandemic has shown the 
undeniable value of  wireless connectivity to connect people in their residences. Wireless connectivity 
enables people to work at home, to move education classes online and to enable hospitals to rapidly 
expand facilities. Here are some of  the changes that will likely become permanent:
1. Video connects people and teams – Video has proven to be effective and efficient in uniting 

people for business and personal matters. Large and small groups equipped with devices will 
continue to consider this as an option for any meeting.

2. The office is where you are – The work environment is now fully transportable. Secure wireless 
communications enable workers to have immediate contact to collaborate and improve decision 
making. While this has permanently blurred the line between home and office, a social protocol 
will be developed in the interest of  balancing precious time.

3. Sensors will monitor people and things – To provide business continuity and public safety, key 
factors will be monitored, and data will be passed to automated analysis systems. Trends will be 
spotted earlier. Public safety systems will measure crowd density and traffic patterns. Wireless 
communications infrastructure will enable sensors and cameras to be placed exactly where they 
are needed at a fraction of  the cost and time when compared to fiber infrastructure.

4. Networks will reach all places – Wireless networks will constantly evolve. They have proven to 
be a lifeline for people and businesses, and they can easily and efficiently connect the last 30 
kilometers from the fiber backbone to the device. The performance and reliability of  wireless is 
proven; the next step is to focus on improving the economics so that all developing communities 
can be connected.

5. Network management will be remote – Networks will be automated to perform monitoring 
and healing functions without physical human intervention. Scalability is the key, and automated 
access points with a cloud-managed infrastructure provide the ability for self-healing networks 
that can be managed from a cell phone or other device.

ATUL BHATNAGAR
President and CEO

Cambium Networks 

“COVID-19 is impacting everyone around the world and every aspect of  our daily lives: 
our socialinteractions, our family life, and our communities. With the rise of  COVID 19, all 
the companies are having amandatory remote working policy. During this time of  crisis, we 
here at Zeta is trying to provide as muchsupport to our employees to be more productive and 
engaged. We are also promoting our employeesand teams to maintain social distancing and take 
all precautions to keep themselves &amp; their familiessafe. The work from home policy at Zeta 
began from 11th March 2020 and we gave a master advisorytoall our employees.

To make sure that all our employees are working smoothly, our HR team has come up with 
someamazing ideas to keep everyone well-motivated and productive during the lockdown.
● In order to ensure that employees at Zeta are well engaged while working from home, the 

HRteam at Zeta are organizing virtual team bonding activities like- Online Games, Virtual 
TeamLunch/Tea breaks, VC enabled fun activities

● Communication around effective ways to work from home and released microlearning 
guides onWFH and effective Virtual Meetings are few other initiatives that we have taken 
to ensure that employees at Zeta are well educated on how to effectively work from home 
while maintainingwork-life balance. We also carried out specific webinar sessions for our 
sales folks around howto handle sales in times of  COVID-19 situation

● The team-building exercise capture weekly feedback from our employees around their 
WFHexperience, challenges and if  they require any support/advice in order to get work 
carried outsmoothly”

BHAVIN TURAKHIA   
CEO and Co-Founder

Zeta

“Just like several organizations, we are relying on remote working during this period.Fortunately, 
our solutions are tailor-made for business continuity during such unprecedentedsituations.Since most 
companies are moving on cloud-based communication systems to ensure businesscontinuity, we are 
seeing an increased demand for our services.To ensure uninterrupted solutions for our clients, we 
are ramping up our stack and offeringrobust enterprise connectivity solutions such as virtual mobile 
and fixed-line, full EPABXfeature-rich telephony, presence, secured instant messaging, multi-file 
attachment, videoconferencing, remote collaboration, and more.

In this scenario, cloud-based communication is the only mantra to ensure business continuity.
While the initial idea, during our inception, was to bring an enterprise connectivity suite ofsolutions 
in a much more agile environment, with the recent outbreak of  COVID-19, the stack isproving to be 
a critical tool for business continuity.Businesses are looking for effective remote working solutions 
that help them ensure that theirbusiness runs as usual, even amid the global crisis. CloudConnect’s 
robust services ensure thatbusinesses run seamlessly with the same level of  security even when the 
employees areworking from the safety of  their homes.

As mentioned above, as India’s first and only end-to-end cloud; mobile app-based PBX and unified 
communication (UC); Professional Teleworking services company, we are seeing anincrease in the 
demand for our solutions. We are looking at revenues of  10 crore by end of2020 and are all geared 
up for that. Due to this unfortunate event of  COVID-19, businesses have realized the importance 
ofremote and collaborative working which is essentially what CloudConnect Communicationsoffers. 
Business continuity, seamless scalability, and pay as you grow are our core pillars.”

RAMAN SINGH 
Co Founder and Chief Revenue 

Officer, CloudConnect
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“Our company is trying to penetrate into the SMB business which is a high churning 
segment. It is important for the company to have an automated process to activate 
and engage with the SMB customers. Hence a process automation or digital transfor-
mation is important.

We have mapped the fragmented operating units that are directly or indirectly 
responsible for customer acquisition. Post a detailed analysis on the dependency 
and their positional sequence in the on boarding ecosystem we tried to add automa-

tion into the on boarding cycle.

The latest technology we have adopted is the Online Service Agreement which has been
 implemented by Leegality, it helps the customers to sign an online agreement using Aadhar
 card (NSDL source). We are also implementing AI based Document Management System to
 expedite the qualification/verification process of the customers.

Majorly, the industry is divided into two set of players, self-funded and funded ones. We are one of the few self-funded and 
profitable players in the market who has not out sourced the process of payment services to a third party vendor. Our core 
strength lies in strong after sales service and operations. Majorly serving BFSI, NBFC and government customers.”

YOGESH V JAIN 
Director, KPlus Infotech

The Solution Partners of Indian ICT industry has realised it well that digital transformation is the only way to stay competi-
tive and relevant in the industry. They have also realised that adoption of new technologies in their own business will 
help them to better cater to the needs of their customers.

Digital transformation is not restricted to only adoption of innovative technology. It also includes development and 
evolution of employees too as they are instrumental in driving the success for an organization. So along with adoption 
of latest technologies to serve customers in a better way it is also important to upskill and reskill the employees.

In this edition we are bringing to our readers how solution partners are enabling their organization with digital transfor-
mation and the latest technologies they have adopted in this journey.   

LEAD STORY
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“Digital Transformation is essential for any organization, more importantly to Cyber Security 
System Integration companies such as Secure Network Solutions (SNS). Design, implementation 
and support of niche Cyber Security Solutions across industry verticals mean strong foundation 
required for the organization itself that promotes and participates in this digital journey.

SNS has over the years pioneered in adopting digital platforms for various core business 
functions. Our HRMS portal is on Cloud accessible to employees across 10 locations in the 
country. Our Customer Relation Management (CRM) application is on Cloud and integrated 
to Mobile. Our ERP is on Cloud as well. We have a minimal on-prem footprint. All these digital 
platforms have tighter integration, automatic reporting, analytics and dashboard to offer an 
integrated view. Our team collaboration is on Cisco WebEx Teams & WebEx Meetings and office 
productivity on Microsoft O365. 90% of our core business functions are paper-less.

Our CRM help desk module is utilized by our Presales, Implementation and Support teams. We are planning
to open-up this to our customers later this year. This direct service and help desk system will allow our customers to log tickets, manage 
priorities and generate reports on our Service Level Agreements (SLA). We are working on Chat bot integration with our website that can 
retrieve contract details, ticket status and assigned engineer details. As Security incidents are critical, we are not replacing the human 
element completely, not yet.

Our core business is Cyber Security System Integration. Typical cycle is consult, design, sell, deploy and support. Simplifying it: Sell & 
Support. ‘Sell’ can happen only when ‘Support’ is outstanding. Modern customer infrastructure requires advance tools to deliver high 
quality customer service. Analytics to get deeper insights into customer tickets, issues, response time, and resolution time play an 
important role. We have highest customer retention rate. This is achieved through top quality services. Delivering Great Customer 
Experiences is the key differentiator of SNS.”

N K MEHTA 
Founder, Managing Director & CEO, Secure Network Solutions 

“Digital Transformation is very important not only for high growth organisations like 
Galaxy Office Automation but for any organisation looking to survive in the market-
place. Almost all functions in a large number of industries are close to 100% digital. 
Right from recruiting, purchasing, selling, accounting, compliances etc. are all 
happening on digital platforms. In fact, “Go Digital or Perish” is a warning that all 
organisations should seriously heed.

Galaxy is at the forefront of adapting new technologies in-house. It is this experi-
ence that helps us take these technologies to our customers. Over the past couple 
of years, we have adopted Robotic Process Automation based tools and Enterprise 
Content Management to automate a lot of our internal processes. Employee self-ser-
vice portals and an HR information app help our employees with all required information 
at their fingertips all the time. We are also in the process of deploying artificial intelligence
(AI) based tools to help our employees become more efficient in their activities.

By implementing Robotic Process Automation tools we are able to reduce the O2I (Order to Invoice) times considerably 
thereby increasing customer satisfaction.

Galaxy Office Automation is always at the forefront in implementing new technologies in India. We had one of the first 
large scale enterprise mobility management implementations in India. Similarly, we were the first ones to implement a 
software defined WAN solution. We have also designed and implemented a large number of complex storage and 
data centre solutions. Our technical expertise and experience stands out as the key differentiation factor for us in the 
marketplace.” 

SANJAY PATODIA 
CEO & Director, Galaxy Office Automation

“We believe that a strategy to digitally transform our own organization is the first step towards 
helping other businesses to do the same. Digital transformation is not just limited to a business; 
it also involves transforming your employees. Employees are the backbone of any 
organization; they are the ones who participate and contribute to bringing out positive 
results. We emphasize on providing a unified work culture to our employees, we welcome 
and entertain their feedbacks, ideas, and suggestions. We encourage a digital workplace 
using collaboration tools, such as Microsoft Teams, to help enhance the productivity of our 

internal as well as remote employees. 

Every aspect of our business involves the adoption of new technologies, including the use of 
computing devices and automation for tedious, routine tasks. Today, technology helps in 

creating and managing content, too; SharePoint Content Type helps in doing so in a centralized
 and reusable way where every document and information is managed categorically.

Our employees have been communicating and collaborating in a digital workplace through a widely used and unified communication 
platform, Microsoft Teams. We have experienced an incredibly productive workforce with the implementation of such technologies. We 
can only provide the best tools and services to our customers if we have ourselves tested and implemented those PoCs for our business. 

Today, we provide cloud solutions for business transformation from the most reputed vendors, namely AWS and Azure; centralized ERP 
solutions from SAP to manage business processes better; cloud backup solutions from Asigra for business continuity; Microsoft Teams for 
a collaborative workplace experience; and RPA tools to automate repetitive core business functions.

We enjoy the trust of over 200+ active global clients. Our alliance and partnership with the technology leaders is something that makes 
us stand out from the crowd.” 

PRATEEK GARG 
Founder & CEO, Progressive Infotech
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“Digital Transformation provides a valuable opportunity for core of business functions 
and it is an important aspect for organized growth for any organisation. It is an 
ongoing process and investment for Supertron.  The company is continuously 
investing on technology adaptation as on organisation. Business today increasing-
ly demands more agile hybrid IT services and agile networking capability for 
getting the user experience right which is a critical part of business transformation. 
This goes beyond just the usability of applications for employees or external 
customers, and includes the experience of working with the available IT tools. Year 
2020 is very critical for us from all aspect and we are putting efforts to ensure digital 
transformation is business process, employee effectiveness and data security. Cloud 
migration is one of the key action plan to achieve new level of Security, agility and 
efficiency, which we are working on it. 

We have use AI tool Kockpit on top of our ERP for various analysis and also integrated Eway
and GST tool to reduce human intervention and digitalisation of records. We are in process of developing a CRM
module a customised and integrated with ERP package which will enable our customers to have online real time place-
ment of sales orders; AR position; credit limit request and enhancement; billing cycle etc.

In future we are going to integrate e-invoicing, e-way and GST with ERP to automate the process. Further we are also 
focusing on digital banking by tying with fintech companies.” 

V K BHANDARI 
Chairman & Managing Director, Supertron Electronics

“Digital transformation is a broader term, which encompasses the ways in which 
modern-day businesses are delivering values to their customers and employees. 
While helping our clients choose the path of digital transformation, Techjock-
ey.com has also come a long way. The major agent for digital transformation at 
Techjockey.com has been our approach towards information management and 
analytics. Some of the major changes have been in terms of the use of digital 
channels for interacting with external partners and analysing their search 
behaviour on the website. At the same time, there has been significant updates in 
terms of web technologies and mobile app functionalities. 

We have adopted the design thinking approach to empathise with the target users 
and understand their challenges. This has helped us deliver top-notch IT solutions to 
business and retail customers and devise innovative strategies to improve the success rate
of digital transformation among SMBs. Web analytics technologies and the big data
architecture are further used by our sales experts to identify problems of businesses in non-conventional ways and 
deliver apt solutions for process optimization.

The live chat technology on our website helps us achieve personalization in all our conversations with visitors. We have 
devised tailored messages and automated replies as per the visitors’ personal preferences and real-time behaviour. 
As a result, there has been a significant improvement in our response rates, order values and customer experiences.

We aim to create the best experience for our customers from the first step of their product search on the website to 
evaluation, checkout, payment and the final delivery. Our expert team focuses on skills and IT services that can deliv-
er better results to our business and retail customers. We are continuously driven towards improving our customer 
facing processes and helping SMBs create a roadmap for their technology related investments. 

We have built our reputation as an expert in the field of IT solutions over the last four years and provide many informa-
tion products that truly guide our customers towards selecting the right products from 15K plus software on the web-
site. Through blog posts, tutorial videos, online product demonstrations and other means, we are continuously working 
towards simplifying IT buying processes.”

ARJUN MITTAL
Director, Techjockey Infotech

“Being in IT security, digital transformation features every day on our to-do list. 
We constantly look at all our processes and analyse how we can improve 
accuracy, scalability and customer satisfaction, using technology with the 
least manual intervention.

We have geared up for these processes by inculcating within the workforce 
the desire to increase efficiency with digital tools. Yes, Adweb Technologies 
started on this road about five years ago. We embrace the internet for sales, 

support, billing and offer end user/customer self-service. We have exploited, 
digital marketing, cloud based e-commerce, web and mobile chat and SAAS 

based ERP, financial accounting and accounts receivable processes.

    Zoho Books API integration with our e-commerce platforms www.https.in,
  www.ssl.support,  www.pdfautosigner.com along with Accounts receivable SAAS software 
from timepay.co.in. 

The ability to offer customer satisfaction and increase employee productivity and revenue generation are the 
differentiating factors of the company.”

RENU CHAWLA 
Director, Adweb Technologies

LEAD STORY
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"Digital  transformation is no longer an option but the default mandate in today’s 
time for doing the business.

Being a technology organization we were already using many  tools  but  with 
current situation of 30+ days lockdown due  to COVID-19, has pushed us to  com-
pletely transform ourselves for performing business digitally  at all  levels. The most 
recent technology  that  we started to use  excessively is online  video  conferenc-

ing tools for SALES, SUPPORT. And online connectivity tools to access sensitive 
organization’s data for Back operations and Finance.

 It is not one but two, without which it would  be impossible to service  our customer. 
One is online video conferencing tool for SALES and SUPPORT which has truly helped us

    to reach our clients. Second is Digital signature and Digital invoicing/deliveries. This is  the
  critical  piece of business today and without which  business cannot function.

Our organization has a unique offering on how we connect and perform business with our clients. We believe in one key 
personalization of interaction to our clients for every step in IT life-cycle. Hence we developed a unique knowledge to 
manage our clients from every field of interaction like  - Presales (Technology discussion, solution offering), Sales, Deliv-
ery, Invoicing, Taxation, Implementation and Operational. This is the key differentiation factor which has helped us to 
increase  client confidence and trust."

KUNAL KATKORIA
Associate Director, Unified Data-Tech Solutions

"As an Organisation, we are strongly focused to be a proper Digital consultant to our 
esteemed customers. We also know that whenever we talk about strong features of 
any product or specialized services to the customers, it has to be properly  tested 
and managed by our team to satisfy the customer with our skill set. 
Today, every customer demands a quick response to their queries (opportunity) 
and support tickets. They work on strong mechanisms & protocols to evaluate a 
partner or company to align with, for their multiple requirements. If they found that 
our company is responding to them fast and properly with all possible solutions, they 
would definitely consider us above competition and help us with more opportunities. 
This could be a great reason for us to grow.

We have strongly measured our gaps and realised that if we would not promptly act, it 
would directly create major challenges for our team. We have deployed technologies like 
CRM, Integrated Ticketing Monitoring System, Integrated Accounting Software, Strong HR
advance policy based monitoring software and many more through a complete ERP package. We have also worked 
on Digital Marketing Strategies and SEO for our market visibility. We worked on a common platform for Audio / video 
conference and collaboration tools for employee productivity and customer support / presentations. We also have a 
strong Backup policy for our confidential and important data including quotes, ERP logs and PST, etc. We have a 
centralised NAS and cloud backup solution to ensure data security and optimisation. 

Honestly, the most effective technology is ERP and collaboration tool for us. With the help of ERP process dashboard, we 
got clear visibility and help to monitor our current position in respect to Employee current productivity, strong qualified 
sales funnel, Lead management, Support process and customer ticket response time, Automated HR process, Real time 
stock maintenance and Employee time management and approach, etc. There are many more reports and features 
to evaluate and focus, which helped us strongly on major concern areas.

Collaboration tool helped us to communicate well with our customers and employees. Training, presentations, support 
and review calls are few of the major concerned areas we addressed. Having dashboard visibility and discussing the 
same through Online Communication tools helped us to have a clear bird eye view of the organisation growth plans 
vis-à-vis current Organisation status."

VIBHORE SHRIVASTAVA 
Managing Director, VIBS Infosol 

COVID-19 Pandemic has brought Fast-tracking digital transformation in most of  the companies. Novel Coronavirus has forced many, around the 
world, to rethink about our daily lives from work to school to entertainment. It's been imperative to digitally transform our places of  work and education 
to be able to operate effectively. Those companies which are able to use technology well to keep going and rethink their business model for the future 
by fast-tracking digital transformation will be the ones ahead of  their competition.

The whole country is in Corona crisis but IT corporates and partners  are working from home to drive the transformation and at the same 
time CIOs are under pressure to transform into digital businesses. Technology helps :

WE HAVE TO CONTINUE OUR EFFORTS TO DRIVE THE COUNTRY

# All banking systems continue to function.
# The stock trading system continues as it is
# All hospitals are functioning because of  websites and software’s
# ATM software is working round the clock to keep it running smoothly
# Internet, phone services are running because of  the software that IT 

people manage.
# There are millions of  mobile apps that are in use every day because of  

IT
# You get uninterrupted Updates on all the news channels because of  

the software
# All entertainment channels are functional because of  the softwares.  

Social media platforms like Facebook, WatsApp, Instagram etc. are 
functioning efficiently today because of  IT people.

# Your kids  are able to learn online because of  IT.
 BECAUSE OF IT PEOPLE : Pharmaceutical software are running 

and the laboratory test reports are made available and managed by IT 
research software.

# The software that manages the power grid is also maintained by IT.  

To sum-up there is nothing in the todays world that does not require computers and software’s.

We, at VARINDIA salutes all the IT people ,who are working day and night behind the scenes from home to ensure business continuity. They also 
deserve a big salute .
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How important is Digital Transformation for your own organization?
Digital transformation is a long-term investment. Technology no longer remained as a choice, it 

has become a fundamental business strategy. For an organization like us that deals with partners and 
customers across the globe and with a need to serve customers at different locations at real time, our 
reliance on technology is heavy. 

Our customers and businesses demand more agile networking capability and IT services along 
with a great user experience for their business transformation. And we partner with the global 
technology leaders in areas like networking, cloud, security, data management to be able to offer a 
complete digital transformation solution to our customers.

Cybersecurity is one more area where we invest heavily. Today’s IT leaders demand to have 
data at the edge of  their networks and at the same time keeping it safe from the bad guys. This is a 
complicated task that requires rigorous enforcement around data compliance, access and shielding 
from attacks.

CIOs of  organizations need to have with them the right kind of  technology partners 
who understand the broader business objectives to see the true transformative role of  digital 
transformation.

Digital transformation also helps in strengthening business partnerships. Customers are 
increasingly becoming demanding and competition within the industry is fierce. Also, when you have 
hundreds or partners and customers, managing them efficiently becomes a challenge. Earlier this was 
being done manually using document based communication but technological advancements have 
made things easier. 

How have you geared your organization for this transformation?  What 
are the latest technologies that you have adopted in recent times?

Workforce engagement is a key area for us. We keep on deploying latest technologies for our 
internal staff  to enhance productivity and effective in their primary job roles. Digital transformation 
has given a thrust to our core business functions like sales, finance and HR by eliminating the manual 
process and we have automated our entire process.

For example, our HR functions are entirely automated – from beginning of  the hiring process 
to background verification to employee onboarding – everything has been digitalised now. It has 
improved the department’s efficiency and also has helped in finding good talents. Some other 
technologies like biometric attendance system, automated payroll, CRM, virtual meetingsand 
collaboration tools are already in place which helps us in improving efficiency as well as optimise 
costs.

Recently, we deployed Microsoft Teams application for our employees across location to enable 
virtual meetings which helped us immensely during the nation-wide lockdown because of  Covid 
pandemic. As we mostly rely on physical meetings for our sales functions, the restricted movement 
would have hampered our services a lot which was minimised because of  this collaboration 
technology.

Please mention the key differentiation factor of your organisation in 
this crowded market place.

We take pride in our products. We are a leader in cybersecurity and data management space. We 
offer end-to-end data management solutions to organizations of  all sizes and we partner with the 
global leaders in this space. In association with our OEM partners, we offer customized solutions 
for our customers.

From the organization perspective, we got a very strong technical team, in fact one third of  our 
workforce are technical. They offer round the clock service to our customers – be it for networking 
solutions, cybersecurity, data management or data backup and recovery. We act as an extended arm 
for our OEM partners with very strong sales and presales workforce.

Who are the key vendors you have engaged for Digital Transformation 
and Business Transformation?

We are a leader in cybersecurity and we offer end-to-end data management solution including 
networking, cloud solution, back-up, disaster management and recovery to our customers. We 
partner with global technology leaders to offer customised solutions to our customers across 
verticals. Some of  our vendors include Radware, CheckPoint, Veeam, Tata Communications, 
Thales-Gemalto,ForeScout, SkyBox,Infoblox, Vehere, Keysight, Kemp Technologies, Rapid7, 
Quest Software, Acronis, Seclore, Actifio, Boldonjames, Cavisson, DNIF, Cambium Networks and 
MikroTik.

“DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION HAS GIVEN A THRUST 
TO OUR CORE BUSINESS FUNCTIONS”

AS A CYBERSECURITY AND 
DATA MANAGEMENT PLAYER, 
RAH INFOTECH COMPLETELY 
UNDERSTANDS THE IMPORTANCE 
OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AS 
IT IS AN ORGANIZATION WHICH 
DEALS WITH PARTNERS AND 
CUSTOMERS ROUND THE CLOCK. 
FOR RAH DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
IS LIKE A FUNDAMENTAL BUSINESS 
STRATEGY. THE COMPANY KEEPS ON 
DEPLOYING LATEST TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR ITS INTERNAL STAFF WHICH 
ENHANCES THEIR PRODUCTIVITY 
AND EFFECTIVE IN THEIR PRIMARY 
ROLE.IT HAS DIGITIZED ITS CORE 
BUSINESS FUNCTIONS LIKE SALES, 
FINANCE AND HR. ADOPTION 
OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES HAS 
HELPED THE COMPANY TO SERVE 
ITS CUSTOMERS BETTER IN THIS 
PANDEMIC SITUATION. IN A 
CHAT WITH VARINDIA, ASHOK 
KUMAR, MD, RAH INFOTECH 
TALKS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE 
OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN 
HIS OWN ORGANIZATION, LATEST 
TECHNOLOGIES ADOPTED BY RAH 
INFOTEC, DIFFERENTIATING FACTOR 
OF THE COMPANY ETC. 

ASHOK KUMAR
MD, RAH INFOTECH

LEAD STORY
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“WE ARE DOING OUR BEST TO KEEP BUSINESSES MOVING 
FORWARD THROUGH THESE COMPLEX TIMES”

How is Vertiv supporting its clients in the current pandemic scenario in 
India?

Several of  Vertiv’s clients in India are from sectors that are coveredunder the Essential Services 
Maintenance Act. These include data centers, information technology (IT)andIT enabled services 
(ITES)companies, telecommunications services, media networks, banks, financial institutions, stock 
exchanges, and hospitals, among others.

It is important to note that, based on the guidelines set by governing authorities, the provision of  
Vertiv solutions is considered essential business. We provide critical digital infrastructure that allows IT 
and telecommunications networks to work, meaning we play an important role in keeping hospitals, 
governments, and other essential services running and connected. As a result, we continue to operate 
our manufacturing facilities and our service employees continue to assist our customers.

Telecom networks are very critical. How are you ensuring your clients in 
the Indian telecom space are not affected?

For all our clients in India that operate under the Essential Services Maintenance Act, Vertiv provides 
24x7 breakdown and preventive maintenance for their critical infrastructure. India is a vast country, 
but we ensureservice delivery to telecom towers located in even the most remote places,enabling those 
networks to operate seamlessly.

How is Vertiv responding to the pandemic, and planning forward?
As a company dedicated to keeping people connected and passing on information, we are doing 

our best to keep businesses moving forward through these complex times. We have enacted our 
global pandemic response plan which includes appointing a team that meets regularly to assess the 
latest updates and take decisive action to best protect our employees, customers and communities. 
Additionally, our Indian leadership team meets every day throughvirtual meetings to assess the current 
situation, monitor health of  our employees, and provide support whereverrequired. The team stays 
connected, united, and engaged through continuous communication.

We are working hard to be agile and meet our customers’ needs as the demands on their businesses 
evolve. With the transition of  people working from home or other locations, it is critical that we 
continuously enable this growing remote workforce by ensuring critical facility uptime. Our global 
response team is closely monitoring all aspects of  our operations and using all available resources to 
deliver products and services to our customers with complete safety. Our sales and service professionals, 
who attend to customer sites including 24x7 data centers, are following government health and safety 
guidelines as well as customer policies.

IN A CHAT WITH VARINDIA, 
LAXMAN AGLAWE, VICE 
PRESIDENT – SERVICES, 
VERTIV INDIA DISCUSSES 
ABOUT HOW VERTIV 
IS PROVIDING 24/7 
SUPPORT TO ITS CLIENTS 
ESPECIALLY THE TELECOM 
SPACE, PLANS TO KEEP 
BUSINESS GOING DURING 
THIS CRITICAL SITUATION, 
PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES 
BY THE COMPANY AND 
CHALLENGES FACED

Since Vertiv employees in India are working through this pandemic phase, 
what are you doing to ensure they are safe?

Our top priority is the health and safety of  our employees and the communities where we live and work. 
We have taken a number of  steps to best protect our employees based on the most recent guidance from local, 
national, and international health authorities.This includes using pharmaceutical grade cleaning products and 
ensuring all employees have access to disinfecting wipes to clean their own workstations throughout the day. 

We have also instituted travel restrictions and social-distancing measures. This includes work-from-home 
assignments wherever possible and “self-quarantine” advice for any employee who feels ill or who has a close 
family member who feels ill.

No one knows how long this pandemic will last or how much our lives – at work and at home – will continue 
to evolve. Despite the unknown, rest assured that Vertiv has the people, technology and focus to continue 
serving our customers, supporting our employees, and working to make a difference in our communities. 

What are the challenges you are facing in this crisis situation while ensuring 
better service support to customers?

There have been some challengeswhentransporting spare parts and facilitating our engineers’ 
sitevisitsinsupport of  critical and essential services. The pre-requisite approvals are different across states. 

The Centre and states have given common guidelines, however deployments atlocal levelsdiffer due to 
the prevailing pandemic conditions in each area. In a few places, authorities have been very cooperative while 
the restrictions in other areas have been more stringent due to increasing numbers of  patients or areas being 
declaredas pandemic hot spots. Of  course, we understand the situation, and we appreciate and salute every 
person who is supporting the efforts to keep our fellow citizens safe and healthy. 

Our customers have been very cooperative, and in many cases,have even provided transportation, food, and 
other accommodations.

We have provided guidelines and training on safety and health, based on the guidelines published by the 
government and medical health centres. We have asked our employees to follow social distancing, have equipped 
all our engineers with personal protective equipment and sanitisers, and our safety team is regularlymonitoring 
the health of  our engineersin the field. Everycustomer engineer (CE) is equipped with business continuity plans 
(BCPs) andisfocused on supporting critical networks in the data centre, telecommunication, hospital, banking, 
power plant, and pharmaceutical industries, among others. 

OUR GLOBAL RESPONSE 
TEAM IS CLOSELY 
MONITORING ALL 
ASPECTS OF OUR 
OPERATIONS AND 

USING ALL AVAILABLE 
RESOURCES TO 

DELIVER PRODUCTS 
AND SERVICES TO OUR 

CUSTOMERS WITH 
COMPLETE SAFETY. OUR 

SALES AND SERVICE 
PROFESSIONALS, WHO 
ATTEND TO CUSTOMER 

SITES INCLUDING 
24X7 DATA CENTERS, 

ARE FOLLOWING 
GOVERNMENT 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
GUIDELINES AS WELL AS 

CUSTOMER POLICIES.

FACE TO FACE 
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India is going through a rapid digital transformation. The government’s Digital India 
programme-which is an initiative to “transform India into a digitally empowered society 
and knowledge economy” is seen as a major propeller of  digitisation. Digital India is a 
significant enabler in the journey towards this transition.

Public sector undertakings (PSUs) are considered to be vital and crucial pillars for 
strengthening country’s economy. They have been  playing an essential role in achieving 
the goal of  economic development by going digital to maintain transparency.

India is leading the emerging economies that are driving business impact from their 
digital initiatives. This points out that India is getting digitally transformed at a rate 
unprecedented in world history. From large enterprises to medium- and small-scale 
businesses, and individual users, everyone in the country agrees: digital is the only way 
forward.

Digital innovation is disrupting economies, sectors and industries across the globe 
and transforming the way we live, work and run businesses. From entertainment to 
commerce, education to health, a digital society is at the heart of  this worldwide 
transformation. The ICT industry is connecting billions of  people by the transformative 
power of  the Internet and mobilising every device we use in our daily lives.

The JAM (Jan Dhan, Aadhaar, Mobile) revolution brings together the triad of  
financial inclusion (The Pradhan Mantri Jan DhanYojana), biometric identification 
(Aadhaar), and mobile telecommunications. The revolution is to link all Indians into 
one common financial, economic, and digital space. The Jan DhanYojana is aimed at 
ensuring various financial services to the economically weaker sections of  the society. 
Bank account creation and issuing RuPay debit cards have been the greatest takeaways 
under this scheme.

A SOLID TECHNOLOGICAL CORE
Enterprises are opening up their data through APIs and adding to the API economy 

by developing apps based on data exposed by others. For example, IndiaStack APIs 
allow the government and private players to build apps that targets a presence-, paper-, 
and cashless service delivery. Thanks to IndiaStack APIs, Aadhaar Payments, eKYC, 

Unified Payments Interface (UPI), and 
DigitalLocker are made available to 
millions of  people in the country. This 
highlights the importance of  technology 
without which the transactions would have 
been deemed impossible.

DIGITISATION FOR TAX COMPLIANCE
The uppermost layer of  the digital 

transformation of  India is all about 
achieving tax compliance. Through the 
government’s Direct Benefit Transfer 
(DBT) system, which aims to transfer 
social subsidies directly to the people 
through their bank accounts, financial 
leakages will be plugged and tax evasions, 
reined in.

Digitization is also playing a vital role in 
transferring social services by the government 
to the people. The Government e-Marketplace 
(GeM) , “facilitates online procurement of  
common use goods and services required 
by various government departments/ 
organizations/ PSUs” through GeM.

Thus, technology is an enabler for 
our country to progress socially and 
economically. The thrust is now to take 
these benefits of  technology from the 
block level to the district level. Let’s see 
on how these PSU’s helping to India to go 
digital.
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TCIL continues to strengthen India with its technology expertise

Incorporated in 1978, TCIL is owned by Government of  India Public Sector Enterprise under the 
administrative control of  the Department of  Telecommunications (DOT), Ministry of  Communications, 
Government of  India. It was set up for providing Indian telecom expertise in all fields of  telecom, Civil 
and IT to developing countries around the world.

TCIL has won Government of  India’s ambitious project BharatNet worth Rs 1490 crore in two states 
of  Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. The program aims to provide fibre-based broadband connectivity to 
more than 6 lakh villages through 2.5 lakh gram panchayats or village blocks.

Also, TCIL is supplying, deploying and commissioning a mega VSAT (very small aperture terminal) 
initiative in the Ku frequency band. It is providing satellite-based bandwidth in several states including 
Northeast, Jammu & Kashmir, and Himachal Pradesh. Out of  4,800 VSAT terminals, TCIL has installed 
more than 1,000 terminals and has already established gateways at Ahmedabad and Ranchi.

ONGC leverages technology for competitive advantage

India’s Maharatna, ONGC is the country’s largest crude oil and natural gas company. It contributes 
75% to Indian domestic production. This largest natural gas company ranks 11th among global energy 
majors (Platts). 

ONGC has created a benchmark for industry by setting up EPINET. With this a live E&P information 
network and a virtual database has been developed for Basin & Petroleum System Modeling of  various 
basins. Through SCADA all production and drilling executives at different levels utilize and reap benefits 
of  online SCADA data for enhanced operational efficiency and productivity. 

The Maharatna has also come up with 3D virtual reality centres known as ‘Third Eye’ for real-
time supervision of  the Oil & Gas fields, bridging the gap between centres with parallel computing 
technologies for all its major projects. 

The IT mission of  ONGC has been realigned ‘To develop an integrated, flexible and standardized 
Information Technology architecture to position ONGC towards fundamental competitive advantage’. 
The existing standalone applications (UFSO – for Financial Management, SHRAMIK for Human 
Resource Management, IMMS for Material Management etc.) and other legacy information systems 
were brought together under a common ERP platform. This gave the birth of  Project ICE, Information 
Consolidation for Efficiency. The project comprises of  23 SAP modules in more than 500 physical 
locations across the length and breadth of  the country, starting from mobile Survey units at Jwalamukhi 
of  Himachal Pradesh to Deep Sea vessels at Bay of  Bengal, from Production installations at far flung 
areas of  Assam to Drilling rigs in the desert of  Rajasthan.

ITI Limited widening its focus area

Established as a departmental factory in 1948, ITI Limited is the premier telecom company and 
multi-unit central public sector undertaking in the telecommunications segment. It offers telecom 
turnkey solutions and customized support. It has manufacturing facilities in Bengaluru, Naini, Rae 
Bareli, Mankapur and Palakkad along with an R&D centre in Bengaluru and 25 Marketing, Services & 
Projects (MSP) centers in India, which are located at Bengaluru, Bhubaneshwar, Chennai, Hyderabad, 
Kolkata, Lucknow, Mumbai, New Delhi and 17 other places spread across the country. 

In a bid to fortify the electronics system design and manufacturing (ESDM) ecosystem in the country, 
ITI Limited has inked Memorandum of  Understanding (MoU) with India Electronics & Semiconductor 
Association (IESA). According to the MoU, ITI will facilitate its infrastructure to manufacture electronic 
products with special focus on telecom and allied smart electronic products. The MoU envisages setting 
up of  infrastructure to enable ITI develop intelligent electronics ecosystem in the country inclusive of  
product design, development and manufacturing with a focus not limited to areas such as Telecom, 
Internet of  Things, Smart Cities, Smart Manufacturing, Smart Agriculture and others.

BBNL empowering rural India digitally 

Formed under Administrative Ministry of  Communication & IT, Department of  Telecommunications 
by Government of  India for the establishment, management and operation of  National Optical Fibre 
Network (NOFN). Under this program, a total of  around 2, 50,000 Gram Panchayats spread over 
6,600 Blocks and 641 Districts are to be covered by laying incremental fiber. The aim is to improve 
telecommunications in India and reach the campaign goal of  Digital India.

To connect 625,000 villages of  India, a connectivity of  700,000 wi-fi hotspots have been created by 
connecting high-speed 4G base tower stations of  commercial telecom operators to BharatNet. BBNL 
will add 2 to 5 wi-fi hotspots per gram panchayat and minimum one wi-fi hotspot per village, whereby 
commercially non-viable wi-fi hotspots will be subsidized by the union government grant of  ₹36,000 
million to sustain the operation.    

Telecommunications Consultants 
India Limited (TCIL)

Head of the organization – Rajiv Gupta 
(CMD & Director Projects)

Website: www.tcil-india.com

Oil and Natural Gas Corporation 
Limited (ONGC)

Head of the organization –    
Shashi Shanker (CMD)

Website: www.ongcindia.com/
wps/wcm/connect/en/home/

ITI Limited

Head of the organization - 
Rakesh Mohan Agarwal (CMD)

Website - www.itiltd-india.com

Bharat Broadband Network (BBNL)  

Head of the organization - 
 Sarvesh Singh (CMD) 

Website - www.bbnl.nic.in

DIGITALLY EMPOWERED PSU'S IN INDIA
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DIGITALLY EMPOWERED PSU'S IN INDIA

NPCI leading India towards Digital payments

To create a robust Payment & Settlement Infrastructure in India, National Payments Corporation 
of  India (NPCI) has been set up. It is an initiative of  Reserve Bank of  India (RBI) and Indian Banks’ 
Association (IBA) under the provisions of  the Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007.  In its journey 
till date, it has made a significant impact on the retail payment systems in the country. The Company 
is focused on bringing innovations in the retail payment systems through the use of  technology for 
achieving greater efficiency in operations and widening the reach of  payment systems. 

NPCI products include National Financial Switch (NFS) and Cheque Truncation System (CTS), 
which are the flagship products. Apart from these Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) and Unified 
Payments Interface (UPI) have been termed as two most revolutionary products in the Indian payment 
system. The other products include RuPay Credit Card, National Common Mobility Card (NCMC) and 
National Electronic Toll Collection (NETC). Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) is a mobile payment 
App developed by NPCI that makes payment transactions simple, easy and quick using Unified Payments 
Interface (UPI). 

With the outbreak of  novel Coronavirus outbreak, NPCI has started a campaign called ‘India pay 
safe’ to boost digital payments, so that people will stop exchanging cash which could spread the virus. 

BEL leveraging next generation technologies to 
keep the country ahead in Defense space

BEL was set up in association with CSF, France (now, Thales) to manufacture basic communication 
equipment.  Owned by the Indian Government, BEL primarily manufactures advanced electronic 
products for the Indian Armed Forces. BEL is one of  nine PSUs under the Ministry of  Defence and has 
been granted Navratna status by the Government of  India.

To tackle the present ongoing pandemic, Coronavirus, BEL in partnership with All India Institute 
of  Medical Sciences (AIIMS)-Rishikesh have developed a monitoring system to remotely assess the 
health of  COVID-19 suspects/patients quarantined in homes and hospitals. This solution is helpful in 
reduction of  the risk of  exposure to healthcare workers and is also expected to reduce the increasing 
demand of  PPE and other logistics.

In another MoU with Tech Mahindra, BEL collaborated to design and build cutting edge Digital 
Solutions for Aerospace and Defense. They will jointly develop solutions in the field of  Defence 
products and systems for the Armed Forces leveraging next generation technologies like Aerospace and 
Defence (A&D) Engineering Services, 5G and Cyber Security.

STPI encouraging software exports from India

To encourage, promote and boost the Software Exports from India, Software Technology Parks of  
India is set up by the Ministry of  Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) in 1991. 

To encourage Digital India program SPTI has come up with the India BPO Promotion Scheme 
(IBPS) which seeks to incentivize the establishment of  48,300 seats in respect to BPO/ITES operations 
across the country. This is expected to help in capacity building in smaller cities in terms of  infrastructure 
and manpower and would be the basis for the next wave of  IT/ITES led growth. 

This scheme has potential to create employment opportunities of  around 1.5 lakh direct jobs, 
while also creating a good number of  indirect jobs. In a joint venture with the India Electronics and 
Semiconductor Association (IESA), STPI has set up an 'Electropreneur Park'. This will support 50 start-
ups working on electronics product designing and development over the next five years.

CERT-IN protecting the cyber security space of India 

Formed to arm the Indian cyber space, CERT-In has been designated under the Information 
Technology (Amendment) Act 2008. Its primary role is to raise awareness among India’s cyber 
community, to provide technical assistance and advice to help them recover from computer security 
incidents. It serves in the area of  cyber security as a nodal agency to perform - Collecting, analysing 
and disseminating information on cyber incidents; Forecasting and alerting of  cyber security incidents; 
issuing emergency measures for handling cyber security incidents; Coordination of  cyber incident 
response activities and Issuing guidelines, advisories, vulnerability notes and whitepapers relating to 
information security practices, procedures, prevention, response and reporting of  cyber incidents. 

The agency has signed few Memorandum of  Understandings (MoUs) with ministries of  seven 
countries like Korea, Canada, Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, Japan and Uzbekistan which encourages the 
participating companies to exchange technical information on cyber-attacks, response to cyber security 
incidents and find solutions to counter the cyber-attacks. The MoUs will also help to strengthen cyber 
space of  signing countries, capacity building and improving relationship between them.

National Payments Corporation 
of India (NPCI)

Head of the organization –    
Dilip Asbe (MD & CEO) 

Website: www.npci.org.in  

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL)

Head of the organization –    
M V Gowtama (CMD)

Website: www.bel-india.
in/Default.aspx

Software Technology Parks of India 
(STPI)

Head of the organization - 
Dr. Omkar Rai (Director General)

Website - www.ibps.stpi.in

Indian Computer Emergency 
Response Team (CERT-IN) 

Head of the organization - 
 Sanjay Bahl (Director General) 

Website - www.cert-in.org.in
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LIC encouraging India towards digital payment system

LIC is a common name in every household of  India. It is one of  the leading life insurer and is 
moving fast on a new growth trajectory. LIC has issued over one crore policies during the current year 
and has crossed the milestone of  issuing 1, 01, 32,955 new policies in the year 2005.

To order to attract the millennial of  the country LIC has upgraded its online platform where 
customers can pay online, raise a demand for policy loan, and change address. Not only this, the PSU 
also pushes for digital payment drive. It is planning to provide Point of  Sale (PoS) machines to its lakhs 
of  agents who collect around Rs 1.5 lakh crore premium annually. As part of  the strategy for the cash-
less economy, LIC is gearing up for premium collection to be done in digitally.

The state-owned insurance behemoth is also looking at initiating Aadhaar-linked digital transactions 
that will help policy holders in the rural areas to avoid payment of  premium in cash and cash handling 
burden of  agents would come down significantly. 

MyGov.in aims to bring government close to commoners

With an idea of  bringing government close to the common man by the use of  online platform, 
MyGov has platform has been established. The ultimate goal is to contribute to the social and economic 
transformation of  India. The website is hosted and managed by the National Informatics Centre (NIC).

During this ongoing pandemic across globe, MyGov along with WhatsApp have come up with 
India specific coronavirus and Covid-19 alert service. The latest and official alerts on Covid-19 and 
coronavirus will be available through a phone number. The service is going to run 24 hours a day and 
7 days a week.

CSCs enabling rural India digitally

The Common Service Centres (CSCs) are the facilities which deliver Government of  India’s 
e-Services to rural and remote locations. This comes under Digital India and the Programme of  the 
National e-Governance Plan (NeGP). The centres are the access points for delivery of  essential public 
utility services, social welfare schemes, healthcare, financial, education and agriculture services, apart 
from host of  B2C services to citizens in rural and remote areas of  the country. It is a pan-India network 
enabling the Government’s mandate of  a socially, financially and digitally inclusive society. 

 After assessing CSC scheme, the government has come up with CSC 2.0 scheme in 2015. It focuses 
on creating a self-sustaining network of  2.5 lakh CSC centres at Gram Panchayat (GP) level under 
Digital India and deliver various citizen centric services. It is envisaged as a transaction-based and service 
delivery-based model, delivering a large bouquet of  e-services through a single delivery platform, which 
would increase the sustainability of  the CSCs across the Country. The project proposes to strengthen 
the CSC network across the country. 

CSC has come up with an initiative called E-Mulakat in 24 districts of  Jharkhand. Through this, 
relatives of  prison inmates can interact with them through video conferencing. With this service it is 
expected to reduce administrative and security overhead at jails by more than 60% as large number of  
visitors have to put in a manual request for visit approval and visit in person for knowing the status of  
approval and for meeting the inmates.

PSP makes passport services easy and convenient 

Passport Seva Project is focused to provide a better services to citizens which in turn has also 
revolutionized passport and the related service delivery in India. PSP is enabling Ministry of  External 
Affairs (MEA) to deliver passport services in a reliable, convenient and transparent manner. It has 36 
Passport offices across the country and 190 Indian Missions and Posts abroad. Apart from creating 
a countrywide networked environment, it integrates with the State Police for physical verification of  
applicant's credentials and with India Post for delivery of  passports.

The project has been executed in a Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode with Tata Consultancy 
Services. The sovereign and fiduciary functions like verification, granting and issuing of  passport, 
while also the ownership and strategic control of  the core assets including data/information have been 
retained by MEA.

A new initiative of  e-passports may soon be adopted by the government. The passports will come 
with a chip which will help in rolling out of  advanced security features in the near future.

Life Insurance Corporation (LIC)

Head of the organization –    
M R Kumar (Chairman), T.C. Suseel 

Kumar (Managing Director)

Website: www.licindia.in

MyGov.in 

Head of the organization –    
Abhishek Singh IAS (CEO) 

Website: www.mygov.in

Common Service Centres (CSC)

Head of the organization - 
Dr. Dinesh Tyagi (CEO)

Website - www.csc.gov.in

Passport Seva Project (PSP) 

Head of the organization - 
 Arun K. Chatterjee (Joint 
Secretary - PSP & CPO) 

Website - www.passportindia.gov.in
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GSTN aims to integrate indirect tax ecosystem 
on a shared IT infrastructure

To establish a uniform interface for the tax payer and a common and shared IT infrastructure between 
the Centre and States, the GST System Project has been set up. Earlier, the indirect tax administrations 
of  Centre and State has worked under different laws, regulations, procedures and formats and the IT 
systems work as independent sites.

Integrating them for GST implementation would involve integrating the entire indirect tax ecosystem 
so as to bring all the tax administrations (Centre, State and Union Territories) to the same level of  IT 
maturity with uniform formats and interfaces for taxpayers and other external stakeholders.

A robust settlement mechanism amongst the States and the Centre is required for GSTN and this 
is possible only when there is a strong IT Infrastructure and Service backbone which enables capture, 
processing and exchange of  information amongst the stakeholders (including tax payers, States and 
Central Governments, Accounting Offices, Banks and RBI).

BEML expanding its horizons

BEML Limited which falls under Government of  India’s ‘Miniratna-Category-1’ caters to sectors 
like Defence, Rail, Power, Mining and Infrastructure. BEML is heading towards becoming a system 
integrator by outsourcing a substantial part of  manufacturing activities from Indian vendors, enabling 
BEML to enhance the capacity, attain cost effectiveness and improve competitiveness in the global 
market. To facilitate outsourcing, the company has well established policies, procedures and guidelines.  

BEML has signed a MoU with Wipro Infrastructure Engineering to work together in Aerospace, 
Industrial Automation, 3D Printing, Artificial Intelligence, and Hydraulic System Engineering space.

BEML has adopted SAP business suite to bring a more integrated and seamless approach to internal 
processes pushing the company towards digital transformation. The business applications will provide 
BEML better insights into the enterprise-wide analysis, based on real-time data and key performance 
indicators.

 

GeM maintains transparency in online 
procurement of goods & services

Created in a record time of  five months, Government eMarketplace is a dedicated e-market for 
different goods & services procured by Government organisations/departments/PSUs. It eases the 
procurement process. It also enhances transparency, efficiency and speed in public procurement, the 
platform provides the tools of  e-bidding, reverse e-auction and demand aggregation to facilitate the 
government users, achieve the best value for their money.

GeM is planning to come up with its 4.0 version where over 100 new features will be added in the 
existing portal to make it more transparent. It will be implemented by September 2020.

BIS fortifying India’s position in relevance to standardization 

The Nation Standard Body of  India, BIS has been set up for the harmonious development of  
the activities of  standardization, marking and quality certification of  goods and for matters connected 
therewith or incidental thereto. BIS has been providing traceability and tangibility benefits to the national 
economy in a number of  ways by providing safe reliable quality goods; minimizing health hazards to 
consumers; promoting exports and imports substitute; control over proliferation of  varieties etc. through 
standardization, certification and testing. 

With an aim to strengthen India’s position at International level from ‘Standard takers’ to ‘Standard 
makers’ by involving young minds in the area of  standardization, BIS has inked a MoU with IIT Bombay 
and according to it the later will develop infrastructure support and provide IT based technological 
solutions for various activities of  BIS.  

In another MoU signed between BIS and IIT Delhi, both the organizations have agreed to set up 
a Centre of  Excellence in the field of  Standardization, Testing & Conformity Assessment at IIT Delhi 
campus to further boost the R&D Projects of  relevance to standardization.

GSTN – Goods and Services Tax Network

Head of the organization –    
Dr. Ajay Bhushan Pandey (Chairman); 

Prakash Kumar (CEO) 

Website: www.gstn.org.in

Bharat Earth Movers Limited (BEML)

Head of the organization –    
Deepak Kumar Hota (CMD) 

Website: www.bemlindia.in 

Government eMarketplace (GeM)

Head of the organization - 
 Talleen Kumar (CEO)

Website - www.gem.gov.in

Beauru of Indian Standards (BIS) 

Head of the organization - 
 Pramod Kumar Tiwari 

(Director General) 

Website - www.bis.gov.in
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NSE a forerunner in electronic trading system

Established in 1992, National Stock Exchange (NSE) is recognized as a stock exchange by SEBI in 
1993 and started its operations in 1994 with the launch of  the wholesale debt market, followed shortly 
after by the launch of  the cash market segment.  Located in the Mumbai, NSE is the first organization to 
dematerialized electronic exchange in the country. NSE was the first exchange in the country to provide 
a modern, fully automated screen-based electronic trading system which offered easy trading facility to 
the investors spread across the length and breadth of  the country.   

In order to keep its customers ahead of  IT security challenges, NSEIT, which is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of  National Stock Exchange of  India, has acquired cybersecurity company Aujas Networks. 
For almost a two decades, NSEIT provides IT services to the exchange ecosystem, banking, financial 
services and insurance (BFSI).

C-DOT enabling India in indigenous design, development 
and production of telecom technologies  

An autonomous telecom R&D centre of  Government of  India, Center of  Development of  
Telematics (C-DOT) is a forerunner of  indigenous telecom revolution in the country. For more than 
three decades, it is putting its relentless R&D efforts in the indigenous design, development and 
production of  telecom technologies suited for Indian landscape. It has always contributed significantly 
to the Indian telecom network’s digitization.    

C-DOT has recently come up with new technologies like “C-Sat-Fi (C-DOTSatellite WiFi)” and 
“XGSPON (10 G Symmetrical Passive Optical Network)” which will be highly instrumental in providing 
Wi-Fi in all villages through GramNet.

BSE provides highly secure, efficient and 
transparent market for trading

Incorporated in 1875, Asia’s first and fastest stock exchange in the world’s with the speed of  six 
micro seconds, BSE which is formerly known as Bombay Stock Exchange is among the leading exchange 
groups. The organization provides an efficient and transparent market for trading in equity, currencies, 
debt instruments, derivatives, mutual funds.  Following the vision of  India’s Prime Minister BSE has 
come up with India INX, India's 1st international exchange, in Ahmedabad.

BSE understands the growing importance of  data and guard against breaches of  privacy, the 
organization endeavours to secure interests of  stockbrokers with the help of  cutting-edge technologies 
and security services. So for that BSE has inked a MoU with Si Consult to strengthen cyber security 
services and safeguard the interests of  stockbrokers.

C-DAC keeps India ahead in IT & Electronics R&D space 

Centre for Development of  Advanced Computing (C-DAC) strengthens India’s position in R&D in 
IT, Electronics and associated areas. It is a premier R&D organization which comes under the Ministry 
of  Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY). 

C-DAC has been at the forefront of  the IT revolution, constantly building capacities in emerging/
enabling technologies and innovating and leveraging its expertise, caliber, skill sets to develop and deploy 
IT products and solutions for different sectors of  the economy.

National Stock Exchange (NSE)

Head of the organization –    
Vikram Limaye (MD & CEO)

Website: www.nseindia.com

Center of Development of 
Telematics (C-DOT) 

Head of the organization –    
 Vipin Tyagi (Executive Director) 

Website: www.cdot.in

Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) 

Head of the organization - 
 Ashishkumar Chauhan (MD & CEO)

Website - www.bseindia.com

Centre for Development of 
Advanced Computing (C-DAC) 

Head of the organization - 
 Dr. Hemant Darbari (Director General) 

Website - www.cdac.in 
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CIL paving its way towards Digital Transformation

A state owned coal mining corporate with a modest production of  79 Million Tonnes (MTs) at the 
year of  its inception, Coal India Limited (CIL) is the only largest coal producer in the world. It has its 
operation in 83 mining areas. CIL is an apex body with 7 wholly owned coal producing subsidiaries and 
1 mine planning and consultancy company spread over 8 provincial states of  India.

CIL has inked a deal for five years with Tech Mahindra which is worth an INR 270 Cr. The deal is 
aimed at enterprise modernization and digital transformation. The primary objective of  setting up an 
integrated ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system in Coal India and its subsidiaries is to deploy 
state-of-the-art information technology system, which can provide all necessary information based on 
real-time data and help the management in taking quick and timely decisions to achieve the desired 
results.

ECIL continues to keep India ahead in the growth 
of Information Technology and Electronics

To generate indigenous capability in the field of  professional grade electronics with its focus on 
indigenous Nuclear energy, space and Defence sectors, Electronics Corporation of  India Limited 
(ECIL) was formed under Department of  Atomic Energy.   

It has a strong presence in indigenous Electronic Security, Communications, Networking and 
e-governance domains. The company played a very significant role in the training and growth of  high 
caliber technical and managerial manpower especially in the fields of  Computers and Information 
Technology.

ECIL has a number of  firsts in its kitty like it is known for producing the first indigenous digital 
computers called the ‘TDC 12’, solid state Black and white TV called ‘Apsara’, and the first earth station 
antenna of  India. In the area of  e-Governance, ECIL provides information technology solutions such as 
sales tax automation, bus pass computerization, electronic land records automation, and road transport 
office automation. Under the National Population Register (NPR) project, ECIL has completed data 
digitization, biometric enrolment and card personalisation in various states.

DBT revolutionizes the mechanism of 
transferring subsidies by government

Direct Benefit Transfer was started with the aim of  reforming the delivery system of  government by 
re-engineering the existing process in welfare schemes for simpler and faster flow of  information/funds 
and to ensure accurate targeting of  the beneficiaries, de-duplication and reduction of  fraud. It tries to 
realize the dream of  MAXIMUM GOVERNANCE, MINIMUM GOVERNMENT.

In the first phase DBT was initiated in 43 districts and later on 78 more districts were added in 27 
schemes pertaining to scholarships, women, child and labour welfare. 7 new scholarship schemes and 
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) was brought under DBT 
in 300 identified districts with higher Aadhaar enrolment.

Till date, over 22 crore Jan Dhan Accounts, more than 100 crore Aadhaar and about 100 crore 
Mobile connections provide a unique opportunity to implement DBT in all welfare schemes across the 
country including States & UTs.

EESL encouraging e-mobility adoption across India 

EESL empowers consumers, industries and governments to effectively manage their energy needs 
through energy efficient technologies. It is a joint venture of  four National PSEs – NTPC Limited, 
Power Finance Corporation, REC and POWERGRID, and was set up under the Ministry of  Power. 
EESL is implementing the world’s largest non-subsidised energy efficiency portfolio across sectors like 
lighting, buildings, e-mobility, smart metering and agriculture at a scale which no organization has been 
able to achieve. 

To boost e-mobility adoption across India, EESL has joined hands with Bharat Sanchar Nigam 
Limited (BSNL) for the installation of  public charging stations. EESL will set up public charging stations 
in 1000 BSNL sites in a phased manner on a pan India basis. 

In another effort to save energy, over 1.03 crore smart LED streetlights have been installed till date, 
enabling an estimated energy savings of  6.97 billion kWh per year by EESL under the Street Lighting 
National Programme (SLNP) programme. LED streetlights have been installed in various states across 
the country.

Coal India Ltd. (CIL)

Head of the organization –    
Pramod Agrawal (Chairman cum MD) 

Website: www.coalindia.in

Electronics Corporation 
of India Limited (ECIL)

Head of the organization –    
Rear Admiral Sanjay 

Chaubey (Retd.) (CMD) 

Website: www.ecil.co.in

Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT)

Head of the organization - 
 Saurabh K Tiwari (Joint Secretary)

Website - https://dbtbharat.gov.in

Energy Efficiency Services Limited 
(EESL) 

Head of the organization - 
 Saurabh Kumar 

(Managing Director)  
Website - www.eeslindia.org
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GAIL bracing itself with technology

A Navratna of  Government of  India, GAIL is a state owned natural gas processing and distribution 
company of  Government of  India. It comes under the Ministry of  Petroleum and Natural Gas. It has 
the following business segments: natural gas, liquid hydrocarbon, liquefied petroleum gas transmission, 
petrochemical, city gas distribution, exploration and production, GAILTEL and electricity generation.

GAIL has adopted latest technologies like mobile application that utilizes space technology for its 
pipeline safety application. A report system integrated with the Bhuvan-GAIL portal sends alerts to 
relevant executives via SMS and email, and notes the changes along the pipeline. It has also implemented 
drone technology to track its wide pipeline networks. It did a pilot project on satellite, surveying its 610 
km Dahej-Vijaipur pipeline and plans on extending it to 15000 km based on results. 

Furthermore, GAIL has been a pioneer in introducing e-business systems to bring in transparency 
and accountability in its business processes and systems for the benefit of  various stakeholders.

NIC bridging the digital divide and supporting 
government in eGovernance  

For the last four decades, NIC is known for its eGovernance support to the government and bridging 
the digital divide. It is a part of  the Indian Ministry of  Electronics and Information Technology's, 
Department of  Electronics & Information Technology and is the premier science and technology 
organisation of  the Government of  India in informatics services and information & communication 
technology (ICT) applications. NIC develops and manages almost all Indian-government websites. 
Besides NIC has been instrumental in steering applications of  ICT at various levels in the Government, 
which in a way leverages Digital India.

Digital Office, a solution by NIC, has been adopted by 345 organizations which covers around 18 
state governments. Another initiative, eCourts, has connected 20,000 courts in India. In line with Digital 
India 2.0, NIC has come up with a no-code platform – Service Plus, which enables configuration of  
services and making them live in just two days. Haryana government has adopted this platform and with 
its help the government has launched 400 services. 

NIC’s Kerala state unit has recently designed and developed an information and management portal 
for the surveillance, care and support of  people who are affected or quarantined by COVID-19. It is 
serving as a one stop platform for the commoners to seek emergency services and information related 
to the pandemic. The portal has been implemented in 14 districts of  Kerala.   

NALCO a well-known entity in the mining space 

A Navratna CPSE under Ministry of  Mines, NALCO founded in 1981 have integrated and diversified 
operations in mining, metal and power. NALCO is one of  the largest integrated Bauxite-Alumina-
Aluminium- Power Complex in the Country. NALCO’s presence encompasses the entire value chain 
from bauxite mining, alumina refining, aluminium smelting, power generation to downstream products. 
It is the first PSU of  India to have entered in the international market with London Metal Exchange 
(LME) registration since May, 1989.

To create a Centre of  Excellence, NALCO has joined hands with NIT, Rourkela & NIT Rourkela 
Alumni Association (NITRAA). The objective of  the collaboration is to develop entrepreneurs 
by supporting technology-driven start-up companies to improve manufacturing & service delivery 
competitiveness.

IPA enhancing port infrastructure with digital transformation 

Constituted in the year 1966, Indian Ports Association (IPA) was formed with the idea of  fostering 
growth and development of  all Major Ports which are under the supervisory control of  Ministry 
of  Shipping. Over the years, IPA has consolidated its activities and grown strength by strength and 
considered to be a think tank for the Major Ports with the ultimate goal of  integrating the maritime 
sector.

In order to have a smooth business operations by adopting digital transformation and build an 
advanced port infrastructure in India, IPA has chosen Tech Mahindra as a managed service provider 
for five major ports at Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Deendayal Port and Paradip Port Trust. It also aims 
to integrate the country’s maritime sector, as well as further accelerate the growth and development of  
major public sector ports throughout the country.

IPA has also selected global consultancy services provider Ernst Young to assist in conceptualizing 
the Port-EBS and support the implementation of  the system.

IPA has also adopted a cloud based new generation technology - Port Community System ‘PCS1x’. 
The platform offers value added services such as notification engine, workflow, mobile application, 
better security features, and improved inclusion by offering dashboard for those with no IT capability.

GAIL (India) Limited (formerly known 
as Gas Authority of India Limited)

Head of the organization –    
 Manoj Jain (CMD)

Website: www.gailonline.com/home.html

National Informatics Centre (NIC) 

Head of the organization –    
Dr. Neeta Verma (Director General) 

Website: www.nic.in

National Aluminium Company 
(NALCO)

Head of the organization - 
 Sridhar Patra (CMD)

Website - www.nalcoindia.com

Indian Ports Association (IPA) 

Head of the organization - 
 Sanjay Bhatia, IAS (Chairman)  

Website - www.ipa.nic.in
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IGL enhancing customer experience with latest technology 

A natural gas distribution company, Indraprastha Gas Limited (IGL) was incorporated in the year 
1998. In 1999 it took over the Delhi City Gas Distribution Project from GAIL for laying a network 
of  gas distribution pipelines in the National Capital Territory of  Delhi to consumers in the domestic, 
transport, and commercial sectors.

In order expand its network in the city, by adopting IoT based smart gas metering system that 
underpins strategy to boost efficiencies and enhance customer experience. This is for the first time that 
this technology is being deployed by any city gas distribution company in India. The new technology will 
let customers monitor their gas usage more accurately in real-time against available credit, allowing for 
increased operational efficiency for IGL.

Earlier, the company, for better customer experience and to reduce the queues at the CNG stations, 
has come up with ‘CNG Queue Management’ app which will help people by telling the average waiting 
time at the stations with a radius of  5 km and beyond. The ‘CNG Queue Management’ app is one of  
the most vital steps taken by IGL, as part of  digital initiatives for improving consumer service and 
satisfaction.

IOCL meeting growing demands of petroleum products 

With a diversified presence in all the streams of  oil, gas, petrochemicals and alternative energy 
sources, Indian Oil Corporation (IOCL) is the largest oil company in the country. It continues to set up 
state-of-the-art refineries across the country to meet the growing demand for petroleum products. As 
on 31st March 2018, the company owns 11 (including two of  its subsidiary) of  India's 23 refineries with 
a combined refining capacity of  80.70 MMTPA.

IOCL has tried its hands in latest technologies like IoT, AI, and oil terminals for monitoring the 
health of  fuel stations. It has also come up with mobile apps for ease and convenience of  the customers 
and dealers - FUEL@IOC is an app on which one can search about the nearest fuel stations, while 
XSPARSH is a mobile app for IndianOil Dealers.

HUDCO aims to promote sustainable habitat development

HUDCO, a premier techno-financing public sector enterprise in the field of  housing and 
infrastructure development in our country. It is wholly owned by the Union Government. It functions 
under the administrative control of  the Ministry of  Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation. It aims 
to promote sustainable habitat development to enhance the quality of  life. HUDCO started financing 
for development of  infrastructures in 1989. The priority was to provide for infrastructure facilities, 
including projects in the sectors of  drainage, electricity, water supply, sewerage, solid waste management 
and roads in the urban areas.

HUDCO has joined hands with Intellect Design Arena to undergo a digital transformation with 
integrated lending and ERP solutions. The partnership will include provision of  digital lending, treasury, 
general ledger and integrated accounting, procurement management among others.

NTPC diversifying its services 

The energy conglomerate and a Maharatna of  Government of  India, NTPC has established itself  
as the dominant power major with presence in the entire value chain of  the power generation business. 
From fossil fuel it has ventured into hydro-electricity, nuclear and renewable energy sources. The 
company also undertakes consultancy and turnkey project contracts that involve engineering, project 
management, construction management and operation & management of  power plants.

NTPC very well understands the importance of  latest technologies in improving services and 
efficiency. NETRA (NTPC Energy Technology Research Alliance) set up in 2009 is the outcome of  this 
vision. NTPC aims to achieve 10% of  the estimated market share for supply of  electricity in E-mobility 
business. Some of  its core areas of  research are - climate change, waste management, carbon capture 
and Utilization, new & renewable energy, efficiency improvement and cost reduction besides providing 
scientific support to NTPC and external utilities for improving availability, reliability and efficiency.

An NTPC subsidiary, NTPC Vidyut Vyapar Nigam Limited (NVVN) has tied up with Department 
of  Transport of  Andaman & Nicobar Islands to deploy electric buses in the region. The PSU has also 
collaborated with Andaman administration for setting up public charging infrastructure in the Island. 
Introduction of  electric buses on the island will go a long way in protecting the diverse ecology by 
completely eliminating tailpipe emission; low levels of  sound from e-buses shall also significantly reduce 
noise pollution. 

Indraprastha Gas Limited (IGL) 

Head of the organization –    
Gajendra Singh (Chairman)  

Website: www.iglonline.net

Indian Oil Corporation (IOCL) 

Head of the organization –    
Sanjiv Singh (Chairman) 

Website: www.iocl.com

Housing and Urban Development 
Corporation (HUDCO)  

Head of the organization - 
Shiv Das Meena, IAS (CMD)

Website - www.hudco.org

NTPC (formerly known as National 
Thermal Power Corporation)  

Head of the organization - 
 Gurdeep Singh (Chairman & MD)   

Website - www.ntpc.co.in
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NBCC taking India to the next level of infrastructure development

A Government of  India Navratna enterprise and a Central Public Sector undertaking, NBCC has 
categorized its operations under three main segments - Project Management Consultancy (PMC), Real 
Estate Development and EPC Contracting. To execute projects under the Atal Mission for Rejuvenation 
and Urban Transformation (AMRUT), the Pradhan Mantri Gram SadakYojna (PMGSY), Solid 
Waste Management (SWM) and developmental work in the north-eastern region, the company is also 
implementing agency. 

NBCC (India) has joined hands with Raipur SMART City Limited (RSCL) where the former has 
been appointed as RSCL’s Executing Agency for the various infrastructure works at Raipur. For this 
NBCC has charged project management consultancy (PMC) fees of  8% on the actual cost of  work. 

In line with the Skill India Mission initiative, NBCC has implemented‘Recognition of  Prior 
Learning’(RPL) programs at various project sites across the country. The objective of  this initiative is 
to promote skill development and discover uncertified talented workforce in the construction sector. At 
IIT-Delhi project site, NBCC has facilitated and certified the workers.

PGCIL transforming India with its wide power transmission network

Engaged in power transmission, POWERGRID or PGCIL is a stated owned Indian PSU. It transmits 
about 50% of  total power generated in India. A backbone of  telecom network, it owns and operates 
60,946 km of  Telecom Network with points of  presence in 688 cities across India. As part of  its 
diversification plans, PGCIL plans to enter the power generation sector overseas.

In 2017, infrastructure was created for 4365 number of  partially electrified/un-electrified villages 
under the DeendayalUpadhyaya Gram JyotiYojana (DDUGJY) initiative. Till March 2017, for 79,000 
villages infrastructure has been created for electrification and service connections were provided 
to about 37.5 lakh BPL households. It is also playing a crucial role in the integration of  Renewable 
Energy Resources with the grid and is undertaking development of  Green Energy Corridors as well as 
transmission schemes for Ultra Mega Solar Parks in a number of  states.

PFC: The financial back bone of Indian Power Sector 

Controlled by Ministry of  Power, PFC is critical for Indian Power sector, it is the financial back 
bone. It has received the honour of  a 'Navratna CPSE' in June, 2007.It provides financial help to the 
power projects in the country which includes generation, transmission, distribution and RM&U projects.
Recently, it has forayed into financing of  other infrastructure projects which have backward linkages to 
the power sector like coal mine development, fuel transportation, oil & gas pipelines etc. 

The Union Cabinet has given a nod to the sale of  government’s shareholding in REC Ltd to Power 
Finance Corporation (PFC) along with transfer of  management control.Both the companies will 
continue to play their respective policy roles and will remain the nodal agencies for implementing the 
government's power sector policies. 

RailTel connecting every corners of India

A "Mini Ratna (Category-I)" PSU, RailTel Corporation is a provider of  neutral telecom infrastructure 
in India owning a Pan-India optic fiber network on exclusive Right of  Way (ROW) along Railway track. 
The OFC Network covers almost 70% of  the population in the country. RailTel with strong nationwide 
presence is committed to bring cutting edge technology and offer innovative services to the Indian 
Telecom market. RailTel plays a critical role in providing nationwide Broadband Telecom & Multimedia 
Network in all parts of  the country in addition to modernization of  Train operations and administration 
network systems. Presently, RailTel has created over 52000+ RKMs of  fiber network connecting over 
5500+ cities/towns on the network including several rural areas. 

To improve governance and service delivery at Panchayat level, Government of  India has has 
agreed to create OFC based Broadband infrastructure. The network shall be used to provide various 
E-Gov services as well as internet facility to all Panchayats for the benefit of  all population. RailTel has 
been selected as one of  the implementing partners to lay the incremental OFC network to connect the 
panchayats with respective Block HQs on 100 Mbps broadband speed. 

RailTel is also involved in strengthening the district network of  North-East India. RailTel is 
responsible for laying of  fiber in 6 states of  North-East for creation of  intra/inter district network 
connecting all DHQs and SDHQs (Blocks) in the respective States. 

NBCC (India) Limited

Head of the organization –    
 P K Gupta (CMD) 

Website: www.nbccindia.com

Power Grid Corporation of India 
Limited (POWERGRID)  

Head of the organization –    
K. Sreekant(CMD) 

Website: www.powergridindia.com

Power Finance Corporation Ltd. 
(PFC)  

Head of the organization - 
Rajeev Sharma (Chairman & MD)

Website - www.pfcindia.com

RailTel Corporation 
of India Limited 

Head of the organization - 
 Puneet Chawla (Chairman 

& Managing Director)   

Website - www.railtelindia.com 
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REC enhancing the rural life with sustainable and affordable powers 

A Navratna under Ministry of  Power, REC Limited is a Central Public Sector Enterprise which 
supports the power sector development across India. It has been appointed as a nodal agency for both 
Saubhagya (Pradhanmantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana) and Deendayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana 
(DDUGJY), which aims at providing 24x7 sustainable and affordable powers to all households in the 
country. It has been also appointed the coordinating agency for rolling out UDAY (Ujwal Discom 
Assurance Yojana) which seeks to operationally reform and financially turnaround the power distribution 
companies of  the country. The company is also focusing on financing renewable energy projects and 
supporting the flagship programmes of  the Ministry of  Power. 

Over 350 Gram Vidyut Abhiyantas (GVA) have been deployed to monitor the progress of  village 
electrification. With GARV Mobile App (garv.gov.in), which has been developed to ensure transparency 
and accountability, GVAs update the field photographs, data and other information.

As a CSR initiative, REC has committed for a financial assistance of  Rs 1.54 crore to Matrix Society 
for Social Service (MASS) to provide job-oriented skill development training to a 1000 number of  
people belonging to economically weaker section in Mirzapur district, Uttar Pradesh over a duration of  
18 months.        

Aadhaar: The largest biometrics based 
identification system in the world

Established as a statutory authority, the Unique Identification Authority of  India (UIDAI) comes 
under the provisions of  the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of  Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits 
and Services) Act, 2016 (“Aadhaar Act 2016”) on 12 July 2016 by the Government of  India, under the 
Ministry of  Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY). It was created with an objective to issue 
Unique Identification numbers (UID), named as "Aadhaar", to all residents of  India. The UID had 
to be (a) robust enough to eliminate duplicate and fake identities, and (b) verifiable and authenticable 
in an easy, cost-effective way. It is one of  the key pillars of  Digital India. The largest biometrics based 
identification system in the world.  

Government of  India has recently announced the rollout of  Aadhaar-enabled Payment System 
(AePS) services by India Post Payments Bank (IPPB). The move is aimed at expanding access to financial 
services for millions of  unbanked and underbanked customers.

SIDBI helping MSMEs to grow

Formed in the year 1990, SIDBI aims to strengthen MSMEs with credit flow and address both 
financial and developmental gaps in the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) eco-system. It 
is the principal financial institution in the MSME sector.

A memorandum has been signed between SIDBI and Government e-Marketplace (GeM) to 
onboard women entrepreneurs, Self-Help Groups (SHGs), women promoted SHGs and various loan 
beneficiaries under schemes like Micro Units Development & Refinance Agency Ltd. (MUDRA), Stand-
Up India, Startup India, Womaniya initiatives, National Livelihoods Mission [Rural and Urban] etc.

To bring transformation in MSME credit space, a web portal www.psbloansin59minutes.com was 
launched. This enables in principle approval for MSME loans up to Rs. 1 crore within 59 minutes from 
SIDBI and 5 Public Sector Banks (PSBs).

In another initiative of  the organization, SIDBI Vision 2.0 which is aimed at accelerating the effort 
of  MSME credit by transforming its current role to that of  an All India Financial Institution that can 
create an integrated credit and development support ecosystem for Indian MSEs, thus promoting their 
inclusive gro

NHAI harnessing the digital potential to make 
highways hassle free and safe 

Established from an act of  Parliament, NHAI is responsible for National Highways Development 
Project along with two minor projects.    

Riding on the digital potential and to empower economy by increasing fuel efficiency and reducing 
traffic delays, FASTag was introduced.FASTag seamlessly employs the Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) technology. The tags are affixed on the windshield of  a vehicle which get detected by the  
tollplaza sensors. The toll amount gets automatically deducted from the user’s prepaid account, reducing 
the dependency on cash transactions, greatly reducing waiting time and hence, the traffic build up.   

NHAI has also planned to install video surveillance system in few toll plazas to control the traffic 
congestion and keep the highway commute hassle-free. Under this advanced video surveillance system, 
NHAI is deploying hi-end cameras at the toll plazas that will send the real-time feed to the concerned 
regional traffic control rooms and NHAI headquarters. There will be an imaginary IP line set which will 
be integrated with these cameras and once the traffic queue reached this IP line these cameras will switch 
to video mode and start sending the video feed to the regional traffic control room.

REC Limited (Formerly Rural 
Electrification Corporation Limited) 

Head of the organization –    
Ajeet Kumar Agarwal (CMD 

& Director - Finance)   

Website: www.recindia.nic.in

Unique Identification 
Authority of India 

Head of the organization –    
Pankaj Kumar, CEO 

Website: https://uidai.gov.in

Small Industries Development 
Bank of India (SIDBI) 

Head of the organization - 
Mohammad Mustafa 

(Chairman & MD)  

Website - https://sidbi.in/en

National Highways Authority 
of India (NHAI)  

Head of the organization - 
Dr.Sukhbir Singh Sandhu, IAS 

(Chairman)    

Website - www.nhai.gov.in
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HONOR launches HONOR 30S in China
HONOR 30S, the first product in the HONOR 30 series, has been 

officially announced for the Chinese Mainland market. HONOR 30S is 
the first 5G smartphone to be released in HONOR’s 2020 lineup, and is 
the first to feature the brand new Kirin 820 SoC, bringing flagship-level 
performance and 5G capabilities to 
the Kirin 8 chipset series. 

HONOR 30S also features a 
beautiful 3D effect on its back for the 
red, green and white colors. When 
held at different angles to catch the 
light, the curved glass back resembles a butterfly spreading its wings. 
Also available in black, the HONOR 30S starts at RMB2399 and will be 
available from major online stores in Chinese Mainland starting April 7.

Kirin 820 with leading 5G capabilities
Kirin 820 is the first 5G SoC in the Kirin 8 series, giving the HONOR 

30S an excellent 5G connection experience, as well as supporting 
2G/3G/4G/5G full-frequency, NSA/SA dual-mode, and 5G+4G dual-
card dual-standby.

Performance-wise, the Kirin 820 CPU uses one large core (based on 
Cortex-A76), three medium cores (based on Cortex-A76), and four small 
cores (based on Cortex-A55), with a maximum dominant frequency of  up 
to 2.36GHz. The combination of  large and small cores is optimized for 
daily use, resulting in excellent power efficiency while giving enough power 
for demanding tasks, when needed.

The Kirin 820 GPU also brings better gaming performance than the 
Kirin 810. Equipped with the new Mali-G57 MC6 architecture, it features 
higher performance and better energy efficiency, and is further boosted by 
next-generation GPU Turbo and Kirin Gaming+ technologies.

Powered by Huawei's latest NPU, the Kirin 820 has greatly improved 
AI computing power and delivers superior AI energy efficiency. According 
to the AI Benchmark test result, the HONOR 30S scored 60834 points in 
the AI Benchmark test, 73 percent higher than the HONOR 20S equipped 
with the Kirin 810.

OPPO unveils Ace2 with fastest 40W 
AirVOOC wireless flash charging 

OPPO has unveiled OPPO Ace2₹the 5G device that delivers an 
ultimate high-performance flash charging and gaming experience. The 
65W SuperVOOC 2.0, 40W AirVOOC Wireless Flash Charging and 10W 
Wireless Reverse Charging combination makes Ace2 the fastest charging 
smartphone in mass production. Qualcomm's Snapdragon 865 processor, 
up to 12GB LPDDR5 RAM, and UFS3.0 storage represents the highest 
performing lineup, dramatically optimizing gaming power and delivering 

a stable 90fps output. 
Its slim design, straight 
display, outstanding 
heat dissipation and 
refined vibration help 
to further deliver 
a more immersive 
gaming experience.

“The launch of  
OPPO Ace is to show 
our love and care 

towards hardcore players. Ace represents more than just OPPO's gaming 
vision – rather it’s the high-performance device we created together with 
game players. Each breakthrough will be full of  imagination bringing our 
users the most cutting-edge technologies, the best design and the most fun 
experience, in response to their ardent attention,” says Brian Shen, Vice 
President and President of  Global Marketing at OPPO.

The Fastest Charging 5G Smartphone
OPPO Ace2 is equipped with 65W SuperVOOC 2.0, 40W AirVOOC 

Wireless Flash Charging and 10W Wireless Reverse Charging, currently 
the fastest charging combination. With 65W SuperVOOC 2.0, users can 
enjoy two hours of  gaming in just five minutes of  charging; Also, with 
40W AirVOOC Wireless Flash Charging, users can play games for one 
hour after five minutes of  charging while OPPO Ace2 can be fully charged 
within 56 minutes. Besides, 40W AirVOOC Wireless Flash Charging 
supports the Qi wireless charging standard. By turning the wireless 
charging control chip into a transmitter, OPPO Ace2 can work as a power 
bank to provide wireless reverse charging at up to 10W.

TECNO Mobile unveils new smartphone: 
the CAMON 15

TECNO Mobile has launched a new 
smartphone: the CAMON 15 series with 64MP 
SONY camera and trademarked TAIVOS 
technology.  As one of  the most remarkable 
camera phones, TECNO CAMON 15 series 
has been highlighted through several platforms 
including the first online launch event in 
Africa, the spokesman Wizkid, and the biggest 
flip book recorded by Guinness World Records 
ever. 

As a pioneer in the smartphone industry, 
TECNO Mobile is committed to bringing the 
latest cutting-edge technology smartphone 
to its global users, and exploring innovative 
approaches and channels to support 
consumers discovering its products for the first time. The first online 
product launch is a new breakthrough that TECNO brings to its fans 
globally: a real-time hands-on experience and DEMO of  what they can 
achieve with a smartphone camera, powerful imaging hardware, and 
a device designed to deliver unprecedented performance for mobile 
photography fans. 

CAMON 15 Premier brings users new fun ways to activate your 
camera. Upon opening the selfie camera, the front camera will “POP-
UP” from the body, and the 32MP Clear Lens will be ready to capture 
your shining moments. 

Newly upgraded facial algorithms offer built-in natural beauty 
effects, saving your time for more retouch. With the new HDR, you 
can take a clear and bright selfie in any situation. The POP-UP camera 
has a smart anti-fall reaction and a strong resistance to magnetic 
interference, guaranteeing a smooth selfie experience.

OnePlus confirms 30W Warp 
wireless charging in next device 

OnePlus has confirmed the launch of  ‘OnePlus 8' series of  
smartphones on April 14 and also that one of  the variants will support 
the Warp Charge 30 Wireless feature. 

The new Warp Charge 30 Wireless Charger will charge the device 
to 50% in 30 minutes. The charger uses isolated charge pumps that can 
double as a kill switch when something goes wrong, thereby providing 
fast and stable charging. 

In addition, 
the charger can 
communicate with 
the smartphone 
during the charging 
process to provide 
maximum efficiency. 

The company has said that its wireless charging technology will be 
compatible with all Qi wireless chargers at 5W and at 10W for phones 
that support the faster (extended power profile) EPP standard. It is 
not immediately clear if  OnePlus will bundle the new Warp Charge 
30 Wireless charger with the OnePlus 8 Pro at no extra cost or sell 
separately. 

The OnePlus 8 Pro is also expected to support 30W fast wired 
charging. The back panel of  the device shows off  the quad-camera 
setup with three lenses along with an LED flash arranged in a vertical 
strip and a fourth camera placed alongside it. The quad-camera setup 
is expected to include an ultra-wide angle shooter, a telephoto camera 
that will likely support 3x optical zoom, and a primary camera of  an 
unknown resolution.

VAR MOBILITY 
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TERRIER SECURITY SERVICES WITH ITS PREVENTIVE METHODS 
STRIVING TO FIGHT AGAINST THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC

Aiming to provide reliable and proactive 
security solutions, Terrier Security Services, 
a division of Quesscorp takes move towards 
creating a safer environment. It deploys 
high-end security and loss prevention 
solutions across diverse sectors like Airports, 
Industries, Manufacturing, BFSI, Hospitality, 
Education, Logistics, IT/ITES, and Retail. In a 
chat with VARINDIA, Guruprasad Srinivasan, 
Chief Operating Officer, Quess Corp has 
shared his thoughts on current scenario 
after the Covid-19 pandemic, how they are 
combating the situation, the surveillance 
market and their future roadmap.

Guruprasad Srinivasan feels there will be 
an increased demand for private security 
guards particularly in the government sector. 
Large institutions and establishments will 
also see increased adoption of thermal 
sensors. He says, “Going forward for 
large organizations, it is not possible to 
individually check the temperature of each 
and every employee; hence thermal sensors 
will see a surge in demand. This process will 
require additional capital infusion. On an 
average a temperature gun can cost about Rs 
2,500. Post the Covid-19 outbreak the price 
for the temperature guns have increased up 
to six times to Rs 15,000. Thermal sensors 
cost anywhere between Rs6 lakhs toRs 10 
lakhs. Though the cost of equipment is high, 
companies will begin to invest in sensors at 
their gates.”

COMBATING THE DIFFICULT SITUATION 
Terrier Security Services believes that prevention is better than cure. The company has invested 

in training its workforce in various programs to combat Covid-19 crisis.
Terrier is the only security services company in India that has trainers certified under preventive 

and awareness programs on Covid-19 across the country. He comments, “Our team has been certified 
by Apollo med scheme on the End Covid Awareness and Prevention Program. Our workforce was 
also trained on the Severe Acute Respiratory Infection Treatment Facility Design (SARI) conducted 
by WHO. As of  today, we have zero cases of  Covid-19 positive security. In case, any of  the guards 
show signs or symptoms they are immediately quarantined for 14 days and tested before which they 
cannot enter back into the workforce.”

SECURITY SOLUTIONS
Terrier Security Services has an optimal mix of  manpower and technology with over 22,000 

guards across 185 plus cities in India.  Its solutions include manned guarding service through state-of-
the-art technology, establishment of  a Central Command Centre, Smart video analytical surveillance 
and advanced perimeter security. Offerings of  Terrier include the Command Centre that can take 
care of  multiple installations, including ATMs as well. Terrier has deployed temperature sensors in 
each of  the ATMs under its surveillance so that even if  the temperature goes up by 1 degree, the 
issue will be automatically highlighted in the Command Centre in Bangalore.

Srinivasan adds, “Security personnel who are deployed at the incident spot will alert the QRT 
(Quick Reaction Team) vehicles. These vehicles along with a supervisor, security guard and the driver 
are rushed immediately to the incident spot to handle the situation.  In places where there is no 
manned guarding, Terrier has set up a centralized electronic surveillance system which will report the 
incident to 3 numbers given by the client and the police station. Our command centre can monitor 
lakhs of  cameras which are manned 24 x 7.”

SECURITY TRENDS IN SURVEILLANCE MARKET  
Srinivasan feels that one of  the key current trends in the surveillance industry in India is that 

customers will be increasingly investing in high technology surveillance systems. 

“People using remote and virtual sensors, biometric technologies will see a shift. Digitalization 
will be adopted heavily by organizations and stakeholders. For setting up a temperature sensor at the 
gate it is likely to cost anywhere between Rs6.5 lakhs to Rs10 lakhs. However, the only challenge is 
that with low income in the April – June quarter of  this year and budget freeze for majority of  the 
companies, it is doubtful whether there will be investments happening soon. Nonetheless, more 
institutions will continue to invest in digital technology at a later stage. In a country like India, people 
are more likely to move away from investing when there is a cost factor involved. Through Covid-19, 
it is likely that the consumers will become more aware of  digital technology and will invest in it,” 
perceives Srinivasan.

According to Srinivasan, Centralized Command Centres will be in high demand amongst 
companies. Rather than having their own team man and monitor, organizations will choose to adopt 
Centralized Command Centre as it is more cost effective, while ensuring 24 hours guarding.

He elaborates, “A Centralized Command Centre can function 24 x 7 irrespective of  a lockdown 
as it will be serving several hundreds of  clients. During lockdown, a client might not be able to run 
the security system as he might not have employees come to office premises. Particularly for large 
installations, where a factory is spread across 100 acres, it might not be possible to man their own 
surveillance centre individually. It becomes easier for an organization to attach their camera to a 
Centralized Command Centre for quality surveillance. The Command Centre also has video analytics 
tool which makes it more secure, predictive and more cost effective for the client.”

TO CONCLUDE        
Srinivasan assumes Covid-19 has accelerated the process of  more people opting for electronic 

security. 2020 will see more shifts towards electronic security and reduced demand for manpower 
though, manpower is crucial to run any organization.

“Quess Corp’s Terrier Security Services is completely going to be an integrated security services 
company with more investment in electronic security with clients opting for more electronic 
surveillance systems and increased number of  customers for the Command Centre. This year, we will 
continue to ramp up our Central Command Centre and technology adoption,” concludes Srinivasan.

Centralized Command Centres will be in high 
demand amongst companies. Rather than 
having their own team man and monitor, 
organizations will choose to adopt Centralized 
Command Centre as it is more cost effective, 
while ensuring 24 hours guarding.

GURUPRASAD SRINIVASAN
Chief Operating Officer, Quess Corp.
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Hikvision unveils temperature 
screening thermographic cameras 

Hikvision has introduced Temperature Screening Thermographic 
Cameras and solutions in the Indian market. Hikvision Temperature 
Screening Thermographic Cameras are here to help the preventive 
measures at Airport and other transport terminals, schools and 

hospitals.
These Temperature Screening 

Thermographic Cameras can 
sense IR radiations (8-14μm) 
and produce thermal images. 
Thermal camera converts IR 
radiations into gray value, 
and establishes the accurate 

corresponding relation between gray value and temperature through 
the temperature measurement algorithm model.

It is well-known that one major symptom of  virus infections is 
temperature caused by fever. 

Therefore, thermal camera with high temperature accuracy can 
detect the elevated skin temperature to make the temperature screening. 
For this application, thermal cameras are advisable to be installed at 
the places with long queues such as passport control.

Hikvision Temperature Screening Thermographic Cameras are 
designed for the detection of  elevated skin temperatures so as to 
achieve rapid preliminary screening in public areas. Actual core body 
temperatures should be further confirmed using clinical measurement 
devices. Under any circumstances, it is highly recommended to use 
Hikvision’s thermographic cameras in accordance with local laws and 
regulations.

Videonetics brings ‘SAJAG’ Video 
Analytics Pandemic Management 
Suite based on AI & DL

Videonetics has launched video analytics based Pandemic Management 
Suite ‘SAJAG’ powered by its AI & DL framework, commits to empower 
COVID-19 warriors and crusaders by delivering actionable intelligence 
with in-depth insights to combat spread of  the novel coronavirus.

Videonetics SAJAG has been trained with real-time video data to 
address real-world challenges pertaining to COVID-19 such as social 
distancing, queue and crowd management, Masks & PPE detection, 
identifying vehicles of  interest to name a few. The video analytics based 
Pandemic Management Suite has been efficiently scaled up to act as a true 
decision support system to not only reduce incidents of  infectious disease, 
in current situation, but also ensuring compliance with guidelines post the 
lockdown. 

Dr Tinku Acharya, Fellow IEEE, Founder & MD, Videonetics said, 
“I am proud that we are the World’s first company to unveil AI & DL 
powered Pandemic Management Suite to vanquish and fight against 
COVID-19. Built for tough environmental conditions, SAJAG has 
multifaceted applications which will certainly equip on-ground team as 
well as stakeholders at command control center to improve response 
management and help in taking precautionary measures in saving lives of  
citizens as well as their own lives.” 

Hackers sell cheap access of Zoom
Cybercrime forums are listing an increasing number of  stolen or cracked accounts for sale of  Zoom teleconferencing software. Using these 

credentials, miscreants could "Zoom bomb" calls by showing up uninvited, potentially record and leak the contents of  calls, as well as push 
malicious files to meeting participants.

From a defensive standpoint, security experts say the solution involves some simple steps: Zoom meeting organizers should require strong 
passwords and carefully review all attendees' identity. It's no surprise that pranksters, criminals - and likely spies - are taking a much closer look at 
Zoom because COVID-19 has driven so many individuals to mostly stay at home.

Concerns over the security of  Zoom have led some to attempt to sidestep security challenges by picking other options. The New York City 
school districts, the government of  Taiwan and Standard Chartered Bank have all banned Zoom outright.

But the attention being paid by hackers to zoom likely extends to Microsoft Teams and Skype, which also have seen a surge in use, as have 
Cisco's WebEx and LogMeIn's GoToMeeting, among other services, security experts say.

Solution for early detection and screening 
for controlling Covid-19 outbreak

Amid the outbreak of  Covid-19, we have developed “Human 
Temperature Detection Solution” for pro active detection of  high 
temperatures which could help Indian Health bodies to keep track of  
people with high temperature during this outbreak and take necessary 
actions in order to control the 
outbreak.

"The global Coronavirus 
outbreak has disrupted the 
economic and financial 
thresholds of  economies 
worldwide. Amidst such 
uncertain times, the only 
certainty is innovation - 
innovation that can impact and influence the journey towards stability. 
I strongly believe that the IT industry can be a significant part of  this 
revolution. We, at Sparsh, have developed "Human Body Temperature 
Detection Solution" for pro-active detection of  high temperatures, which 
could help Indian Healthcare bodies keep track of  people with high 
temperature and take necessary actions in order to control the impact 
of  this outbreak at workplaces, homes and public places."says,Sanjeev 
Sehgal,MD,Sparsh.

Sparsh has launched at record time frame the following Human Body 
Temperature Detection Solutions for early detection and screening for 
controlling Covid-19 Spread.The solutions are capable of  detecting and 
alerting temperatures above threshold levels by screening humans from 
distance of  1 foot to 10m which helps preventing human to human 
proximity and thus spreading of  Covid-19.

Dassault Systemes and Aden Group 
Collaborate to Fight Against COVID-19

Dassault Systèmes and Aden Group have announced their intent to 
collaborate on the development of  a turnkey, ready-to-use infectious 
disease hospital solution, Akila Care that could be quickly deployed 
and easily maintained in countries severely impacted by COVID-19 and 
urgently in need of  high quality medical facilities. This new initiative comes 
in light of  the successful world premiere Wuhan hospital experience set 
up in a few days.

The two companies are working together to develop new hospital 
engineering, construction and operations processes by leveraging Dassault 
Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform and Aden Group’s Akila Care smart 
and connected hospital concept. The solution relies on a virtual collaborative 
environment for the design, simulation and development of  hospitals that 
can be built and operational within 100 days and remain operational for many 
years, as well as for optimizing their operations and maintenance throughout 
their entire lifecycle. As part of  the collaboration, the two companies plan 
to assemble a consortium of  companies specialized in medical equipment, 
engineering and construction to offer the solution to countries needing it 
most. “In a global context where decisiveness and rapid action are essential 
to help in the fight against COVID-19, combining quickly buildable modular 
architecture with a digital platform can accelerate the construction of  a 
cutting-edge medical facility and ensure it is fully operational in record time,” 
says Francois Amman and Joachim Poylo, co-founders, Aden Group. 
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MOVERS & SHAKERS 

Srihari to head marketing in 
APJ- Dell Technologies 

Srihari Palangala, Sr. Director Marketing at Dell EMC, 
was spearheading the marketing of  marketing for Dell 
EMC in India and was part of  the leadership in Dell EMC 
India and Dell EMC APJ marketing. Recently Srihari has 
been appointed as the Head of  marketing APJ in Dell 
Technologies. The same position to be filled by Ritu Gupta, 
who is at present serving as the Marketing Director at Dell 
India . She will be responsible for taking role . Ritu has over 
20 years of  experience across various marketing functions, 
such as, Consumer Insights, Brand Management, Product 
Management, New Product Development & Innovation 
across FMCG, Retail Banking & Consumer Durables.

Salesforce names Arundhati Bhattacharya 
as its Chairperson and CEO India

Salesforce has announced that Arundhati 
Bhattacharya will join the company on April 20th as 
Chairperson and CEO, Salesforce India, to lead the 
company’s growth and expansion across the market.

Gavin Patterson, President and CEO, Salesforce 
International comments, “Arundhati is an incredible 
business leader and we are delighted to welcome her 
to Salesforce as Chairperson and CEO India. India 
is an important growth market for Salesforce and a 
world-class innovation and talent hub and Arundhati’s 
leadership will guide our next phase of  growth, customer 

success and investment in the region.”

Deepak NG to head Dassault 
Systèmes’ India business

Dassault Systèmes announced that Deepak NG has 
been appointed as its Managing Director, India. Deepak 
NG will expand Dassault Systèmes’ India business strategy 
in line with the opportunities that the country has to offer 
in the manufacturing, infrastructure and cities, and life 
sciences domains.

“India is one of  the top-priority markets for Dassault 
Systèmes in Asia, and Deepak NG’s appointment 
will reinforce Dassault Systèmes’ ambition to expand 
new growth verticals in India both in Enterprise and 
Government business,” said Samson Khaou, Executive 
Vice President, Asia-Pacific, Dassault Systèmes. 

NetApp Appoints Puneet Gupta to Drive 
Growth in India and SAARC  

NetApp, the leader in cloud data services, today 
announced the appointment of  Puneet Gupta as vice 
president for sales, India and SAARC. Puneet will succeed 
Anil Valluri, who will move on from NetApp in the last 
week of  April. Based in New Delhi, Puneet Gupta will 
be responsible for leading NetApp’s India and SAARC 
operations, with a focus on driving customer and business 
growth and increasing the company’s foothold across India. 
He will also be responsible for strengthening engagement 
with partners to help deepen customer engagement and 

success. Puneet will report to Sanjay Rohatgi, senior vice president 
and general manager for Asia Pacific.

Rahul Arora joins as Sales Director, India 
and SAARC at McAfee India 

Rahul Arora has joined McAfee India as Sales Director, 
India and South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 
(SAARC). As a key part of  the India leadership team, Rahul 
will be responsible for leading sales teams and technical 
experts, to help drive the cloud security market within India.

With over 21 years in the IT industry, he has championed 
several customer initiatives, working closely with the 
ecosystem in India to build go to market strategies needed 
for targeting industry specific business opportunities. 
At McAfee, he will be instrumental in building a strong 
pipeline, ensuring solid sales execution, and drive customer 
relationships to achieve sustainable growth. 

David Li roped in as CEO for Huawei 
Telecommunications India

Huawei Telecommunications India has signed in David 
Li as their new CEO. David Li has succeeded Jay Chen, 
who moves on to take on leadership roles within Huawei 
Asia Pacific Region.

In his new role Li, will be holding the new role of  looking 
upon the entire strategy of  Huawei Telecommunications 
India’s strategy, directions and operations in the country, 
ensuring its commitment as a strategic and reliable ICT 
partner in accelerating the digital visions of  India. 

Li joined Huawei in 2002 and has held several leadership 
positions within the company. Before coming back to India, 

Li was CEO of  Huawei Cambodia. He has served as VP Sales and VP 
HR in India during different phases of  his career.

NEC appoints new CEO for India
NEC Corporation and NEC Technologies India 

announced the appointment of  Aalok Kumar as the new 
President and Chief  Executive Officer (CEO) of  NEC 
Technologies India with an immediate effect.

This change reflects NEC Corporation’s strong 
commitment to the country and India’s growing 
importance to the company’s global business.

Akihiko Kumagai, President of  the Global Business 
Unit, NEC Corporation, said, “This management 
restructuring exercise is aimed at accelerating our 
evolution in India. Capacity building in India will not 
only bolster our business in this country but also support 
our global businesses.”

DXC Technology appoints Nachiket 
Sukhtankar as MD of India 
Business Operations

 DXC Technology has roped in Nachiket Sukhtankar 
as Managing Director of  the company’s business 
operations in India with immediate effect. He reports 
to Vinod Bagal, Executive Vice President, Global 
Transformation.

“Our business operation in India is critically 
important to our global customers and company, and 
Nachiket brings the proven experience and leadership to 
deliver results that contribute to DXC’s success. Having 

worked with him previously, I know he will make a tremendous 
difference,” Bagal said.
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